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Abstract 
 
 
 This thesis examines the form and function of prosopopoeia in Cicero’s speeches. 

Prosopopoeia – the rhetorical device in which an orator fabricates and delivers a discourse as 

another character – offers an alternative to the orator’s own speech for the communication of 

information and emotion. The most recent study on the device, D.S. Mayfield’s Variants of 

Rhetorical Ventriloquism, suggests that “it is always significant rhetorically in whose mouth 

words are being put – at what time, in which context and whose presence, by which means, 

and (above all) in the interest of what or whom” (Mayfield 2019, 147-148). This study seeks 

to evaluate Mayfield’s claim in the practice of Ciceronian oratory by examining when Cicero 

used the device, whom he portrayed, and how the device contributed to his persuasive aims. 

 A preliminary examination of extant rhetorical theory up to and including Quintilian 

provides context for Cicero’s practice, identifying a range of potential effects the device could 

enact. Ancient theory also raises several questions about taxonomical distinctions between 

types of prosopopoeia, which are briefly discussed to further contextualise Cicero’s practice. 

Following this, eight of Cicero’s speeches are discussed in chronological order: Pro Quinctio; 

Pro Roscio Amerino; In Verrem 2.5; the First Catilinarian; Pro Caelio; In Pisonem; Pro 

Plancio; and Pro Milone. Notable prosopopoeiae in these speeches are identified and evaluated 

in relation to their persuasive effect on the audience, identifying a diverse range of uses for the 

device such as generating indignation or pity, and the delineation of characters. Particular 

attention is paid to the significance of the choice of speaking character and to the emotion 

generated through the change in speaking-situation. 

 I argue that several patterns emerge in Cicero’s use of the device, many of which have 

a grounding in rhetorical theory. Moreover, I suggest that it is possible to divide Cicero’s use 

of prosopopoeia into three categories based on the type of speaking character: deceased and 

abstract individuals, representations of a client, and representations of an opponent. This 

investigation shows that these categories present different means of delineating characters, and 

are attuned to achieving different persuasive effects. 
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Preface 
 
 

i) The first time I refer to an individual, I present their full name, for example, Marcus 

Tullius Cicero or Appius Claudius Caecus. Further references will refer to the 

cognomen only, for example, Cicero or Caecus. The exceptions to this are Publius 

Clodius Pulcher and Marcus Caelius Rufus, to whom I refer by their most well 

recognised names, Clodius and Caelius. 

ii) References to ancient texts have been abbreviated according to the guidelines of 

Hornblower, S., A. Spawforth and E. Eidinow, eds. (2012). The Oxford Classical 

Dictionary. 4th ed. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 

iii) In Chapter Four (page 69) a list of consuls in the gens Claudia is presented; the RE 

numbers refer to Pauly, A., G. Wissowa and W. Kroll (1893-). Real-Encyclopädie 

der klassischen Altertumswissenschaft. Stuttgart: J.B. Metzler. 
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Introduction 
 
 A person’s authority is derived from the value others place on their character. This idea 

holds especially true among the aristocracy of the late Roman Republic, whose main means of 

political advancement and securing glory relied on the crafting of an authoritative public 

persona. Oratory presented a vehicle for the expression of one’s persona as well as an arena to 

build one’s auctoritas (“authority”), often at the expense of an opponent. As such, rhetorical 

theory provided a number of devices through which to delineate a person’s character, 

presenting, as the Rhetorica ad Herennium of the early first century BC says, the “signs which, 

like distinctive marks, are attributes of that character” (Rhet. Her. 4.63, trans. Caplan).1 One of 

those signs was a person’s speech, which could be represented through a rhetorical device 

called prosopopoeia. 

 Prosopopoeia, broadly speaking, is the fabrication and presentation of the discourse of 

another person, usually in direct speech.2 The orator may have taken on mannerisms of the 

adopted character in either gesture or tone,3 acting as if they were that character temporarily. 

However, a distinct quality of the prosopopoeia is that the speech is invented by the orator; it 

involves an element of creativity rather than a dramatisation of a quote. This raises several 

questions about the device. First, in which situations was this device practical? Second, what 

types of character might be portrayed, and why? Third, how did a prosopopoeia contribute to 

an orator’s persuasive ability? This thesis aims to address these questions. 

 The most recent study on prosopopoeia is D.S. Mayfield’s Variants of Rhetorical 

Ventriloquism.4 Mayfield presents a broad consideration of the underlying theory of 

prosopopoeia, identifying a range of affine concepts and terms and commenting on the 

significance of the device to the presentation of character and the self-representation of the 

author. However, Mayfield does not examine the persuasive effect the device might have, nor 

does he discuss examples of the device in practice. Similarly, rhetorical handbooks such as 

Heinrich Lausberg’s Handbook of Literary Rhetoric5 or Galen Rowe’s “Style” in the Handbook 

 
1 Rhet. Her. 4.63: signa, quae, sicuti notae quae, naturae sunt adtributa. 
2 Lausberg (1988) §820, 826. 
3 Cf. Quint., Inst. 1.8.3, trans. Russell: Nec prosopopoeias, ut quibusdam placet, ad comicum morem 

pronuntiari velim, esse tamen flexum quendam quo distinguantur ab iis in quibus poeta persona sua utetur (“Nor 
do I think that prosopopoeiae, as some advise, should be pronounced in the manner of the comic stage, though 
there should be some inflection of the voice to distinguish them from passages in which the poet speaks in his 
own person”). 

4 Mayfield (2019). 
5 Lausberg (1998). 
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of Classical Rhetoric in the Hellenistic Period6 offer a comprehensive technical definition of 

the device, but offer few examples of it in practice and little comment on its persuasive effects. 

A notable study focused on persuasive aims in oratory is James May’s Trials of Character, 

which examines Cicero’s methods of representing ethos (“character”) and the significance of 

this for his persuasive goals. May offers scattered comments on prosopopoeia, offering 

valuable insight into how Cicero uses speech to define a character.7 As is also to be expected, 

there have been a number of studies conducted on individual speeches which discuss their 

prosopopoeiae, some with a more critical impression of the device;8 these works will be noted 

in brief literature reviews in the footnotes of their relevant chapters. This thesis intends to build 

on these studies by examining a range of prosopopoeiae to identify their contribution to 

individual speeches and any patterns which emerge in the use of the device. 

 Our best evidence for the use of prosopopoeia in Roman oratory is found in the 

speeches of Marcus Tullius Cicero.9 Among his extant speeches, Cicero introduces 

prosopopoeiae of people living and dead, as well as the personification of abstractions such as 

his famous speeches of the patria in the First Catilinarian. His use of the device also spans the 

three main genres of oratory: judicial, deliberative, and epideictic. This variety allows us to 

survey the ways in which prosopopoeia could be used to achieve a number of persuasive 

effects. 

 To achieve a broad overview of Cicero’s use of prosopopoeia, I examine the use of the 

device across eight speeches: Pro Quinctio, Pro Roscio Amerino, In Verrem (specifically Book 

Five of the actio secunda), the First Catilinarian, Pro Caelio, In Pisonem, Pro Plancio, and 

Pro Milone. These orations each contain at least one substantial instance of prosopopoeia, 

allowing for an examination of several set-piece passages. A number of these speeches also 

include several smaller examples of prosopopoeia, which will be examined along with the 

larger examples in their respective orations. This does omit a number of smaller instances of 

the device throughout the Ciceronian corpus – the majority of which are off-hand comments 

 
6 Rowe (1997). 
7 May (1988). 
8 For example, Levens (1946) 143; Nisbet (1965) 62-63. 
9 Two other examples of prosopopoeia in Roman oratory are worth noting. In Cicero’s speech Pro Sestio 

130, he praises Publius Servilius Vatia Isauricus: cum ille omnes prope ab inferis evocasset Metallos et ad illius 
generis, quod sibi sum eo commune esset, dignitatem propinqui sui mentem a Clodianis latrociniis reflexisset 
(“when he summoned nearly all the Metelli from the lower world, and had turned the thoughts of his relative away 
from the Clodian acts of brigandage to the honour of that family to which they both belonged”); cf. Kaster (2006) 
368-369. The other example is the genre of declamation, which used prosopopoeia as an educational exercise. 
These exercises are outlined in Kennedy (2000); further information on declamation in general can be found in 
Kennedy (1972) 312-322; Clarke (1996) 75-99. 
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or imagined questions from the prosecution, called subiectio.10 However, these eight speeches 

provide a sample of approximately twenty prosopopoeiae from throughout Cicero’s career. 

 A key criterion for the prosopopoeiae in this study is that they must be presented in 

direct speech. This precludes a number of instances where Cicero uses another character to 

provide narrative. To select one example, in the narratio of Cicero’s earliest speech Pro Roscio 

Amerino, Cicero describes the logic of the prosecution in bringing forth a murder trial: 

Ita loqui homines: quod iudicia tam diu facta non essent, condemnari eum oportere, 

qui primus in iudicium adductus esset; huic autem patronos propter Chrysogoni 

gratiam defuturos; de bonorum venditione et de ista societate verbum esse facturum 

neminem; ipso nomine parricidi et atrocitate criminis fore, ut hic nullo negotio 

tolleretur, cum ab nullo defensus esset. 

Because there had been no trial for so long, they reasoned, the first man to be accused 

would be certain to be condemned. Chrysogonus’ influence would ensure that no one 

would support him. Not a word would be said about the sale of the property or about 

the partnership which had been formed. The mere charge of parricide, and the horrific 

nature of such a crime, would be sufficient to destroy him without difficulty, since no 

one had come forward to defend him. (Cic., Rosc. Am. 28, trans. Berry 2000) 

These forms of speech are useful for character delineation, and can be understood as a form of 

prosopopoeia, albeit a “borderline case,” as Lausberg notes.11 However, given the aims of this 

thesis, it is more fruitful to examine the occasions in which Cicero “assumes a mask” of another 

character, in order to evaluate the benefits of a more dramatic approach to oratory. 

 Chapter One begins with a summary of rhetorical theory regarding prosopopoeia in the 

classical period.12 This provides context for Cicero’s use of the device, addresses some 

variation in terminology and taxonomy across the classical period, and notes several potential 

effects of a prosopopoeia. Next, the eight speeches identified above will be considered in 

chronological order. Although a number of organisational approaches could be adopted – 

organising by genre of oratory or type of character, for example – a chronological order offers 

a convenient means of organising an initial approach to the topic. This approach allows us to 

see whether Cicero’s engagement with the device remains consistent throughout his career, or 

if differing social and political circumstances dictated his use of the device. Overall, this 

approach provides insight into how prosopopoeia could contribute to an argument as well as 

 
10 Quint., Inst. 9.2.15; Lausberg (1998) §771-775. 
11 Lausberg (1998) §824. 
12 On later theory regarding prosopopoeia, see Lausberg (1998) §820-829. 
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enabling the identification of underlying patterns in the use of the device. This in turn 

demonstrates Cicero’s keen awareness of the importance of characters and their speech in 

persuading an audience. 
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Chapter One: Prosopopoeia in rhetorical theory 
 

 Theoretical discussions of prosopopoeia in antiquity vary in length and quality, and are 

complicated by the fact that there is little consistency in the terminology used to discuss the 

device. The term prosopopoeia itself is taken from Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria, a first 

century AD treatise on rhetoric which provides the most comprehensive discussion of the 

device. However, this term is not used in any extant Latin source prior to Quintilian. Overviews 

of the rhetorical theory regarding prosopopoeia have been presented in modern scholarship, 

tracing the various discussions of the device and its associated terminology.13 This chapter 

largely follows these overviews, with the aim of presenting a range of theoretical evidence to 

compare to Cicero’s practical use of prosopopoeia. For the sake of scope, this chapter is limited 

to theory up to and including Quintilian. From Quintilian onward, discussions of prosopopoeia 

become increasingly intertwined with the declamatory exercise of the same name which, while 

still valuable for understanding how prosopopoeia works, is more concerned with the device 

as an exercise in itself rather than a means to a persuasive end.14 A general overview of the 

theory regarding prosopopoeia up to and including Quintilian will therefore highlight some of 

the ancient expectations around the construction and effect of a prosopopoeia, and provide 

several examples of its use as a basis for comparison. 

 

Hellenistic Theory – Demetrius’ On Style 

 

 The earliest surviving Latin treatises on rhetoric – the anonymous Rhetorica ad 

Herennium and Cicero’s De Inventione Rhetorica – are considered products of the Greek 

rhetorical tradition.15 However, there is little surviving information of the Hellenistic theory of 

prosopopoeia. One notable Greek work which distinguishes prosopopoeia as a figure of 

thought is Demetrius’ On Style. The exact date and authorship of this work are unclear; most 

recent scholarship dates the work to the second or first century BC.16 If true, this represents the 

earliest extant discussion of prosopopoeia as a rhetorical device. Using the term προσωποποιία, 

Demetrius explains how the speech of another character can produce δεινότης (“force”): 

 
13 Most notably Lausberg (1998) §820-829. See also Volkmann (1885) 489-490; Lanham (1991) 123-

124; Rowe (1997) 144; Mayfield (2019) 25-33, 37-59. 
14 An English translation of a number of these declamatory exercises can be found in Kennedy (2000). 

See also Lausberg (1998) §820-829 on later Latin grammarians. 
15 For example, Corbeill (2002b) 29. 
16 Grube (1961) 39-56; Kennedy (1994) 88-89. 
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Παραλαμβάνοιτο δ´ἄν σχῆμα διανοίας πρὸς δεινότητε ἡ προσωποποιία καλουμένη, οἷον 

“δόξατε ὑμῖν τοὺς προγόνους ὀνειδίζειν καὶ λέγειν τάδε τινὰ Ἑλλάδα ἤ τὴν πατρίδα, 

λαβοῦσαν γυναικὸς σχῆμα.”  

Ὥσπερ ἐν τῷ ἐπιταφίῳ Πλάτων τὸ “ὦ παῖδες, ὅτι μέν ἐστε πατέρων ἀγαθῶν,” καὶ οὐκ 

ἐκ τοῦ ἰδίου προσώπου λέγει, ἀλλὰ ἐκ τοῦ τῶν πατέρων · πολὺ γὰρ ἐνεργέστερα καὶ 

δεινότερα φαίνεται ὑπὸ τῶν προσώπων, μᾶλλον δὲ δράματα ἀτεχνῶς γίνεται. 

Another figure of thought which may be used to produce force is the figure called 

prosopopoeia, for example “Imagine that your ancestors are rebuking you and speak 

such words, or imagine Greece, or your country in the form of a woman.” This is what 

Plato uses in his Funeral Speech, “Children, that you are the sons of brave men…” He 

does not speak in his own person but that of their fathers. The personification makes 

the passage much more lively and forceful, or rather it really turns into a drama. 

(Demetrius, On Style 265-266, trans. Innes) 

According to Demetrius, two types of character might be adopted: ancestors, and an abstraction 

like Hellas or the patria. The introduction of these characters produces δεινότης and ἐνέργεια 

– forcefulness and vividness – and turns the passage into a drama. Δεινότης, as Demetrius 

describes it, is associated with vehement emotion. The examples provided both refer to 

reproach from an authority figure: in the first, the προγόνοι are called on to ὀνειδίζειν 

(“reproach”) the audience, and the second, taken from Plato’s Menexenus,17 refers broadly to 

the achievements of the audience’s fathers to rouse them to action. “Forceful emotions” 

therefore appear to have constituted negative emotions such as indignation and shame, and 

positive emotions such as pride. Introducing ἐνέργεια and making something δράματα suggest 

that prosopopoeia also offered variation and animation to a speech, the former through the 

dramatic integration of new speaking personas and the latter through the vehement language 

used to stir up emotions. Προσωποποιία according to Demetrius was therefore a means of 

bringing forward an authority figure to rouse violent emotions and to bring variation and 

animation to a speech. 

 

Republican Roman theory – De Inventione Rhetorica and Rhetorica ad Herennium 

 

 Following Demetrius, there are several surviving rhetorical treatises in Latin which 

discuss prosopopoeia. The earliest of these are two roughly contemporaneous works: the 

 
17 Pl., Menex. 246d-247c. 
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anonymous Rhetorica ad Herennium and Cicero’s De Inventione.18 Cicero’s discussion – the 

shorter of the two – relates to the enumeration of arguments as the first part of a peroration: 

Atque haec aliis actionis quoque modis variare oportebit. Nam tum ex tua persona 

enumerare possis, ut quid et quo quidque loco dixeris admoneas; tum vero personam 

aut rem aliquam inducere et enumerationem ei totam attribuere. Personam hoc modo: 

“Nam si legis scriptor exsistat et quaerat sic id a vobis quid dubitetis, quid possitis 

dicere, cum vobis hoc et hoc sit demonstratum.” Atque hic, item ut in nostra persona, 

licebit alias singillatim transire omnes argumentationes, alias ad partitionis singula 

genera referre, alias ab auditore quid desideret quaerere, alias haec facere per 

comparationem suarum et contrariarum argumentationem.  

Res autem inducetur, si alicui rei huiusmodi, legi, loco, urbi, monumento oratio 

attribuetur per enumerationem, hoc modo: “Quid, si leges loqui possent? Nonne haec 

apud vos quererentur? ‘Quidnam amplius desideratis, iudices, cum vobis hoc et hoc 

planum factum sit?’” In hoc quoque genere omnibus isdem modis uti licebit. 

It may also be advisable to produce variety by changing the method of presentation. 

That is to say, at times you can sum up in your own person, reminding the audience of 

what you have said and in what order each point was discussed; but at other times you 

can bring on the stage some person or thing and let this actor sum up the whole 

argument. The following is an example of the use of a person: “If the author of the law 

should appear and ask why you hesitate, what, pray, could you say, since this and this 

has been proved to you?” And here, as when speaking in one’s own proper person, the 

orator may at one time run over all the arguments singly, at another, refer to each topic 

in the partition, or again, inquire of the auditor what he desires, or again, sum up by 

comparing his own and the opposing arguments.  

A thing is brought on the stage if in the enumeration the words are given to something 

of this sort, a law, a place, a city, or a monument; for example, “What if the laws could 

speak? Would they not make this complaint to you: ‘What more do you desire, 

gentlemen of the jury, when this and this has been made plain to you?’” In this kind of 

summing up as well, one may use all the same methods. (Cic. Inv. Rhet. 1.99-100, trans. 

Hubbell) 

Like Demetrius, Cicero identifies two types of character. However, he builds on Demetrius’ 

types by including personae – characters, exemplified by the “author of a law” – and expanding 

 
18 On the dating of the Rhetorica ad Herennium and De Inventione, see Kennedy (1972) 106-113. 
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the category of res to include laws, places, cities, and monuments. Cicero also states more 

explicitly the variation offered by a prosopopoeia. However, he does not state any emotional 

effect produced by the device. It is unlikely Cicero considered variatio in the enumeration to 

be the only function of prosopopoeia. Figures of thought such as prosopopoeia were generally 

discussed as aspects of style, which Cicero intended to treat in another work.19 The example 

produced here is likely more indicative of a single situation in which it might be used than of 

the entire concept as Cicero understood it. This also accounts for the absence of a name for the 

technique. It is worth noting that Cicero uses prosopopoeia in this capacity, particularly during 

his pre-consular speeches, where it occurs three times across two speeches.20 

 Roughly contemporary to De Inventione, the anonymous Rhetorica ad Herennium also 

discusses prosopopoeia, during its treatment of style in Book Four. The Auctor differs from 

Demetrius and Cicero by outlining two different techniques based on the speaking character. 

The first, sermocinatio, is discussed twice. A preliminary discussion occurs in relation to the 

concept of expolitio, reiterating ideas in a fresh manner:21 

Tertium genus est commutationis, quod tractando conficitur, si sententiam traiciemus 

aut ad sermocinationem aut exsuscitationem. Sermocinatio est […] in qua constituetur 

alicuius personae oratio adcommodata ad dignitatem, hoc modo22 […] “Sapiens omnia 

rei publicae causa suscipienda pericula putabit. Saepe ipse secum loquetur: ‘Non mihi 

soli, sed etiam atque adeo multo potius natus sum patriae; vita, quae fato debetur, saluti 

patriae potissimum solvatur. Aluit haec me; tute atque honeste produxit usque ad hanc 

aetatem; munivit meas rationes bonis legibus, optimis moribus, honestissimis 

disciplinis. Quid est quod a me satis ei persolvi possit unde haec accepi?’ Exinde ut 

haec loquetur secum sapiens saepe, in periculis rei publicae nullum ipse periculum 

fugiet.” 

The third kind of change, accomplished in the treatment, will take place if we transfer 

the thought into the form of sermocinatio or into the form of exsuscitatio. 

Sermocinatio […] consists in putting in the mouth of some person language in keeping 

 
19 Inv. Rhet. 2.178: Quare, quoniam et una pars ad exitum hoc ac superiore libro perducta est et hic liber 

non parum continet litterarum, quae restant in reliquis dicemus. (Therefore, since one section [i.e. Invention] has 
been brought to completion in this and the preceding book, and this book has grown to a great length, we shall 
leave the other topics for the later books.). Hubbell (1949) x, however, suggests they were never written. 

20 Rosc. Am. 32, 145; Verr. 2.5.136-138. These will be discussed further in Chapter Two. 
21 Rhet. Her. 4.54: Expolitio est cum in eodem loco manemus et aliud atque aliud dicere videmur. 

(“Expolitio consists in dwelling on the same topic and yet seeming to say something ever new.”). Cf. Lanham 
(1991) 74-75 s.v. “Expolitio” and “Exergasia”; Lausberg (1998) §§830-842. 

22 The following example develops a previous theme of outlining a wise man who would endanger 
himself for the res publica. 
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with his character, as follows […] “The wise man will think that for the common weal 

he ought to undergo every peril. Often he will say to himself: ‘Not for self alone was I 

born, but also, and much more, for the fatherland. Above all, let me spend my life, 

which I owe to fate, for the salvation of my country. She has nourished me. She has in 

safety and honour reared me even to this time of life. She has protected my interests by 

good laws, the best of customs, and a most honourable training. How can I adequately 

repay her from whom I have received these blessings?’ According as the wise man 

often says this to himself, when the republic is in danger, he on his part will shun no 

danger.” (Rhet. Her. 4.55, trans. Caplan) 

Sermocinatio broadly allows for the presentation of any living person, provided the speech 

attributed to them aligns with their personality. The affinity to expolitio provides further 

evidence of the association between character speeches and variation. However, there is again 

no mention of a particular emotional effect. The focus on expolitio accounts for this, as it is 

explaining the use of the device for character delineation rather than generating an emotional 

effect. 

 The Auctor returns to sermocinatio while discussing methods of character delineation. 

He explains: 

Sermocinatio est cum alicui personae sermo adtribuitur et is exponitur cum ratione 

dignitatis, hoc pacto: “Cum militibus urbs redundaret et omnes timore oppressi domi 

continerentur, venit iste cum sago, gladio succinctus, tenens iaculum; III adulescentes 

hominem simili ornatu subsequuntur. Inrupit in aedes subito, deinde magna voce: ‘Ubi 

est iste beatus,’ inquit, ‘aedium dominus? Quin mihi praesto fuit? Quid tacetis?’” 

Sermocinatio consists in assigning to some person language which as set forth conforms 

with his character, for example: “When the city overflowed with soldiers, and all the 

citizens, oppressed by fear, kept themselves at home, this fellow appeared in military 

cloak, armed with a sword, in his hand a javelin. Three young men, equipped like him, 

follow behind. Suddenly he bursts into the house, and in a loud voice shouts: ‘Where 

is he, the wealthy owner of this house? Why has he not appeared before me? Why are 

you silent?’” (Rhet. Her. 4.65) 

Sermocinatio in this context can function as a form of narrative, as well as contributing to the 

orator’s presentation of a person’s character by representing speech in line with their actions. 

Speech and character were closely linked in ancient thought; speech was indicative of 
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character, and one’s character was considered immutable.23 The Auctor’s structure confirms 

this, placing sermocinatio after notatio – “character portrayal” by describing signa, quae, sicuti 

notae quae, naturae sunt adtributa (“the definite signs which, like distinctive marks, are 

attributes of that character”; Rhet. Her. 4.63). An orator’s representation of a person can 

therefore be supported by attributing a certain manner of speech to them through sermocinatio. 

 A brief aside follows in which the Auctor identifies a related concept, referred to as 

sermocinatio consequens: 

Sunt item sermocinationes consequentes, hoc genus: “Nam quid putamus illos dicturos 

si hoc iudicaritis? Nonne omnes hac utentur oratione?” – Deinde subicere sermonem. 

There are likewise Hypothetical Dialogues (sermocinationes consequentes), as follows: 

“Indeed, what do we think those people will say if you have passed this judgment? Will 

not everyone say as follows: – ?” And then one must add what they will say. (Rhet. 

Her. 4.65) 

The difference lies in how the speech is presented: sermocinatio encompasses any quotation or 

construction of speech, while sermocinatio consequens is posed as a logical response to 

something – consequens meaning “following on.” In responding to a point, the orator 

specifically calls attention to the practice of sermocinatio through the premise of 

hypotheticality.24 This form of sermocinatio can therefore present a narrative of events based 

on logical reactions, as well as being able to convey certain emotions as a consequence of 

previously described actions. 

 Immediately after his discussion of sermocinatio, the Auctor defines another technique, 

termed conformatio. He defines it as: 

cum aliqua quae non adest persona confingitur quasi adsit, aut cum res muta aut 

informis fit eloquens, et forma ei et oratio adtribuitur ad dignitatem adcommodata aut 

actio quaedam... 

when one represents an absent person as present, or makes a mute thing or one lacking 

form articulate, and attributes to it a definite form and a language or a certain behaviour 

appropriate to its character... (Rhet. Her. 4.66) 

He then provides two examples: 

Quodsi nunc haec urbs invictissima vocem mittat, non hoc pacto loquatur: “Ego illa 

plurimis tropaeis ornata, triumphis ditata certissimis, clarissimis locupletata victoriis, 

 
23 May (1988) 6. 
24 Mayfield (2019) 43. 
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nunc vestris seditionibus, o cives, vexor; quam dolis malitiosa Kartago, viribus probata 

Numantia, disciplinis erudita Corinthus labefactare non potuit, eam patimini nunc ab 

homunculis deterrimis proteri atque conculcari?” 

But if this invincible city should now give utterance to her voice, would she not speak 

as follows? “I, city of renown, who have been adorned with numerous trophies, 

enriched with unconditional triumphs, and made opulent by famous victories, am now 

vexed, O citizens, by your dissensions. Her whom Carthage with her wicked guile, 

Numantia with her tested strength, and Corinth with her polished culture, could not 

shake, do you now suffer to be trod upon and trampled underfoot by worthless 

weaklings?” 

 

Quodsi nunc Lucius ille Brutus revivescat et hic ante pedes vestros adsit, is non hac 

utatur oratione? “Ego reges eieci; vos tyrannos introducitis. Ego libertatem, quae non 

erat, peperi; vos partam servare non vultis. Ego capitis mei periculo patriam liberavi; 

vos liberi sine periculo esse non curatis.” 

But if that great Lucius Brutus should now come to life again and appear here before 

you, would he not use this language? “I banished kings; you bring in tyrants. I created 

liberty, which did not exist; what I created you do not wish to preserve. I, at peril of my 

life, freed the fatherland; you, even without peril, do not care to be free.” (Rhet. Her. 

4.66) 

The term conformatio coined by the Auctor reflects the act of “shaping” the speech, in the 

sense that the orator must define the physical form of their adopted character in addition to 

attributing a fabricated speech to them. This stresses the creative aspect of the technique25 

compared to sermocinatio, which focuses on the idea of representing a conversation. Because 

Latin rhetorical terminology was only partially standardised by the late Republic,26 rhetoricians 

would present approximations of the process involved in a device, such as the Auctor’s use of 

nouns combining a verb with the suffix -tio to indicate an action. This reflects a broader process 

throughout the late Republic of “Latinising” Hellenistic rhetorical theory.27 However, it is 

worth noting that there is no evidence to suggest Cicero attributed this same name to the device. 

 Both examples of conformatio are prefaced with a conditional beginning with quodsi 

(“but if…”), emphasising the dramatic and creative qualities of the speech by inviting the 

 
25 Mayfield (2019) 44. 
26 Kennedy (1972) 126. 
27 Douglas (1972) 342-343; Kennedy (1972) 100; Clarke (1996) 10-13. 
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audience to imagine a scenario. In this case, the orator calls attention to the fact that the 

character is incapable of speech, adding to the dramatic (and thus emotional) nature of the 

conformatio. The characters suggested for conformatio – the urbs and Lucius Brutus – parallel 

the examples in Demetrius, albeit with a distinctly Roman flavour. The Auctor states that his 

decision to use Roman examples is based on a criticism of Greek rhetoricians whose cherry-

picked examples from literature were often insufficient for displaying a technique (Rhet. Her. 

4.1-10).28 While the emulation of Greek culture was acceptable among the Roman elite 

throughout the Late Republic, a possible degree of nationalistic pride and the fact that the 

Auctor’s self-assured mastery over oratory appears to rely on reiterating his teachings in Latin 

likely accounts for his lack of Greek terminology. 

 The Auctor says little regarding the effect of conformatio, noting it as proficit plurimum 

in amplificationis partibus et commiseratione (“most useful in the divisions under 

Amplification and Appeal to Pity”; Rhet. Her. 4.66). Amplificatio in Roman rhetoric was a 

broad category of methods of intensifying a point, one of which included the restatement of a 

point in a varied manner.29 The Auctor notes ten formulae for amplificatio earlier in his work.30 

As we will see, Cicero’s prosopopoeiae often make use of these formulae. Commiseratio, on 

the other hand, involved the orator playing on the audience’s emotions by creating a sense of 

pity for the client’s situation.31 As such, it expands on Demetrius’ noted effect of δεινότης by 

showing that an introduced character can evoke strong emotions to rouse an audience. 

 Thus far, the three sources surveyed have outlined five possible effects of a 

prosopopoeia: the lending of “force” to an argument in terms of the rousing of violent emotion; 

the dramatisation of a passage by introducing a character who could not realistically speak 

otherwise; variation of points for enumeration or general amplification; character delineation; 

and as an appeal to pity. In terms of the characters who might be introduced, all three sources 

agree that a deceased individual or an abstract entity such as a city or law might be adopted, 

and the Rhetorica ad Herennium suggests that a sermocinatio might be used of any living 

person to achieve similar ends. 

 

 
28 Kennedy (1972) 130-131. 
29 Cf. Quint., Inst. 8.4.27. 
30 Rhet. Her. 2.48-50. The commonplaces are: 1) appealing to authority; 2) considering the range of 

affected individuals; 3) asking what would happen if all culprits of a crime were treated with indifference; 4) 
showing that indifference to this crime will prompt further crime; 5) showing that nothing but a particular 
judgment will ameliorate the wrongdoing; 6) showing that an act was premeditated; 7) showing how horrendous 
the crime is; 8) showing how unique the crime is; 9) comparing this wrong to others; 10) describing the crime 
vividly as if it were taking place at that moment. Cf. Inv. Rhet. 1.100. 

31 Cf. Cic., Inv. Rhet. 1.106, who uses the term conquestio. 
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Cicero’s later treatises – De Oratore and Orator 

 

 Cicero briefly considers prosopopoeia in two later treatises: De Oratore, written in 

55BC, and Orator, written in 46BC. The context of these works – the former considering 

oratory in a primarily philosophical light,32 and the latter in large part defending the Ciceronian 

style33 – means that little is said about the devices of style, as they are only tangentially relevant 

to Cicero’s goal in writing these texts. Context also accounts for Cicero’s reluctance to use 

Greek terminology. De Oratore engages with primarily Greek ideas; however, much like the 

Auctor of the Rhetorica ad Herennium, Cicero’s claim to be an authority on oratory prompts 

him to avoid Greek terms and reiterate Greek ideas in Latin.34 Orator, on the other hand, 

defends Cicero’s oratorical style against the “Atticists,” who asserted the superiority of a 

simple style of oratory;35 because their examples were generally Athenian in origin, it is 

unsurprising that Cicero avoided using Greek terms. Like the Rhetorica ad Herennium, then, 

these works define their devices entirely in Latin. Unlike the Rhetorica, however, Cicero does 

not apply a single-word name to his devices, instead defining them by way of description. This 

appears to be due to Cicero’s distaste for the overly specific definitions of rhetorical handbooks 

at the time, resulting in him listing techniques in rapid succession with technical jargon as a 

parody of those handbooks.36 However, even in these cursory lists Cicero provides some 

discussion of the effect of prosopopoeia, prompting closer examination. 

 Toward the end of De Oratore, Cicero outlines a range of figures of speech, including 

the following: 

morum ac vitae imitatio vel in personis vel sine illis, magnum quoddam ornamentum 

orationis et aptum ad animos conciliandos vel maxime, saepe autem etiam ad 

commovendos; personarum ficta inductio, vel gravissimum lumen augendi... 

imitation of character and way of life (whether or not by way of impersonation), which 

lends great distinction to a speech, and is particularly well-suited for winning over the 

audience’s minds, and often also for stirring their emotions; introduction of imaginary 

characters, which is a particularly impressive figure of amplification... (Cic. De Or. 

3.204-205, trans. May and Wisse) 

 
32 Wisse (2002a) 389-397. 
33 Kennedy (1972) 257; Narducci (2002) 429-430. 
34 May and Wisse (2001) 6. 
35 On Atticism, see Wisse (1995). 
36 Wisse, Winterbottom and Fantham (2008) 303. 
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Cicero mirrors the Rhetorica ad Herennium by outlining two separate figures: morum ac vitae 

imitatio, and personarum ficta inductio. The former refers to the imitation of living characters, 

with the idea of imitating someone’s customs and way of life bearing resemblance to the 

representation of signa outlined in the Rhetorica ad Herennium’s discussion of notatio. The 

phrasing which follows has been noted as problematic:37 Cicero suggests an imitatio might be 

carried out vel in personis vel sine illis (“whether or not by way of impersonation”). It appears 

he has conflated the ideas of notatio and sermocinatio as represented in the Rhetorica ad 

Herennium, making the connection that speech was one of the signs through which a person’s 

character might be portrayed.38 Cicero then notes that this form of imitation lends ornamentum 

to a speech: a distinctive embellishment of thought which was considered to be a key aspect of 

a successful oration.39 Further, he notes that it is useful for both conciliandum and 

commovendum, both of which concern themselves with the emotions of the audience. 

Conciliare refers to the process of endearing a speaker to his audience, whereas commovendum 

refers to a rousing of more violent emotions, similar to δεινότης in Demetrius. Cicero therefore 

captures the ideas of both Demetrius and the Rhetorica ad Herennium in identifying the ability 

for imitatio to generate force and pity, as well as the more general quality of ornamentum that 

it offers. 

 Cicero’s second term, personarum ficta inductio, is more in line with the conformatio 

of the Rhetorica ad Herennium in that it represents the creation (fictio) of a character. 

Previously in De Inventione, Cicero used the term persona to differentiate from res in terms of 

a character for enumeration. Here, however, the term persona is more evocative of a mask; the 

phrase personam inducere was associated with the theatre,40 suggesting that while an imitatio 

was considered a representation of a person the audience could already see, a fictio personae 

involved the orator “creating a character” for something not visible, such as an abstract idea or 

a deceased individual. It is likely that the term ficta refers in equal parts to persona and inductio, 

such that the term describes an imagined speech from imagined characters.41 

The device is noted as gravissimum lumen augendi (“a particularly impressive figure 

of amplification”), mirroring the effect noted in the conformatio of the Rhetorica ad 

Herennium. Aside from this, Cicero does not specify any effect for personarum ficta inductio. 

 
37 Wisse, Winterbottom and Fantham (2008) 317. 
38 Wisse, Winterbottom and Fantham (2008) 317-318; Mankin (2011) 295. 
39 Yuan and Jiang (2018) 213. 
40 Geffcken (1973) 17; Vasaly (1985) 2 n.4. 
41 Mankin (2011) 296. 
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However, his deliberately difficult style in this list suggests that the previous notes about 

conciliandum and commovendum may apply in equal measure to this device. 

At the end of the list of figures, the interlocutors Gaius Aurelius Cotta and Lucius 

Licinius Crassus note that the list is brief because it is common knowledge (De Or. 3.208-209). 

Cicero’s definitions were therefore operating within the context of well-recognised rhetorical 

figures. Their similarity to earlier rhetorical works such as Demetrius’ On Style and the 

Rhetorica ad Herennium suggests that the theory surrounding prosopopoeia remained largely 

consistent throughout the first century BC. This also suggests that Cicero’s audience, having 

been educated in rhetorical theory from a young age, would retain relatively consistent 

expectations regarding the construction and effect of a prosopopoeia throughout his career. 

Cicero’s final discussions of imagined speech occur in the Orator of 46 BC. In a cursory 

list of rhetorical figures wielded by the ideal orator, Cicero notes: 

Sic igitur dicet ille quem expetimus [...] ut hominum sermones moresque describat; ut 

muta quaedam loquentia inducat... 

The orator, then, whom we are trying to discover, will make frequent use of the 

following figures [...] he will portray the talk and ways of men; he will make mute 

objects speak... (Cic. Orat. 137-138, trans. Hubbell) 

A clear distinction is drawn between speech coming from people and speech coming from 

“mute objects,” similar to the division between personae and res in De Inventione, or the 

separation between sermocinatio and conformatio in the Rhetorica ad Herennium. These 

definitions also share several common terms with De Oratore, such as mores being present in 

both hominum sermones moresque describat and morum ac vitae imitatio, and inducere 

referring to both muta quaedam loquentia inducat and personarum ficta inductio. The term 

muta suggests any character which cannot speak: this includes abstract entities which are 

incapable of speech such as the state, as well as characters whom cannot realistically address 

the audience, such as a deceased individual or a collective group such as the populus. This 

confirms the previous distinction made in De Oratore between fabricated speeches of living 

human characters and representations of deceased characters or abstract ideas. Cicero does not 

note any effect for these techniques here, likely under the same assumption that these were 

common knowledge as he expresses in De Oratore. 

 An earlier comment in Orator may help elucidate its function. During a discussion of 

the different styles of oratory, Cicero notes that an orator speaking in the “plain style” will 

non faciet rem publicam loquentem nec ab inferis mortuos excitabit 
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not represent the State as speaking or call the dead from the lower world (Cic. Orat. 

85) 

The three styles of oratory were generally associated with different functions in a speech: the 

plain style aimed to present fact without rhetorical flourishes; the middle style aimed to endear 

the audience to the speaker so featured some embellishment; while the grand style focused on 

ornamentum and complex periodic structures to rouse more passionate emotions.42 By limiting 

the speech of states or deceased individuals to the middle and grand styles, Cicero highlights 

its inherently emotional effect, supporting the conclusions of Demetrius, the Rhetorica ad 

Herennium, and his own previous works. 

 De Oratore and Orator’s discussions of prosopopoeia reinforce earlier theory: a 

theoretical distinction is maintained between speeches from a living individual, and speeches 

representing a deceased individual or abstract idea. Likewise, Cicero maintains the emphasis 

on the generation of violent emotions or milder reconciliation with the speaker’s cause, as well 

as noting the ability for another character to amplify the words of the orator. Finally, Cicero 

notes that a prosopopoeia from either category of personae or res lends ornamentum to a 

speech, making it a useful aspect of grand oratory in particular. 

 

Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria 

 

 There are some 150 years before the next extant discussion of prosopopoeia: that of the 

first century AD rhetorician Quintilian. He outlines the device as follows: 

Illa adhuc audaciora et maiorum, ut Cicero existimat, laterum, fictiones personarum, 

quae προσωποποιίαι dicuntur: mire namque cum variant orationem tum excitant. His 

et adversariorum cogitationes velut secum loquentium protrahimus (qui tamen ita 

demum a fide non abhorrent si ea locutos finxerimus quae cogitasse eos non sit 

absurdum), et nostros cum aliis sermones et aliorum inter se credibiliter introducimus, 

et suadendo, obiurgando, querendo, laudando, miserando personas idoneas damus. 

Quin deducere deos in hoc genere dicendi et inferos excitare concessum est. Urbes 

etiam populique vocem accipiunt. 

Bolder, and needing (as Cicero puts it) stronger lungs, are fictiones personarum, or 

prosopopoiiai as they are called in Greek. These both vary and animate a speech to a 

remarkable degree. We use them (1) to display the inner thoughts of our opponents as 

 
42 Cf. Cic., Brut. 276; Orat. 69, 75-86; Quint. Inst. 3.5.2, 12.10.59. 
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though they were talking to themselves (but they are credible only if we imagine them 

saying what it is not absurd for them to have thought!), (2) to introduce conversations 

between ourselves and others, or of others among themselves, in a credible manner, and 

(3) to provide appropriate characters for words of advice, reproach, complaint, praise, 

or pity. We are even allowed in this form of speech to bring down the gods from heaven 

or raise the dead; cities and nations even acquire a voice. (Quint. Inst. 9.2.29-31, trans. 

Russell) 

Quintilian gives primacy to Cicero’s term for the device, reflecting a wider tendency 

throughout his work to favour Cicero as a model.43 However, Quintilian also recognises the 

parallel Greek and Latin terms προσωποποιία and prosopopoeia, possibly reflecting the 

increasing acceptance of Greek ideas and terminology in the intervening century between 

Quintilian and Cicero. Following this, Quintilian goes into considerable detail on the effects of 

prosopopoeia. He identifies variatio and excitatio as key effects – variatio being a necessary 

aspect of amplificatio as noted in the Rhetorica ad Herennium, and excitatio being a similar 

idea to Demetrius’ ἐνέργεια. Further, he notes three specific ties to character portrayal: 

prosopopoeia can display a character’s inner thoughts, introduce conversations, and attribute 

several forms of speech such as reproach, praise, blame, indignation, or pity to an appropriate 

character. Quintilian highlights the emotional focus of the device by placing it in proximity to 

other figures which aimed to intensify emotions.44 For example, he considers it a figure of 

thought: these can make an argument credible; subtly influence the attitude of a judge; excite 

the emotions; and endear the speaker to his audience through amicable and varied language.45 

He also notes the possibility of speaking as the dead or a state, as noted by earlier sources. 

Following this introduction, Quintilian notes his decision to conflate the imitation of 

living characters with the dead and abstract as the same technique. He states that: 

Ac sunt quidam qui has demum προσωποποιίας dicant in quibus et corpora et verba 

fingimus: sermones hominum adsimulatos dicere διαλόγους malunt, quod Latinorum 

quidam dixerant sermocinationem. Ego iam recepto more utrumque eodem modo 

appellavi: nam certe sermo fingi non potest ut non personae sermo fingatur. 

Some confine the term Prosopopoeia to cases where we invent both the person and the 

words; they prefer imaginary conversations between people46 to be called Dialogues, 

 
43 Kennedy (1969) 86. 
44 Ibid., 87. 
45 Quint., Inst. 9.1.19-21; cf. Kennedy (1969) 87. 
46 Russell translates hominum as “historical characters.” In view of the examples in earlier theory and 

Ciceronian practice, I argue that this should be generalised to “people.” 
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which some Latin writers have translated sermocinatio. I follow the now established 

usage in calling them both by the same name, for we cannot of course imagine a speech 

except as the speech of a person. (Quint. Inst. 9.2.32) 

Quintilian therefore identifies the division noted in the Rhetorica ad Herennium and Cicero’s 

works. His recognition that these categories are essentially the same appears to reflect a 

development in rhetorical theory between Cicero’s time and his own, with iam recepto 

suggesting the development was relatively recent. The simplification of the device recognises 

the similar effects of both forms of character speech. Mayfield notes that the etymology of the 

term prosopopoeia “gives primacy to the term ‘prósopon’” in the sense that, unlike 

sermocinatio, the key focus is on the production of character rather than the speech itself.47 

This is especially true of speeches as deceased or mute characters: framing them as a person 

imposes a stable character on an otherwise abstract idea, making it easier to characterise and 

interact with.48 

 Quintilian then goes on to identify six examples of types of prosopopoeia. His first 

examples are taken from Cicero’s First Catilinarian: 

Sed in iis quae natura non permittit hoc modo mollior fit figura: “etenim si mecum 

patria mea, quae mihi vita mea multo est carior, si cuncta Italia, si omnis res publica 

sic loquatur: ‘Marce Tulli, quid agis?’” Illud audacius genus: “quae tecum, Catilina, 

sic agit et quodam modo tacita loquitur: ‘nullum iam aliquot annis facinus extitit nisi 

per te.’”  

When we transcend the bounds of nature [i.e. adopt a character that does not exist 

naturally], however, the Figure can be made less harsh like this: “If my country, which 

is much dearer to me than my life, if all Italy, if the whole commonwealth, were to say 

to me ‘Marcus Tullius, what are you doing?’’ Or, to take a bolder example: “She pleads 

with you, Catiline, and somehow, without uttering a word, cries, ‘For some years past, 

no crime has been committed except by your doing.’” (Quint., Inst. 9.2.32) 

It is worth noting that these two examples represent a mollior (“smoother”) and audacius 

(“bolder”) method of transitioning into a prosopopoeia. Quintilian therefore acknowledges the 

potentially jarring transition between characters, with tonal differences seeming to ease the 

process. Following this, he continues with more specific examples of what constitutes a 

 
47 Mayfield (2019) 54-56. 
48 Ibid., 56 n.106. 
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prosopopoeia: imagined things, people, or utterances as if they were in front of the orator;49 

imagined writings;50 the personification of emotions and abstract concepts as in poetry;51 

imaginary speech with an undefined speaker, or with no person;52 and prosopopoeia in the 

form of narrative.53 The broader range of subcategories compared to earlier theory possibly 

reflects the distance in time between Quintilian and Cicero. In particular, the subcategories 

account for the wide range of literature produced in the intervening century, such as poetry, 

epic, and historical writing. As such, it should not be surprising if Cicero’s usage does not 

match every category produced by Quintilian, since not every category was concerned with 

oratory. Despite this, Quintilian’s catalogue of the uses and effects of prosopopoeia provides 

a useful point of entry to an examination of Cicero’s use of the device. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 A survey of theoretical discussions of prosopopoeia as a rhetorical device suggests a 

high degree of continuity in terms of who was represented, how it might be performed, and 

what it intended to achieve, despite the terminological inconsistency throughout these works. 

Quintilian’s discussion of prosopopoeia, despite being the most commonly cited authority on 

the device, appears to be an outlier compared to earlier extant theory by grouping speeches as 

living characters with speeches as deceased or abstract characters. As the following chapters 

 
49 Quint., Inst. 9.2.33: Commode etiam aut nobis aliquas ante oculos esse rerum personarum vocum 

imagines fingimus, aut eadem adversariis aut iudicibus non accidere miramur: qualia sunt “videtur mihi” et 
“nonne videtur tibi?” (It may be convenient also to pretend to have before our own eyes images of things, persons, 
or utterances, or to express surprise that this is not happening to our opponents or to the judges; “It seems to me…” 
or “Does it not seem to you…?”). 

50 Quint., Inst. 9.2.34: Ut dicta autem quaedam, ita scripta quoque fingi solent, quod facit Asinius pro 
Liburnia: “mater mea, quae mihi cum carissima tum dulcissima fuit, quaeque mihi vixit bisque eodem die vitam 
dedit” et reliqua… (Writings as well as words are sometimes made up, as by Asinius in his defence of Liburnia: 
“My mother, who was very dear and very close to me, who lived for me and gave me life twice on the same 
day…” and so on…). 

51 Quint., Inst. 9.2.36: Sed formas quoque fingimus saepe, ut Famam Vergilius, ut Voluptatem ac 
Virtutem, quem ad modum a Xenophonte traditur, Prodicus, ut Mortem ac Vitam, quas contendentes in satura 
tradit, Ennius. (We also often invent Personifications, as Vergil invented Rumour, Prodicus (according to 
Xenophon’s report) Pleasure and Virtue, and Ennius Death and Life, whom he represents in a Satire as debating 
with each other). 

52 Quint., Inst. 9.2.37: Est et incerta persona ficta oratio: “hic aliquis” et “dicat aliquis.” Est et iactus 
sine persona sermo: “hic Dolopum manus, hic saevus tendebat Achilles.” (One can also have an imaginary speech 
with an undefined speaker: “At this point someone says” or “Someone may say.” One can even have speech 
without any person: “Here camped the Dolopes, fierce Achilles here”). 

53 Quint., Inst. 9.2.37: Vertitur interim προσωποποιία in speciem narrandi. Unde apud historicos 
repreiuntur obliquae adlocutiones, ut in Titi Livi primo statim: “urbes quoque ut cetera ex infimo nasci, deinde, 
quas sua virtus ac di iuvent, magnas opes sibi magnumque nomen facere.” (Sometimes Prosopopoeia takes the 
form of Narrative. Thus we find indirect speeches in the historians, as at the beginning of the first book of Livy: 
“Cities, like other things, sprang from humble beginnings; then, if helped by their own valour and by the gods, 
they made great wealth and a great name for themselves”). 
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show, there are some aspects of each category which warrant a distinction between them. For 

the most part, then, this thesis will use Quintilian’s term prosopopoeia to identify any form of 

imagined speech, on the understanding that the effect is generally the same regardless of the 

type of character. However, in situations where specificity is required, a distinction will be 

made between sermocinatio as a speech of any living character and fictio personae as a speech 

from any abstract entity54 or deceased individual. 

 This chapter has also highlighted a range of potential effects of prosopopoeia, as well 

as a series of theoretical examples of its use. These offer potential indications of the sort of 

rhetorical education received by majority of his audiences.55 The audience would therefore 

have certain preconfigured expectations about the technique, which Cicero could then play into 

or subvert as needed. Comparisons between Cicero’s practical use of prosopopoeia and its 

representation in rhetorical theory are formed on this basis: not to see whether he follows 

rhetorical precepts, but to see how he adapts his understanding of this theory to achieve a 

particular persuasive aim. 

 

  

 
54 Among these I include the patria in Cat. 1, and the populus in Pro Plancio 12-13; the latter on the 

basis that the collective opinion of the people – an abstract notion – is represented in a single person. 
55 On the Roman rhetorical education, see Kennedy (1972) 318-321; Corbeill (2001) 269-271. 
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Chapter Two: Characterisation and indignatio in the pre-consular 
orations 
 
 Cicero uses prosopopoeia from the earliest stages of his oratorical career, with the 

device appearing in his Pro Quinctio of 81BC, the Pro Roscio Amerino of 80BC, and the fifth 

book of his actio secunda against Gaius Verres in 70BC. Character is of great concern in these 

speeches. Cicero must establish his dignitas and virtus in lieu of the more typical family ties 

through which Roman patroni could claim auctoritas as advocates.56 He does this in part by 

representing himself as a defender of the downtrodden individual standing up against the 

influence and power of the nobiles. To achieve this representation in turn requires the 

characterisation of other parties: his clients must be represented as innocent and powerless, and 

his opponents must be portrayed as conspiring and abusive of their influence. He also makes 

notable use of indignatio – typically the technique of the prosecutor57 – as a means of 

undermining his opponents. Prosopopoeiae are one means of delineating character and 

producing indignation. The connection between these early speeches and ancient rhetorical 

theory has been the subject of a number of studies,58 generally with the conclusion that Cicero 

closely follows rhetorical theory, but with a few adaptations of his own. This chapter will 

examine the prosopopoeiae of three pre-consular speeches to see how this assessment stands 

in relation to this device. Pro Quinctio presents an “open declaration” from the prosecutor 

Naevius, following Quintilian’s advice to display an opponent’s inner thoughts. Pro Roscio 

Amerino contains speech from both the defendant Sextus Roscius and the prosecutors in 

situations such as the enumeration of arguments, the presentation of dialogue, and the 

vocalisation of the opponent’s thoughts. Finally, In Verrem 2.5 depicts the father of the 

defendant Verres rebuking him, showing how prosopopoeia may enumerate arguments and 

generate indignation. An examination of these speeches therefore highlights a variety of forms 

of character delineation through prosopopoeia, often with foundations in rhetorical theory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
56 May (1988) 13-14. 
57 Craig (2010) 75. 
58 Most notably Solmsen (1938); Kennedy (1972) 139-148. See also Vasaly (2002) 73-74. 
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“Open declarations” in Pro Quinctio 

 

 The facts of Cicero’s earliest surviving case, his defence of Publius Quinctius, are 

complicated to unpack.59 The case was based on the question of whether Sextus Naevius had a 

legal basis for seizing Quinctius’ property following the dissolution of a partnership between 

the two.60 Cicero’s defence instead focuses on the characters of the two men involved, aiming 

to portray the case as a contest between conflicting ways of life.61 This line of defence relies 

heavily on the depiction of character, pitting Naevius as an avaricious buffoon (scurra) with 

powerful backing62 against Quinctius as an honest and upstanding citizen. One means of 

characterisation used against Naevius is the representation of his speech. Several instances 

occur throughout the speech where Cicero attributes speech to Naevius, having him present a 

narrative of events favourable to Cicero or act as an interlocutor in several mock 

interrogations.63 Of greater interest, however, are two instances in which Cicero purports to 

present Naevius’ inner thoughts: first supporting Cicero’s argument that Naevius has no reason 

to apply to the praetor for ownership of Quinctius’ property (Quinct. 46-47, Appendix 1), and 

second regarding Naevius’ decision to bring a close acquaintance to trial despite the ruin it 

would bring to his friend (Quinct. 55, Appendix 2). 

 The first prosopopoeia of Naevius is prefaced with an outline of his actions: he never 

applied to Quinctius for payment earlier, but now that he acts fraudulently, he wastes time and 

pursues Quinctius’ vita et sanguis (“life and blood”) over his pecunia (“money”). This leads 

into a question which introduces the prosopopoeia: is non hoc palam dicit (“Does not this man 

openly declare”; Quinct. 46; trans. Freese)? The idea of openly (palam) declaring something 

highlights one of the focal points of this defence: through the introduction of other speaking 

characters, he reveals the “truth” behind the trial. As noted in Chapter One, speech reveals a 

person’s character, so a convincing representation of a person’s speech in line with the 

audience’s perception of their character could be interpreted as evidence of a motive to commit 

the crime. This explains why Cicero must first detail how Naevius acts before he can adopt his 

 
59 This speech has received little scholarly attention, likely because as a civil law trial it was less 

significant to Cicero’s career overall; cf. Kennedy (1972) 138: “rhetorically the case is remarkable mostly for the 
fact that the young advocate for Quinctius happened to become the greatest Roman orator.” The most recent 
commentary on Pro Quinctio is that of T.E. Kinsey (1971); however, the prosopopoeiae are not discussed in great 
detail. Regarding characterisation in the speech, May (1988) 14-21; Damon (1997) 195-206; Bannon (2000); 
Lintott (2008) 58; and Harries (2011) provide the most in-depth studies. 

60 Cf. Kinsey (1971) 3-4; Alexander (1990) no. 126 (p65); Lintott (2008) 45-46. 
61 May (1988) 14. 
62 Cf. May (1988) 15; Damon (1997) 195-206; Bannon (2000) 81-82. 
63 For example, Quinct. 43, 45, 63, 69, 71-72, 79. On interrogationes see Quint., Inst. 9.2.15. 
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voice: he needs to present the signs of Naevius’ character to make his speech believable, and 

then the speech can present the jury with an indication of his “true” motive in bringing 

Quinctius to trial. 

 Naevius’ first prosopopoeia consists of several short clauses punctuated by various 

forms of repetition. The speech opens with a restatement of Cicero’s previous argument that 

Naevius should have reclaimed everything owed to him long ago. Following this, three clauses 

marked by the anaphora of nihil and sharing the verb utetur highlight the excessive behaviour 

in going to trial over a simple claim. Next, a series of periphrastic passives64 divide Naevius’ 

motives into short, sharp clauses. Cicero uses homoeoptoton,65 or the repetition of word 

endings, in quick succession with -ntur verbs (minae iactentur, pericula intendantur, 

formidines opponantur), highlighting the fact that Naevius has allies who will assist in his 

wrongdoing. Finally, he concludes with his aim: ut his rebus aliquando victus et perterritus 

ipse se dedat (“so that at least, overcome and thoroughly alarmed by these methods of attack, 

he may surrender of his own accord”; Quinct. 47). 

 By dividing the prosopopoeia into several short clauses, Cicero heightens the emotion 

of the speech and introduces an element of amplificatio. The description of Naevius’ plan bears 

similarity to one of the commonplaces of amplificatio as presented in the Rhetorica ad 

Herennium: it is described acriter et criminose et diligenter (“sharply, incriminatingly, and 

precisely”), such that the audience feels like Naevius is committing the crime before their 

eyes.66 Prosopopoeia is closely related to vivid description,67 making it an especially effective 

form of amplificatio for generating indignation among the audience. The rapid introduction of 

clauses also gives the crime a sense of relentless wrongdoing, with each series of repetitions 

building on the atrocity of Naevius’ actions: he did not need to bring Quinctius to trial; worse, 

he must take everything Quinctius owns; worse still, he must do so by scaring Quinctius into 

submission. Each successive act would be expected to intensify the audience’s indignation 

toward Naevius, which in turn would isolate him from the support of the jury. 

 Naevius’ presentation in this prosopopoeia also helps build on Cicero’s 

characterisation of him throughout the speech. Two main aspects come to light in this 

 
64 Gildersleeve and Lodge (1895) §251. 
65 Rhet. Her. 4.28: Similiter cadens [homoeoptoton in Greek] exornatio appellatur cum in eadem 

constructione verborum duo aut plura sunt verba quae similiter isdem casibus efferantur (“The figure called 
homoeoptoton occurs when in the same period two or more words appear in the same case, and with like 
terminations”). Cf. Lanham (1998) 82-84, who notes some confusion in modern theory between homoeoptoton 
and homoeoteleuton. 

66 Rhet. Her. 2.49. 
67 Cf. Lausberg (1998) §810-820.  
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prosopopoeia: Naevius’ avarice, and his connection to influential allies. Avarice forms the 

basis for Naevius’ plans; the use of several periphrastic passives suggests an element of 

obligation to his actions in that he must seize the possessions of others, and he must take 

everything of Quinctius’ rather than just what was owed. The reference to his influential allies, 

on the other hand, recalls Cicero’s initial pleas to the judge Gaius Aquilius: 

Quae res in civitate duae plurimum possunt, eae contra nos ambae faciunt in hoc 

tempore, summa gratia et eloquentia… 

Two things which have the most power in the state – I mean great influence and 

eloquence – are both working against us today… (Quinct. 1) 

It is a common approach in Cicero’s earlier speeches to appeal to his struggle against the 

influence and power of his opponents.68 Cicero’s own status as a novus homo competing in 

eloquence with opposing advocates from established families may have endeared him to the 

judge, as might the underdog situation of a single defendant cui tenues opes, nullae facultates, 

exiguae amicorum copiae sunt (“whose resources are small, who has no opportunities and only 

a few friends”; Quinct. 2-3) when faced with powerful opponents. In order to convey this 

pitiable situation, however, Cicero needs to characterise Naevius as someone who has 

influential allies, which is emphasised in the prosopopoeia through the homoeoptoton of plural 

verbs. 

Avarice and connections to influential allies were some of the notable traits of a 

scurra.69 The scurra was a comic type known primarily for their wit. However, by the first 

century BC the term appears to have acquired an association with the Latin term parasitus – 

another comic type playing on the Roman patron-client system whereby the latter was expected 

to attach himself to an influential patron to secure his own status.70 Cicero’s first prosopopoeia 

of Naevius focuses on him swindling an old friend – especially one he had attached himself to 

without offering anything of value – and of calling on other men of influence and rank, 

suggesting he was a “hanger-on” for many other men. By identifying Naevius as a character 

type, Cicero is able to make broad generalisations and treat them as if they are elements of 

Naevius’ personality. For example, another typical trait of scurrae was their unreliability as 

witnesses,71 so by building up this image Cicero is able to undermine Naevius’ credibility as 

an honest prosecutor. The allusion to the comic theatre also adds an element of triviality to the 

 
68 May (1988) 13. 
69 On Naevius as a scurra, see Damon (1997) 197-206. 
70 Ibid., 25-36, 110-112. 
71 Ibid., 202. 
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case. This idea has been most prominently developed in relation to Cicero’s later speech Pro 

Caelio.72 Acting and the theatre were considered to be “trivial arts” (Cic., De Or. 1.18);73 by 

connecting Naevius to a comic character, then, Cicero could trivialise his case. The use of 

prosopopoeia, on the other hand, does not seem to have undermined Cicero’s position despite 

being closely related to the theatre in its own right. Its role as a conventional rhetorical device 

allows the orator to expose the trivial, theatrical nature of his opponent while proclaiming his 

own theatrics were an act of ornamentum. 

An ethical comparison forms the basis of the second prosopopoeia. Cicero begins by 

posing a question to the judges: what would have been the correct way for Naevius to address 

his claim? Having then outlined how they would reply, Cicero notes that Naevius would 

disregard this as the instituta virorum bonorum (“principles of men of honour”; Quinct. 54-

55). Next, in the voice of Naevius, Cicero sets him apart from them: viderint ista officia viri 

boni (“let men of honour attend to the fulfilment of such obligations”). Naevius then invites 

comparison with the viri boni in three areas: ethical conduct (quibus rebus invenerim), birth 

(quem ad modum natus) and upbringing (quo pacto educatus).74 Finally, he concludes with a 

proverb: that it is easier for a scurra to become rich than to become a paterfamilias. 

The use of the bonus vir as a standard for judging Naevius and Quinctius’ actions recurs 

throughout Pro Quinctio.75 The idea offers several benefits for Cicero’s undermining of 

Naevius. Bannon suggests that the concept acted as a standard in Roman law for evaluating 

whether someone had lived up to a contractual obligation.76 This would add a legal element to 

the comparison, undermining Naevius’ credibility as a witness in a similar manner to the 

connection to comic scurrae. By associating the audience with boni viri, Cicero also isolates 

Naevius from the support of the jury.77 Naevius’ comparison notes that the bonitas of viri boni 

comes from their high birth and educated upbringing. Naevius, on the other hand, has already 

been established as a scurra; that is, as someone whose bonitas relies on property and influence 

weaselled out of more respectable patrons. Cicero’s appeal to the nature of the boni viri 

therefore undermines Naevius on two fronts: it suggests he was acting outside proper legal 

procedure, harming his credibility as a witness, and it reminds the audience that he is an 

outsider to their social order and should be shunned as such. 

 
72 Most notably Geffcken (1973). This will be discussed further in Chapter Four. 
73 Bell (2013) 175. 
74 Cf. Vasaly (2002) 76. 
75 For example, Quinct. 11, 38, 94; cf. Bannon (2000) 88. 
76 Bannon (2000) 88. 
77 Vasaly (2002) 76. 
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It was noted earlier that the first prosopopoeia of Naevius was framed as “openly” 

(palam) declaring the truth. The second prosopopoeia concludes with a similar statement: haec 

ille, si verbis non audet, re quidem vera palam loquitur (“This is what in reality he openly 

declares by his deeds, though he does not venture to say it in so many words”; Quinct. 56). 

Although the assertion of truth through another character’s speech is an underlying theme of 

Cicero’s prosopopoeiae, he is not always so explicit in stating as much. His doing so here 

reveals the connection between the prosopopoeiae and his overall persuasive aim. We have 

already seen that the key to Cicero’s defence of Quinctius lay in reducing the trial to a contest 

of characters. Based on the personalities of the involved parties, the case is a simple matter of 

an upstanding citizen being attacked by an unscrupulous and influential opponent; however, 

this is being obscured by the opponents’ wit and smooth talking. Prosopopoeia provides a 

useful means of suggesting an alternative truth behind the trial. Because it is inherently 

theatrical,78 as suggested by its terminological association with the stage79 and its use of comic 

figures such as the scurra, it enables Cicero to voice the “true motives” of a character in a 

manner evocative of a comic soliloquy – to expose what is going on behind-the-scenes, as it 

were.80 By calling attention to the difference between Naevius’ outward actions and his internal 

thoughts, Cicero undermines the opposition’s narrative by revealing the impropriety of his true 

motives. Because the circumstances of this case saw Cicero speaking before his opponents, the 

specific emphasis placed on Naevius’ true motives would undermine the opposition’s argument 

before they even began. 

The two prosopopoeiae of Naevius present a negative image of the prosecution as a 

means of stirring the judge’s opinion against him. However, it is worth noting that both 

examples are relatively short. The reason for this is likely because of the limitations of a civil 

court trial as opposed to a criminal trial.81 Civil court appears to have offered less opportunity 

for dramatic flair: there was a single judge and a small group of assessors to convince rather 

than a larger jury, and the judge was supposed to decide based purely on the facts of the case.82 

As a result, the characters of both parties were perhaps less relevant than in a criminal trial. 

Despite this, an undermining depiction of Naevius would colour the judge’s opinion of him, 

 
78 Harries (2011) 133. 
79 See Chapter One. Cf. Geffcken (1973) 17; Vasaly (1985) 2 and n.4. 
80 Damon (1997) 201 also notes a wider connection to drama in this trial; Quinctius’ most prominent 

backer was none other than the famous comic actor Quintus Roscius. 
81 On the limitations of praise and blame in Pro Quinctio, see Harries (2011). Her comments also apply 

broadly to characterisation in the speech. 
82 Harries (2011) 128. 
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and might influence the judge’s interpretation of those facts.83 These brief prosopopoeiae 

therefore serve less to generate a passionate emotional response – although the amplification 

involved might naturally inspire this to a degree – than to colour the judge’s interpretation of 

events with the knowledge that Naevius acted like a scurra. Since the scurra was accustomed 

to lying, Cicero’s revelation of his character through a pair of “open declarations” could 

undermine his testimony by revealing a more sinister motive. 

 

Typecasting in Pro Roscio Amerino 

 

 Cicero’s debut in the criminal court came in 80BC with his defence of Sextus Roscius84 

against the charge of parricide.85 The trial was conducted in the shadow of the Sullan regime: 

the prosecution had argued that Roscius Jr. had murdered his father in order to seize his 

properties. These properties had since been procured by Capito, Magnus, and Chrysogonus, a 

freedman with close ties to Sulla; the former two were involved in the trial while Chrysogonus 

was not.86 Cicero plays into the fear among his audience for his defence. Through the use of 

mutua accusatio87 – a counter-accusation – Cicero suggests that the prosecutors, aided by 

Chryosogonus, were the true culprits of Roscius Sr.’s murder, and that they were framing 

Roscius Jr. as a means of tying off loose ends regarding the crime. Cicero’s defence therefore 

revolves around a similar characterisation to that of Pro Quinctio: a defenceless, powerless 

client is assaulted by more influential opponents, leaving Cicero to reveal the true nature of the 

case. The use of prosopopoeia in this speech, however, is slightly different to Pro Quinctio in 

that Cicero attributes speech to his own client in addition to the prosecution. This allows Cicero 

to build up a characterisation of both parties which contributes to his overall reframing of the 

case around a conflict between different lifestyles. The integration of multiple characters’ 

speeches offers further opportunities for amplificatio by breaking the conventional rules of the 

 
83 Harries (2011) 128. 
84 There are four Roscii named in this case. For the sake of clarity, I will refer to them as follows: Roscius, 

or Roscius Jr. = Sextus Roscius, the defendant; Roscius Sr. = Sextus Roscius, the victim; Magnus = Titus Roscius 
Magnus, the prosecutor; Capito = Titus Roscius Capito, a witness and alleged co-conspirator for the prosecution. 

85 Cf. Alexander (1990) no. 129 (p66). The most recent commentary on Pro Roscio Amerino is Andrew 
Dyck’s 2010 Cambridge Greek and Latin Classics commentary; Dyck provides a brief discussion of prosopopoeia 
in the text, but does not focus on its persuasive context. Other notable studies on the Pro Roscio Amerino include 
Solmsen (1938); Vasaly (1985); Kinsey (1985); May (1988) 21-31; Craig (1993a) 27-45; Riggsby (1999) 55-66; 
Craig (2010). 

86 A summary of the known details of the murder and trial can be found in Lintott (2008) 425-426 and 
Craig (1993a) 28-30. Kinsey (1985) and Dyck (2003) offer some further speculation on the prosecution’s 
arguments, but the claim that the prosecution had a strong case is debated; cf. Berry (2000) 5-6; Seager (2007b).  

87 Quint., Inst. 7.2.9-11. This is also referred to in Greek as ἀντικατηγορίᾳ. Cf. Lausberg §153. 
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“rhetoric of advocacy,”88 which in turn allows Cicero to generate indignatio toward the 

opposition. 

 In all, there are four instances of prosopopoeia in the speech: an accusation from 

Roscius at §32 (Appendix 3), a vocalisation of the prosecution’s behind-the-scenes influence 

from Chrysogonus at §58 (Appendix 4), a dialogue between the prosecution and Roscius at 

§94 (Appendix 5), and an emotional appeal from Roscius to the prosecutors at §145 (Appendix 

6).89 Each of these can be considered a sermocinatio on the basis that Cicero is representing 

the speech of living characters. The first occurs at the end of Cicero’s narratio of events. 

Having outlined his version of the case – which crucially focused on the culpability of the 

prosecutors – Cicero transitions briefly into the voice of Roscius Jr. The sermocinatio repeats 

the main points of Cicero’s defence in summarised form, with the key variation of first-person 

speech rather than reported narrative. This has a grounding in the rhetorical theory of De 

Inventione, where Cicero suggests using a prosopopoeia to enumerate the points of a case in 

the conclusio for the sake of variation (Inv. Rhet. 1.99-100). While De Inventione limits 

conclusiones to the end of a speech, the Rhetorica ad Herennium notes: 

Quattor locis uti possumus conclusionibus: in principio, secundum narrationem, 

secundum firmissimam argumentationem, in conclusione. 

We can in four places use a Conclusion: in the Direct Opening, after the Statement of 

Facts, after the strongest argument, and in the Conclusion of the speech. (Rhet. Her. 

2.47) 

Cicero’s introduction of Roscius’ speech therefore fits one of the situations suggested in 

contemporary rhetorical theory. However, as will be discussed below, Cicero’s method of 

integrating this speech might have presented an interesting departure from theoretical 

convention. 

 First, a brief discussion of the structure of the sermocinatio. Roscius’ speech may be 

divided into three sections. The first consists of four clauses marked by the homoeoptoton of 

verbs ending in -tis (iugulastis, rettulistis, expulistis, possidetis). A brief question intervenes, 

again repeating the -tis ending (quid vultis amplius?). Finally, the speech closes by moving to 

the present circumstances: the same verb ending is repeated twice more (venistis, iuguletis),90 

 
88 Kennedy (1968) 429-432; May (1988) 24. 
89 Dyck (2010) 98 also considers §28 a form of sermocinatio, although one presented in indirect speech. 

As this thesis focuses on representations of direct speech, this is outside the scope of discussion; however, it is 
worth noting that this contributes to the characterisation of the prosecution which will be discussed below. 

90 Dyck (2010) 103-104 adopts the reading venistis ut hic iam iuguletis Sex. Roscium. However, the 
manuscripts offer ut hic aut iuguletis aut condemnetis Sex. Roscium (cf. Freese (1930) 150), offering a further 
repetition of this verb ending. 
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asking if the prosecutors come armed to kill Roscius. In addition to the use of homoeoptoton, 

the prosopopoeia is characterised by emotive terms, such as the reduplication of proscriptum91 

and the substitution of terms for stronger ones: iugulastis (“you slaughtered”),92 for example, 

which is then repeated as a synonym occisum (“you killed”; trans. Berry).93 The speech is also 

characterised by short, sharp clauses, suggesting a rapid delivery building up to the final 

climactic accusation. 

 The prosopopoeia is an example of indignatio as depicted in rhetorical theory. 

Christopher Craig’s 2010 study on indignatio in the Pro Roscio Amerino identifies seven 

qualities which define indignatio as a technique:94 

1) it is a common topic of the prosecutor; 

2) it is used to amplify already established facts; 

3) it stirs hatred against the perpetrator; 

4) it uses topics founded in the target’s disrespect of social institutions (especially savage 

behaviour toward the powerless); 

5) it may arouse pity toward the victim in order to stir hatred toward the target; 

6) it may be placed at the end of the narration; 

7) it reinforces and culminates the negative arguments from character. 

Roscius’ speech exhibits the latter six traits, suggesting that the aim was to rouse indignation 

toward the opponents. The attempt to generate indignatio also accounts for the emotive 

language used above. Homoeoptoton, reduplication, and substitution are all associated with 

amplificatio based on their repetitive qualities, and amplificatio is in turn associated with the 

generation of indignatio. Far from simply enumerating Cicero’s arguments, then, this 

prosopopoeia serves an important role in isolating the prosecution from the favour of the jury. 

 Simply including a conventional form of indignatio would likely not be enough to 

convince the jury. It has been noted that such commonplaces of rhetoric would be well-

recognised among the educated audience, so for Cicero to be compelling and persuasive he 

would need to manipulate the techniques of rhetorical theory in artistically exciting – but also 

convincing – ways.95 One possible attempt to do so may be seen in how Cicero introduces the 

sermocinatio. As we have seen in Pro Quinctio and the examples from rhetorical theory, a 

 
91 Dyck (2010) 101; see Quint., Inst. 9.1.33, 9.3.28-30. 
92 Dyck (2010) 77. 
93 Ibid., 101. On substitution as a form of amplificatio see Quint., Inst. 8.4.1. 
94 Craig (2010) 79; I reproduce the list here in summary. 
95 Vasaly (2002) 74. 
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prosopopoeia will generally be introduced with some verb of speech such as dicit or inquit.96 

Roscius’ prosopopoeia does not do this. Instead, Cicero abruptly transitions between his own 

voice and Roscius’, creating a jarring effect; the only way we know Roscius is now the 

speaking character is the use of the term meum at the beginning. It is also unclear when exactly 

the sermocinatio “ends” and Cicero is back in his own character. Sextus Roscius is referred to 

by name at the end of section 32, so it is unlikely (but not impossible) that he is speaking here. 

Before this, it is unknown whether the question quid vultis amplius is spoken as Roscius or 

Cicero.97 Tonal variation during delivery would probably indicate the transition more clearly, 

but without this we cannot be certain. It is tempting to attribute the jarring transition to Cicero’s 

inexperience in public oratory. However, both the Pro Quinctio and De Inventione show Cicero 

using verbs of speaking to introduce his prosopopoeiae. Instead, it is likely that the omission 

of an indicative term was a deliberate stylistic choice which benefitted Cicero’s persuasive 

aims. 

 Two key benefits emerge from this decision. The first is the shock value the abrupt 

transition provides. As noted above, the presentation of indignatio through sermocinatio would 

only get Cicero so far in terms of convincing his audience. This unconventional method of 

transitioning into prosopopoeia may have been a means of making its inclusion captivating as 

well, showing Cicero’s ability to alter rhetorical precepts in an interesting and eloquent manner. 

To do so here would also fit the general tone of Cicero’s defence. From the beginning of the 

speech, he makes a point of stressing the shocking nature of his revelations relating to the trial, 

especially in his exposure of Chrysogonus as the mastermind behind the prosecution.98 At times 

throughout the speech, Cicero’s arguments are structured in a manner that deliberately holds 

off on revealing the truth until the last possible moment. For example, the exposure of 

Chrysogonus does not include his name until the very end of the sentence, once Cicero has 

built up the atrocity of the charges attributed to him.99 The prosopopoeia interacts with the 

narratio in a similar manner: Cicero builds up the atrocity and scope of the crimes committed, 

 
96 For example, Cic., Quinct. 46: is non hoc palam dicit (“Does not this man openly declare?); or Rhet. 

Her. 4.65: Inrupit in aedes subito, deinde magna voce: “Ubi est iste beatus,” inquit, “aedium dominus?” 
(“Suddenly he bursts into the house, and in a loud voice shouts ‘Where is he, the wealthy owner of this house?’”). 

97 Dyck (2010) 31 and Kasten (1968) 13 close the quotation of Roscius after possidetis. May (1988) 24 
instead closes it after amplius. 

98 Kennedy (1972) 153; Vasaly (2002) 78; Craig (2007) 266-267. 
99 Rosc. Am. 6: bona patris huiusce Sex. Rosci, quae sunt sexagiens, quae de viro fortissimo et clarissimo 

L. Sulla, quem honoris causa nomino duobus milibus nummum sese dicit emisse adulescens vel potentissimus hoc 
tempore nostrae civitatis, L. Cornelius Chrysogonus (“The property of the father of my client, Sextus Roscius, is 
worth six million sesterces, and it is from the valiant and illustrious Lucius Sulla, whose name I mention with the 
greatest respect, that a young man, arguably the most powerful man in Rome at the present time, claims to have 
purchased this property for two thousand sesterces: this man is Lucius Cornelius Chrysogonus!”). 
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before unexpectedly shifting to Roscius’ speech and breaking the rules of the rhetoric of 

advocacy by speaking as his client.100 Shocking shifts of tone or character such as this would 

keep the audience engaged with the speech by varying the standard presentation of 

prosopopoeia, and tie into Cicero’s overall tone for the speech. 

 The second benefit offered by this startling shift in character lies in its characterisation 

of Roscius Jr. As part of Cicero’s attempt to reframe the case into a contest of opposing 

characters, he presents his defendant as a simple rusticus compared to the urban scoundrels on 

the prosecution.101 Ann Vasaly notes that Cicero begins to characterise Roscius only after 

creating an antithetical character who would be capable of patricide.102 This is true, but it may 

also be the case that Cicero is able to subtly foreshadow Roscius’ character through this initial 

sermocinatio. James May notes that “ethos revealed through speech (even if the speech is 

imagined) tends to establish greater faith in a character sketch than does simple description or 

labelling.”103 Further, the Rhetorica ad Herennium makes it clear that any representation of 

speech must align with the represented character’s personality. Consequently, the 

prosopopoeia must convincingly reflect Roscius’ personality (or at least the rusticus persona 

attributed to him by Cicero), offering Cicero a chance to subtly preface his characterisation of 

Roscius. 

 Let us briefly consider the personality traits of the rusticus.104 They are often associated 

with honesty and hard work; Cicero equates them with the virtues of maiores nostri,105 

conveying a sense of simplistic respectability. However, this simplicity is a double-edged 

sword. Rustici are characterised as specialists in agricultural pursuits, but often at the expense 

of their general intellect – as Vasaly notes, “outside this milieu Roscius, like any rusticus, 

would appear dull-witted.”106 None of the language Roscius uses explicitly suggests this 

characterisation. However; the abrupt transition into his speaking role and the syntax of his 

speech could hint at a rustic character. Since convention would dictate that a prosopopoeia 

must be introduced with some verb of speech, any educated Roman would be expected to 

recognise this as standard practice. By eschewing that, Roscius is given the impression of being 

unaware of proper rhetorical form, which Cicero will later confirm is a result of his rustic 

 
100 May (1988) 24. 
101 Vasaly (1985) 8-9. 
102 Ibid., 5. 
103 May (1988) 17. 
104 The following discussion is drawn largely from Vasaly (1985) 6-11. For summaries of stereotypical 

rustic traits, Vasaly also cites Bléry, H. (1909) Rusticité et urbanité romaines. Paris, 4-38, and Kier, H. (1933) De 
laudibus vitae rusticae. Marburg. Unfortunately, I have been unable to access these works. 

105 Rosc. Am. 50-51; cf. Vasaly (1985) 8. 
106 Vasaly (1985) 9. 
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personality. Roscius’ syntax evokes a similar image: although the actual words do not imply 

any sense of simplicity, the short, emotionally charged phrases present Roscius as abrupt, and 

unconcerned with the ornamentation of the advocates. While these elements are not explicitly 

stated by Cicero until later, their inclusion in the sermocinatio provides our earliest indication 

of the image Cicero will later attribute to his client. Thus, in addition to enumerating the 

charges from the narratio, this prosopopoeia offers a means of amplifying the indignation 

toward the prosecutors, and a hint at how Cicero will go on to depict the defendant. 

 The second prosopopoeia focuses on characterising the prosecution. Cicero’s first point 

of discussion following the narratio is the charge itself. This gives way to a lengthy defence 

of Roscius Jr.’s character who, in contrast to the supposed representation by the prosecution as 

a scheming murderer, was a simple farmer who preferred the honest work of the country over 

any urban or economic pursuits (Rosc. Am. 39-53). Following this, Cicero engages in an 

imagined back and forth with the prosecutor Erucius, culminating in Cicero adopting Erucius’ 

voice to reveal his inner thoughts. These thoughts are damning for the prosecution; Erucius 

admits that his involvement in the case was founded on Chrysogonus’ behind-the-scenes 

influence, and that he did not expect any resistance. 

 Erucius’ sermocinatio is remarkably similar to the vocalisation of Naevius’ thoughts 

discussed above. Cicero introduces the speech with a hypothetical statement: nonne hoc palam 

dicis (“surely what you are really saying is this”; Rosc. Am. 58) – note, as in Pro Quinctio, the 

use of palam to suggest the unveiling of the opponent’s true motives. The speech itself begins 

with a pair of contrasting phrases: ego quid acceperim scio, quid dicam nescio (“I know what 

I have been paid, but I do not know what to say”). This aligns with Cicero’s delineation of 

Erucius’ character in the sections immediately preceding the prosopopoeia, where he attacked 

the prosecutor for his ill-considered trial and implied that he is in debt (Rosc. Am. 56-57). The 

suggestion that Erucius is being paid for his advocacy also undermines his auctoritas, as 

advocacy was generally expected to be undertaken without payment as an act of patronage. 

Following this, Erucius reiterates Cicero’s revelation that Chrysogonus is in charge, and that 

the prosecution was undertaken on the assumption that no one would challenge it. Much like 

Naevius’ prosopopoeiae in Pro Quinctio, then, Cicero speaks as his opponent to confirm his 

earlier representation of them, and to show his audience what is happening behind-the-scenes. 

The effect is similar to Cicero’s earlier speech: Erucius’ credibility is undermined with the 

exposure of his true motives, and the reiteration of Cicero’s allegation that Chrysogonus 

masterminded the trial lends credibility to the accusation, strengthening Cicero’s mutua 

accusatio. 
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 Having represented the speech of both parties involved in the trial, Cicero continues to 

build on the contrasts between them. A third sermocinatio introduces a dialogue between the 

two parties. In this section of the speech (Rosc. Am. 94), Cicero begins to consider the question 

cui bono – who benefitted from the murder. This invites a comparison between Magnus and 

Roscius Jr. regarding motive and resources for committing the murder, culminating in an 

imagined dialogue between the two parties. Quintilian notes that a prosopopoeia may take the 

form of a conversation,107 as does the Rhetorica ad Herennium.108 The contrast presented here 

exemplifies the juxtaposition Cicero depicts throughout the entire speech,109 amplifying his 

assertion that the case was a contest of character as opposed to an examination of evidence. 

The prosecutors present a series of alibis for themselves, to which Roscius replies with 

stronger alibis relating to his upstanding character. Roscius’ repetition of at ego (“but I...”) 

breaks his replies into short, emotive outbursts, heightening the emotion of his replies and 

contrasting that to Magnus’ cool denial of his involvement in the murder. These short 

interjections also match the tone of Roscius’ earlier prosopopoeia, giving the impression that 

Roscius bursts out these replies himself rather than Cicero reporting them. By contrast, 

Magnus’ character is established up to this point as one of the urban conspirators. His speech 

here is evasive as opposed to Roscius’ upfront honesty; he admits involvement in activities 

related to the crime, but denies involvement in the specific events of this crime. Cicero 

therefore reinforces his damning depiction of Magnus – and the entire prosecution by 

association – by contrasting their speeches and characters with the rusticus persona he has 

established for Roscius throughout the speech. As part of the mutua accusatio, these 

contrasting representations of character allow Cicero to make an argument ex probabile (“from 

probability”).110 A person of upstanding character like Roscius would be less likely to commit 

a crime than someone of questionable character like Magnus, so Roscius is more likely to be 

innocent. The use of sermocinatio proves that through the most direct method of character 

representation possible, having Roscius himself speak.  

 The final sermocinatio in Pro Roscio Amerino returns once more to the voice of Roscius 

Jr. (Rosc. Am. 145). Following a lengthy questioning of Chrysogonus’ involvement in the case, 

Cicero begins his peroration, contrasting his indignant comments about the state of affairs in 

 
107 Quint., Inst. 9.2.30: [with prosopopoeia] nostros cum aliis sermones et aliorum inter se credibiliter 

introducimus (“[with prosopopoeia] we introduce conversations between ourselves and others, or of others among 
themselves, in a credible manner”). 

108 Rhet. Her. 4.65. 
109 Dyck (2010) 158. 
110 May (1988) 26. 
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Rome with Roscius’ pitiful desire to leave the court alive, with or without his property (Rosc. 

Am. 143). Cicero’s voice quickly gives way to Roscius’ in a similar outburst to his first 

prosopopoeia. Structurally, this passage is broken into three sets of clauses. The first three 

sentences present a comparison between Chrysogonus and Roscius, followed by his claim to 

tolerate the injustice. The sentences are unified through common phrasing in each section.111 

To break down the first of these sentences: 

praedia mea tu possides, ego aliena misericordia vivo; concedo, et quod animus aequus 

est et quia necesse est. 

You are in possession of my farms, I am living on the charity of others: I accept it, both 

because my heart is resigned to it and because I must. (Rosc. Am. 145) 

The first section of each comparison notes Roscius’ ownership of an item, followed by 

Chrysogonus’ access to it: praedia mea tu possides. Roscius, using the emphatic ego (or mihi 

in one instance), then emphasises his inferior position: ego aliena misericordia vivo. Finally, 

Roscius states that he tolerates this: concedo, with the additional information in the first clause 

that this tolerance was born of necessity rather than choice. Barring some rearrangement of 

word order for the sake of variation,112 the first three sentences deal with aspects of Roscius’ 

suffering in the same pattern, highlighting the injustices Roscius was facing and his forbearance 

in the face of them. Following this, the second set of clauses shifts to a rapid trio of questions 

repeating the interrogative quid. This creates a sense of relentless accusation, maintaining the 

pressure on Chrysogonus to account for his bringing Roscius to trial. The third set of sentences 

vary this theme slightly, continuing the pressuring questions but expanding the sentence length, 

while repeating the second-person pronoun tu to focus the attention on Chrysogonus. 

A similar issue occurs here as in the first prosopopoeia: it is unclear when Cicero 

returns to his own voice. The absolute latest Roscius’ speech can end is the end of section 145, 

as after this Cicero refers to his client as huius, indicating a change of speaker. The trifecta of 

conditional phrases (si spoliorum causa vis hominem occidere, etc.) is also likely in Cicero’s 

voice, as they refer to Roscius as a homo instead of using a first-person pronoun as one would 

expect. Helmet Kasten’s commentary ends Roscius’ speech at puto.113 Andrew Dyck’s 

commentary instead has Roscius’ speech end later, following a series of rhetorical questions 

 
111 Dyck (2010) 200. 
112 Ibid. 
113 Kasten (1968) 56. 
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which end at obsto.114 Once again, tonal variation would likely prove to be the telling factor. 

In any case, the sermocinatio presents an emotional reiteration of Cicero’s main arguments. 

Prosopopoeia is especially recommended for the closing remarks of a speech, where 

its emotional appeal and amplification can be expanded to its fullest potential. Quintilian notes: 

His praecipue locis [i.e. the peroration] utiles sunt prosopopoeiae, id est fictae 

alienarum personarum orationes. Quando enim pro litigatore dicit patronus, nudae 

tantum res movent: at cum ipsos loqui fingimus, ex personis quoque trahitur adfectus. 

Non enim audire iudex videtur aliena mala deflentis, sed sensum ac vocem auribus 

accipere miserorum, quorum etiam mutus aspectus lacrimas movet: quantoque essent 

miserabiliora si ea dicerent ipsi, tanto sunt quadam portione ad adficiendum potentiora 

cum velut ipsorum ore dicuntur, ut scaenicis actoribus eadem vox eademque 

pronuntiatio plus ad movendos adfectus sub persona valet. 

It is in the peroration particularly that good service is done by prosopopoeiae, that is to 

say fictitious speeches of other persons. When an advocate speaks for a client, the bare 

facts produce the effect; but when we pretend that the victims themselves are speaking, 

the emotional effect is drawn also from the persons. The judge no longer thinks that he 

is listening to a lament for somebody else’s troubles, but that he is hearing the feelings 

and the voice of the afflicted, whose silent appearance alone moves him to tears; and, 

as their pleas would be more pitiful if only they could make them themselves, so to a 

certain extent the pleas become more effective by being as it were put into their mouths, 

just as the same voice and delivery of the stage actor produces a greater emotional 

impact because he speaks behind a mask. (Quint., Inst. 6.1.25-26) 

It is notable that this is an exclusive element of Roman oratory, as the “rhetoric of advocacy” 

generally only allowed the orator to speak.115 By adopting the character of his client, Cicero 

effectively removes the gap between client and audience, allowing him to exploit the pitiable 

situation of Roscius at a more personal level than simply presenting reported speech. For this 

to work it is necessary for the audience to sympathise with the character, who has been 

presented throughout by Cicero as an innocent rusticus. This is made clearer in the 

prosopopoeia by the increased focus on Roscius’ own actions. In the first prosopopoeia, the 

focus is on the prosecution’s actions entirely, but here the addition of Roscius’ response 

reinforces his honest portrayal and adds an element of pity by highlighting how he accepts 

 
114 Dyck (2010) 200. 
115 Cf. Kennedy (1972) 12-13; May (1988) 9-11. 
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these injustices and only seeks to live. It is also worth noting that Craig’s list of qualities of the 

indignatio cites the generation of pity as a means of amplifying hatred toward the opponent.116 

Therefore, Roscius’ prosopopoeia contributes to all three aims of a peroration: it summarises 

Cicero’s main points of defence, it generates pity for Roscius, and it intensifies the indignation 

Cicero has been working toward throughout the speech. 

 Across the four sermocinationes of the Pro Roscio Amerino, Cicero delineates the 

characters of both his client and his opposition. In order to fit his strategy of casting the trial as 

a contest of characters, these portrayals are made to fit types rather than to provide nuanced 

depictions: Roscius is cast as the stereotypical rusticus, while the prosecution are cast as urban 

scoundrels operating under the higher influence of Chrysogonus. An argument ex probabile 

then presents a reasonable doubt that Roscius was capable of committing parricide by 

demonstrating how the prosecution’s characters make them seem even likelier suspects. All 

the while, the prosopopoeiae build up indignation toward the prosecution by amplifying 

previous arguments. Cicero’s varied use of the technique allows him to develop these character 

types and amplify the emotional tone of the case in a seemingly natural manner which would 

win the appreciation of his audience and present a credible narrative. 

 

Indignation in In Verrem 

 

 Ten years after Cicero made a name for himself defending Roscius, another speech 

would cement his status as the foremost orator of his day: the In Verrem.117 This is a rare 

example of Cicero acting as the prosecution in a criminal trial. His opponent, Gaius Verres, 

was being brought to trial at the request of the Sicilians for extortion during his governorship 

of the province.118 The trial was intended to take place in two stages, referred to as actiones; 

the second never occurred, as Verres fled into voluntary exile following the initial proceedings. 

Despite this, Cicero published five speeches representing the actio secunda some time later. A 

full discussion of the reason for this publication or any differences between it and a delivered 

 
116 Craig (2010) 79. 
117 Of Cicero’s pre-consular speeches, the Verrine orations have perhaps received the most scholarly 

attention. However, no work has focused specifically on the prosopopoeia of Verres’ father, nor on the 
enumeration of points in the fifth book of actio secunda. Notable discussions of the Verrine orations as a whole 
include Kennedy (1972) 156-165; Innocenti (1994); Butler (2002); Vasaly (2002) 90-98; Frazel (2009). 

118 Vasaly (2002) 87. Frank Cowles (1917) presents a historical analysis of Verres’ life, including the 
events leading up to this trial. Butler (2002) chapters 2-5 also provides an analysis of the trial from the perspective 
of its documentary evidence and later publication. Further summary of the trial can be found in Kennedy (1972) 
156-165. Finally, see Alexander (1990) no. 177 (p88-90), and threatened trials against Verres, no.178-180 (p91). 
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speech is beyond the scope of this thesis.119 However, two points bear consideration: that 

Cicero was seeking to demonstrate his rhetorical eloquence, having defeated the foremost 

orator at the time Hortensius, and that the published speech probably reflects Cicero’s intended 

course of discussion.120 

 With these two considerations in mind, let us turn to the prosopopoeia of the fifth 

speech of actio secunda. The fifth book discusses allegations relating to Verres’ malpractice 

as military commander of Sicily and his mistreatment of Roman citizens, such as allowing 

pirates to destroy a Roman fleet, or executing Roman citizens. The military charges are the 

main focus of the first two-thirds of the speech; these are then summarised through a 

prosopopoeia in which Cicero represents the speech of Verres’ father (Verr. 2.5.136-138, 

Appendix 7).121 Having summarised these arguments, Cicero goes on to address Verres’ 

mistreatment of Roman citizens, and concludes the speech with an appeal to the gods. 

 Strictly speaking, the speech of Verres’ father might be considered either a 

sermocinatio or a fictio personae, since it is not clear whether Verres’ father was alive at the 

time of the trial.122 In either case, Cicero lays the groundwork for this portrayal by noting 

Verres’ father’s connections to members of the jury – presumably a reasonable argument for 

the defence to have made, as we see from Cicero’s own defence speeches.123 He then turns this 

back on Verres, noting that the closer someone is to him the more ashamed he should feel. This 

idea of pudor (“shame”) is closely related to the generation of indignatio in this speech. Cicero 

then introduces the most extreme example of someone who is connected to Verres: his own 

father. The prosopopoeia itself consists of a single period outlining some sixteen of Verres’ 

crimes as a military commander. The grammatical structure is complex, occasionally moving 

into layers of sub-clauses. However, each clause returns to a consistent starting point, the 

second-person pronoun tu, guiding the reader through the charges despite the complexity of 

Cicero’s diction.124 Following this, the prosopopoeia concludes with the climactic declarations 

 
119 On the publication of the actio secunda, see Settle (1962) 99-111; Butler (2002) 73-84; Vasaly (2002) 

91-92; Frazel (2004); Gurd (2010). 
120 Vasaly (2002) 91-92. 
121 We have little information regarding Verres’ father except for what Cicero says here. Verres’ 

inclusion in Wiseman’s 1971 prosopography of new men in the Roman senate (no. 479, p272) suggests his father 
was the first of his family to attain senatorial rank; cf. Bartels (2006) 321; Broughton (1986) vol. 3, 218.  

122 Bartels (2006) 321 suggests that Verres’ father died circa 71BC, suggesting that we may refer to this 
as a fictio persona. Due to the uncertainty around this, however, the remainder of this chapter will refer to the 
passage using the general term prosopopoeia. 

123 For example, Cael. 4. Cf. Hall (2014) 76-80. 
124 As we will see, a similar pattern occurs in the prosopopoeia of Milo in Pro Milone 72-75; cf. 

Fotheringham (2013) 326. 
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that Verres did not respect his father’s name, and that the blood of innocent people brought 

him profit as well as pleasure. 

 In terms of structure, the prosopopoeia recalls the example of enumeration in De 

Inventione 1.99.125 Cicero calls forward a persona – in this case, the father of his opponent – 

and enumerates his main arguments. Once again, Cicero uses the method of conclusio in a 

broader sense than he suggests in De Inventione. The Rhetorica ad Herennium notes that a 

conclusio may also be used after the strongest argument;126 this may be the case here. After 

this prosopopoeia, Cicero states that he has fulfilled his promise to the Sicilians; the remainder 

of his speech, in which he highlights Verres’ crimes against Roman citizens, is born out of his 

own concern for the good of the Roman people (Verr. 2.5.139). The prosopopoeia therefore 

marks a structural division in the speech between his treatment of Verres’ crimes against the 

Sicilians and his crimes against all Romans. This final argument also functions as a sort of 

emotionally charged peroration to the entire actio secunda, so the introduction of Verres’ father 

forms a bridge between the two parts of Cicero’s speech. 

 The complex grammatical structure of the prosopopoeia possibly reflects this speech’s 

origin as a written work rather than an orally delivered performance. This prosopopoeia is 

notably lengthy; it is perhaps matched in length only by the prosopopoeia of Appius Claudius 

Caecus in Pro Caelio127 or that of Titus Annius Milo in Pro Milone, the latter of which is also 

possibly a written addition.128 Since Cicero did not need to concern himself with the delivery 

of this speech, he was free to show off the full extent of his rhetorical ability. Thus, we see the 

prosopopoeia conducted in a highly elevated style. However, that is not to say that the 

prosopopoeia is something Cicero could not have spoken on the day;129 rather, it demonstrates 

him developing the technique to its fullest emotional height. 

 Cicero’s emotive aim in this passage is to generate indignatio toward Verres through 

the varied reiteration of the charges against him. Three aspects of the prosopopoeia contribute 

to this: the vivid portrayal of events, the specific connections made to Verres’ father, and the 

association created between a relationship with Verres and the feeling of pudor. The first of 

these is similar to what we have seen in the Pro Quinctio and Pro Roscio Amerino. By 

describing events in a detailed manner, Cicero is able to amplify the atrocity of Verres’ actions 

 
125 Nam si legis scriptor exsistat et quaerat sic id a vobis quid dubitetis, quid possitis dicere, cum vobis 

hoc et hoc sit demonstratum (“If the author of the law should appear and ask why you hesitate, what, pray, could 
you say, since this and this has been proved to you?”). 

126 Rhet. Her. 2.47. 
127 See Chapter Four. 
128 See Chapter Six. 
129 See discussion in Innocenti (1994) 364 on the literary nature of the Verrine orations. 
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by making it seem as if the audience themselves were witnessing them. Although this was not 

in itself an effect of prosopopoeia, the device presupposes a heightened emotional tone, which 

in turn gives licence to vivid portrayal. The structure of the prosopopoeia also aids this 

description. For example, the anaphora of tu, in addition to guiding the reader through the 

speech’s complex structure, maintains the emphasis on Verres as the instigator of these crimes. 

When the speech moves into sub-clauses, it does so as a means of offering further information, 

holding off on the most shocking part of each charge in order to build up its severity. The 

resulting feeling is one of relentless accusation, building up a picture in the audience’s minds 

of how widespread Verres’ crimes have been. The reduplication of tu and the piling up of 

charges are forms of amplificatio which build up to Cicero’s final statement: how could Verres 

possibly live down the shame of the crimes he has committed? 

 Vivid description was particularly important in this speech, as it allowed Cicero to make 

up for any lost impact resulting from the absence of delivery.130 One of the benefits of 

prosopopoeia in this respect is that it can provide narration and argumentation. The inherent 

theatricality of prosopopoeia lends itself to the use of vivid narrative: it suggested a more 

personal connection between the two characters, which made the accusations seem more 

intense and vivid than a simple reporting of facts. This serves an argumentative purpose by 

intensifying the emotion of the enumeration of arguments to generate indignation. Therefore, 

the prosopopoeia provides a useful tool for creating the narrative around this case, and for 

convincing the audience to side with Cicero’s condemnation of it. 

 The second aspect of the prosopopoeia which contributes to the generation of 

indignation is the pity imparted by having a victim speak. We saw earlier in the case of Pro 

Roscio Amerino how the representation of a victim’s voice intensifies the pity of a speech by 

adding their person to the facts.131 The same applies here. However, the pity generated through 

the inclusion of Verres’ father is a means of inciting further indignation toward Verres. Two 

references made in the prosopopoeia specifically highlight the relationship between the father 

and son. First, Verres’ father describes Verres’ son as nepotem meum (“my grandson”; Verr. 

2.5.137, trans. Berry). Second, he notes that Verres was not persuaded by the memory of mei 

nominis (“my name”; Verr. 2.5.138). In terms of structure, these references reaffirm the change 

in speaking character similar to the use of indicators such as patrem meum in Pro Roscio 

Amerino 32. This would be especially important in longer prosopopoeiae where sustaining 

 
130 Innocenti (1994) 368. 
131 Cf. Quint., Inst. 6.1.25-26. 
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tonal variation might have been difficult. On an emotional level, they heighten the feeling of 

pity by introducing a victim of Verres’ actions. The relationship between Verres and his father 

allows Cicero to make a more personal connection to the charges than he could do in his own 

voice. Direct speech is more immediate and therefore carries more impact than reported speech. 

By integrating direct speech as Verres’ father, then, Cicero brings immediacy to the 

enumeration of charges, which also amplifies the vivid descriptions and the emotional impact 

of the charges.  

 A final aspect of prosopopoeia which contributes to its generation of indignatio is the 

association with pudor (“shame”). Cicero calls attention to this emotion specifically in the 

introduction to this prosopopoeia, stating that: 

ut quisque maxime est quicum tibi aliquid sit, ita te in huiusce modi crimine maxime 

eius pudet. 

The more closely a man is connected with you, the more ashamed you should be to face 

him when such charges as these are brought against you. (Verr. 2.5.136) 

In Pro Quinctio and Pro Roscio Amerino, the word palam was used to indicate the tone of the 

upcoming speech. The term pudet achieves a similar effect, setting the tone of the speech as 

one which should induce pudor in Verres. Robert Kaster notes two prerequisites for 

experiencing pudor: one must have a sense of self-worth (dignitas), and one must see it being 

discredited.132 Cicero’s opening remark therefore presents a double-edged sword for Verres’ 

character: he either sees himself as having no value – clearly not true, as Cicero has 

characterised him throughout his orations as self-serving – or he must acknowledge that he 

does not see his actions as disreputable. Having forced Verres into the latter position, Cicero 

then introduces the series of charges to show the atrocity of his crimes. The audience is 

therefore predisposed to judge Verres’ actions negatively on the basis that he shows no shame 

for them, heightening the feeling of indignation when the charges are finally outlined. 

The decision to adopt the character of Verres’ father helps intensify this feeling of 

pudor. Cicero could realistically have made the same comment in his own person. However, 

bringing forward the defendant’s own father to reproach him presents the most extreme 

example of someone who should inspire pudor in Verres. One of the methods of amplificatio 

noted by Quintilian involves jumping immediately to the most extreme example of something 

– through this, the audience becomes aware that nothing could possibly be worse than the stated 

 
132 Kaster (2005) 29. 
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fact.133 The implication here is that if Verres is not ashamed to face his own father, there is no 

way he will be ashamed of his actions before a jury. Indignatio is therefore aroused in the 

audience by demonstrating how Verres is incapable of adhering to this basic social norm, thus 

isolating him from his peers. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 Cicero’s use of prosopopoeia in Pro Quinctio, Pro Roscio Amerino, and In Verrem 2.5 

appears to support the argument that his early speeches were generally grounded in 

contemporary rhetorical theory. Each prosopopoeia can be equated with part of a definition 

from extant rhetorical theory. Pro Quinctio’s unveiling of Naevius’ thoughts is noted by 

Quintilian. Enumeration through the introduction of another character, as seen in Pro Roscio 

Amerino and In Verrem 2.5, is outlined by Cicero himself in his De Inventione. Even the 

dialogue between the defendant Roscius and the prosecution in Pro Roscio Amerino is 

accounted for by Quintilian and the Rhetorica ad Herennium. Ancient theory also accounts for 

many of the effects of prosopopoeia in Cicero’s early speeches. Character delineation and the 

generation of indignatio are common across each prosopopoeia, and the many means of 

amplificatio are present in Quintilian’s discussions and the commonplaces noted in the 

Rhetorica ad Herennium and De Inventione. What is less accounted for is how Cicero 

manipulates these precepts to achieve specific effects. Pro Quinctio, for example, sees the 

generation of indignatio as an end goal, but this does not account for the specific connection 

to the comic scurra which allows Cicero to undermine his opponent’s credibility. Likewise, 

the Pro Roscio Amerino portrays his client as a rusticus through the adept manipulation of 

syntax to suggest an abrupt character unfamiliar with rhetorical precept. In Verrem also sees 

the father of the opposition being brought forward as a means of providing a personal 

connection to the charges, allowing Cicero to emphasise Verres’ lack of pudor and isolate him 

from his social group. While the form and general effects such as indignatio remain consistent, 

variations made to suit the tone and style of individual circumstances demonstrate Cicero’s 

ability to manipulate prosopopoeia to achieve specific goals. 

 

  

 
133 Quint., Inst. 8.4.7; this is considered a form of amplificatio from incrementum. 
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Chapter Three: Dual representations in the First Catilinarian 
 
 One of the defining conflicts of Cicero’s political career came toward the end of his 

consulship in 63BC. Having discovered a conspiracy against Rome led by the patrician Lucius 

Sergius Catilina,134 Cicero delivered a series of four orations referred to as the Catilinarians.135 

The first of these was delivered on November 7 or 8 before the Senate,136  where Cicero would 

present his knowledge of the conspiracy and deliberate a course of action regarding Catiline 

and the planned insurrection. During this speech, Cicero uses prosopopoeia twice as the patria 

– “the fatherland”: first in an address to Catiline in which the patria expresses fear at his actions 

and begs him to leave the city (Cat. 1.18, Appendix 8), and second to address the orator himself 

and question his inaction against Catiline (Cat. 1.27-29, Appendix 9). These prosopopoeiae 

are notable in two main respects. They provide examples of prosopopoeia occurring outside a 

judicial context, as the First Catilinarian was delivered before the senate rather than a jury.137 

Consequently, the genre of the speech was deliberative rather than judicial, which consisted of 

different aims and methods of persuasion.138 They also depict the interaction of a single 

character in two separate speaking-situations. In the speeches examined in the previous chapter, 

when multiple prosopopoeiae occur in a single speech they do so under similar circumstances: 

Naevius always reveals his inner thoughts, and Roscius always appeals to the prosecution at 

the trial itself. The patria, on the other hand, conveys two distinct speaking-situations, one with 

Catiline, and one with Cicero. Consequently, the patria interacts with its addressees in different 

ways, which forms the focus of this chapter. 

 The prosopopoeiae of the First Catilinarian have been noted for their rhetorical 

eloquence by ancient and modern scholars alike. Quintilian cites both as his primary examples 

of prosopopoeia as a device, with the address to Cicero being considered a mollior example 

and the address to Catiline an audacius one.139 The significance of this distinction will be 

discussed below, as it likely reflects the different aims of each speech. In modern scholarship, 

 
134 Referred to hereafter as Catiline, following conventional naming in English. A general overview of 

the conspiracy can be found in Hardy (1924); Stockton (1971) 110-142; Odahl (2010). 
135 On the Catilinarian speeches generally, see Kennedy (1972) 175-182; Cape Jr. (2002) 140-153; Berry 

(2020). The most recent commentary is that of Dyck (2008), which offers an insightful breakdown of the 
grammatical structures of the prosopopoeiae. 

136 Evidence for the date of the First Catilinarian is unclear; see Keene (1899) 65-66; Hardy (1916) 64-
66; Cary (1932) 498; Dyck (2008) 243-244; Odahl (2010) 56 and 86 n.3. 

137 Another example is the invective against Piso, considered in Chapter Five. 
138 Berry (2020) 90-91 instead calls the speech epideictic, arguing that Cicero had no question to 

deliberate on, but that he was aiming instead to undermine the already-departing Catiline. His summary of other 
scholars in note 7 (p90), however, shows a tendency to call the speech deliberative. 

139 Quint., Inst. 9.2.32. 
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on the other hand, the prosopopoeiae have received mixed responses. R.G.M. Nisbet, for 

example, criticises the speech under the assumption that it was altered heavily from the original 

for its publication in 60BC:140 the prosopopoeiae consequently give the impression that “one 

does not seem to be listening in on a real debate in one of the most hard-headed assemblies that 

the world has known.”141 A more favourable impression of the prosopopoeiae is presented in 

three key works. William Batstone’s 1994 study on consular ethos in the First Catilinarian 

notes the significance of the patria for Cicero’s self-representation as a public defender.142 

Spyridon Tzounakas’ 2006 study focuses on the significance and inconsistencies of the 

prosopopoeiae, noting that the device gives Cicero a “second testimony” to enhance his 

credibility as a speaker. Most recently, D.H. Berry’s 2020 chapter on the First Catilinarian 

accounts for the problems of revision during publication by offering two approaches to reading 

the speech based on whether it was intended to convince people on the day or justify Cicero’s 

actions after the fact.143 This chapter builds on these works by examining how Cicero uses the 

prosopopoeiae of the patria in the context of two different addressees to lend authority to his 

arguments. I begin by establishing the context for these prosopopoeiae, looking at the 

significance of deliberative oratory as a genre, what Cicero aims to achieve in the speech, and 

the problematic relationship between the spoken and published orations. Following this, a close 

reading of the two prosopopoeiae will show how Cicero tailors the use of a single character to 

suit two different persuasive contexts. Finally, I will briefly address the concerns of 

inconsistencies expressed by some scholars.144 While these inconsistencies do exist, they are 

mitigated to an extent by the distinctly different characterisations which introduce each 

prosopopoeia, allowing Cicero to invoke the patria in two different situations. 

 

Contextual considerations 

 

 There are three key points to consider when reading the prosopopoeiae of the First 

Catilinarian: the deliberative nature of the speech, Cicero’s aim in delivering the speech, and 

the potential revision of the work prior to its publication. These points inform Cicero’s aims 

 
140 On the publication of the Catilinarians, see Settle (1962) 136-143; Berry (2020) 59-82. 
141 Nisbet (1965) 62-63. 
142 Batstone (1994), esp. 245-246. 
143 Berry (2020) 98-99, 109-110. 
144 Notably Tzounakas (2006) 229, who suggests that a direct comparison would “reveal numerous and 

considerable discrepancies between the Fatherland’s two interventions and her changeable literary persona as 
well as by extension the orator’s weak handling of the figure of prosopopoeia.” 
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with each prosopopoeia, which in turn justifies their distinctly different characters, prompting 

closer examination. 

 Deliberative oratory differed from judicial oratory mainly in terms of its end goal. A 

judicial speech aims to secure a favourable verdict for one’s client, which requires a response 

to a legal matter as well as a degree of character portrayal to win the audience over emotionally. 

A deliberative speech instead considers the benefit of one course of action over another. Its key 

purpose as outlined in rhetorical theory is to present a course of action as utilis 

(“advantageous”), which is typically divided into two parts: the tuta pars (“part of security”), 

and the honestus pars (“part of honesty/virtue”).145 In De Oratore, Cicero instead highlights a 

conflict between utilitas and dignitas, noting that the two often see each other at odds.146 He 

also lists several points which might be raised by proponents of either value: those in favour of 

utilitas will note the advantage of peace, wealth, power, revenue, military strength, and other 

matters of expedience, while those in favour of dignitas provide examples from the maiores of 

affine actions, stress the value of undying memory in posterity, and argue that utilitas is ex 

laude nasci (“born from praise”).147 

Although Cicero does not explicitly use the term utilitas throughout his argument, we 

can surmise that one of his aims was to prove the utilitas of removing Catiline from the city 

based on two passages. Near the beginning of the speech, Cicero explains: 

Tum denique interficiere, cum iam nemo tam improbus, tam perditus, tam tui similis 

inveniri poterit qui id non iure factum esse fateatur. 

You will be executed only when no one can be found so criminal, so wicked, and so 

similar to yourself as to deny the justice of that course of action. (Cat. 1.5; trans. Berry) 

Iustitia (“justice”) was one of the subcategories of the honestus pars of utilitas according to 

the Rhetorica ad Herennium (3.3). Although Cicero may not necessarily be using ius in this 

technical sense, the use of the term in a deliberative context could prompt the audience to 

consider his speech a matter of advocating the utilitas of a certain course of action. A similar 

use of parallel terms occurs following the second patria speech, where Cicero argues for 

optimum factum (“the best course of action”; Cat. 1.29). Again, his phrasing comes close to 

describing utilitas without using the exact phrasing. Consequently, we might surmise that the 

oration aimed to consider Catiline’s fate from the perspective of utilitas. 

 
145 Rhet. Her. 3.2-9; Cic., Inv. Rhet. 2.156-178. 
146 De Or. 2.334; the sentiment is echoed in Quint., Inst. 3.8.1. 
147 De Or. 2.335. 
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The prosopopoeiae support this assertion. The first address to Catiline focuses on the 

safety brought to the res publica if he leaves the city, providing an argument for this course of 

action based on the tuta pars of utilitas. On the other hand, the second address to Cicero 

questions his inaction as an act of nequitia by citing precedent and his reception in posterity as 

reasons to act. This allows Cicero to respond to the concern by proclaiming the utilitas of his 

actions: inaction may not seem to be the most virtuous response, but not acting would bring 

out the rest of the conspirators, protecting Rome from them. The particularities of the 

deliberative genre therefore provide some context for the prosopopoeiae in that they allow 

Cicero to expound the utilitas of his proposed treatment of Catiline. 

 Persuading the Senate of the utilitas of his course of action was therefore Cicero’s 

primary aim. But what exactly was this course of action? The early sections of the speech (Cat. 

1-10) seem to focus on calling for Catiline’s arrest and execution. In what Christopher Craig 

terms an “awkward moment” for Cicero, he does not inspire the Senate’s support for this 

plan.148 After this, Cicero appears to change tack and call for Catiline’s removal from the city, 

either through exile – which neither he nor the Senate could order, as Catiline appears to note 

throughout149 – or through Catiline’s voluntary exit. Cicero states later that L. Catilinam […] 

ex urbe vel eiecimus vel emisimus vel ipsum egredientem verbis prosecuti sumus (“Lucius 

Catilina […] we expelled from Rome; or released; or followed with our farewells as he was 

leaving of his own accord.” Cat. 2.1). However, Catiline was evidently intending to leave the 

city anyway.150 In light of this, the First Catilinarian is essentially an act of damage control 

directed at the senators. Berry enumerates three aims for the speech: to destroy Catiline’s 

character in the eyes of the senators and thus isolate him from public opinion; to persuade the 

senators that Catiline’s actions were so heinous that any response from Cicero was justified 

regardless of severity; and to convince the senators that Cicero had the situation under 

control.151 Cicero’s use of prosopopoeia closely ties into these goals, using the audience’s 

expectations regarding character portrayal to isolate Catiline and to express the utilitas of his 

approach to the developing situation. 

 
148 Craig (1993b) 262-263. See also Cary (1932) 498; Dyck (2008) 60. 
149 Cat. 1.13 1.20; see Craig (1993b) 264-265. 
150 For example, Cat. 1.10: Catilina, perge quo coepisti: egredere aliquando ex urbe (“Catiline, finish 

what you have started: leave the city at long last.”). See also Price (1998) 110; Berry (2020) 113. 
151 Berry (2020) 114. Numerous alternative aims have been suggested. To select a few, Seager (1973) 

believes Cicero aimed to drive Catiline into the arms of Manlius to unite several dissident factions into a single 
army; Batstone (1994) suggests that the speech focused entirely on Cicero’s self-representation; Price (1998) 
argues that Cicero’s speech aims to scare Catiline’s associates into abandoning him. 
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 A final consideration regarding the prosopopoeiae of the First Catilinarian is how 

closely this speech matches the delivered speech in 63BC. The simple answer is that it is 

uncertain what was revised prior to publication. James Settle suggests that the First 

Catilinarian may have used parts of other unpublished speeches regarding Catiline in its 

revisions. However, we cannot be sure which parts were changed, or whether this was the case 

at all.152 Berry’s study on the Catilinarians provides a second model for interpreting the 

speeches on the basis that they represent Cicero’s views at the time of publication in 60BC, 

circumventing the question of what was original or revised.153 The aims of the First 

Catilinarian on this reading are remarkably similar to those noted above. Cicero aims to cause 

lasting damage to Catiline’s character, persuade the readers that his severe actions were 

justified based on the atrocity of Catiline’s actions, and convince them that he was on top of 

the situation as it developed.154 To these, Berry also adds the literary aim of producing a work 

for young orators to imitate, which would improve Cicero’s reputation as a leading orator and 

statesman.155 The prosopopoeiae can also be considered using this approach. Prosopopoeia as 

a device is closely associated with character delineation,156 allowing Cicero to establish his and 

Catiline’s images in the long term. Cicero also notes its significance for ornamentum in De 

Oratore 3.205, enabling Cicero to display his eloquentia for future students. 

 The degree to which the prosopopoeiae are faithful reproductions of the originally 

spoken speech raises an interesting question about the First Catilinarian as an improvisational 

work. The historian Sallust suggests that Catiline entered the Senate unexpectedly prior to 

Cicero’s speech,157 suggesting that the delivered speech might have been partially improvised 

to account for this development. If the prosopopoeiae were delivered either exactly as recorded 

or with minor revisions, they might reflect Cicero falling back on familiar rhetorical theory to 

improvise a response to Catiline’s presence. This might account for the similarity between the 

patria’s reproaching role and the examples in handbooks such as Demetrius’ On Style and the 

Rhetorica ad Herennium’s discussion of conformatio. Additionally, commentators have drawn 

thematic links between Cicero’s prosopopoeiae of the patria and other works, most notably 

the prosopopoeia of the νόμοι in Plato’s Crito158 and to the epithet patriae parricida (“parricide 

 
152 Settle (1962) 136-137 and 137 n.8. See also Kennedy (1972) 177; Batstone (1994) 214 n.7; Dyck 

(2008) 11. 
153 Berry (2020) 88. 
154 Ibid., 114-115. 
155 Ibid., 115. 
156 Cf. Chapter One; Rhet. Her. 4.65. 
157 Sall., Cat. 31.5-6; see also Keene (1899) xl; Kennedy (1972) 178; Craig (1993b) 260; Batstone (1994) 

211; Berry (2006) 142; Dyck (2008) 60; Odahl (2010) 56-57. 
158 Pl., Cri. 50a-54d; see Kennedy (1994) 136; Tzounakas (2006) 222 n.2; Dyck (2008) 99. 
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of the fatherland”) in an earlier speech of Marcus Aemilius Scaurus.159 It was possibly the case, 

then, that Cicero drew from familiar material in constructing these improvised prosopopoeiae. 

If this is true, his ease in doing so shows the adaptability of the device as a whole. 

 These three considerations provide a set of expectations for the First Catilinarian. The 

specific qualities of deliberative oratory in rhetorical theory suggest that Cicero would pursue 

a goal of outlining the utilitas of his proposed course of action. This course of action – aiming 

to drive Catiline from the city – reveals a threefold goal: harming Catiline’s public opinion, 

justifying a potentially severe treatment of the conspirators, and asserting Cicero’s control over 

the situation. Cicero’s long-term goals in publishing the work reveal a similar set of goals, 

relying heavily on characterisation to convey the threat of Catiline and his own foresight. A 

close reading of the two prosopopoeiae shows these expectations being fulfilled in practice.  

 

Patria to Catiline: a fearing parent 

 

 The thoughts of the patria are first vocalised during a discussion of the fear Catiline 

inspires (Cat. 1.18, Appendix 8). In his preparatory remarks, Cicero notes four groups who are 

afraid of Catiline: his fellow senators, his slaves, his fellow citizens, and his own parents (Cat. 

1.16-17). This amplificatio presents a broad range of people who held negative opinions of 

Catiline, with which the audience might be expected to identify.160 It also builds up the atrocity 

of Catiline’s actions by introducing characters who are increasingly intimate with him. The 

climax to this comes with the introduction of the patria, characterised as communis parens 

omnium nostrum (“the common parent of us all”; Cat. 1.17). This characterisation offers 

several benefits. Catiline was a patrician while Cicero was a novus homo.161 Sallust tells us that 

Catiline appears to have played into the social stigma surrounding novi homines as outsiders 

who disrupted the traditional political order162 in his response to Cicero’s speech, suggesting it 

was a known point of contention between the two men.163 Characterising the patria as a 

 
159 Malcovati (1955) 167; Bates (1986) 285 n.244; Dyck (2008) 99. 
160 Cf. Quint., Inst. 8.4.9-11. 
161 Defined either as the first in his family to hold the consulship or one who entered the senate without 

any senatorial antecedent in his family; see Wiseman (1971) 1; van der Blom (2010) 38-40. 
162 On this stigma, see Wiseman (1971) 100-107. 
163 Sall., Cat. 31.7-8 trans. Rolfe 2013: Catilina, ut erat paratus ad dissimulanda omnia, demisso voltu, 

voce supplici postulare a patribus coepit ne quid de se temere crederent; ea familia ortum, ita se ab adulescentia 
vitam instituisse, ut omnia bona in spe haberet; ne existumarent sibi, patricio homini, quoius ipsius atque maiorum 
pluruma beneficia in plebem Romanam essent, perdita re publica opus esse, quom eam servarent M. Tullius, 
inquilinus civis urbis Romae. (“Catiline, prepared as he was to conceal all his guilt, with downcast eyes and 
pleading voice began to beg the senators not to believe rashly anything concerning him; he was sprung from such 
a family, he said, and had so ordered his life from youth up, that he had nothing but the best prospects; they must 
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communal parent allows Cicero to level the playing field by introducing a mutual authority 

figure and showing how it interacts differently with the two men. Identifying the patria as a 

parent figure also lets Cicero refer to Catiline’s conspiracy as an act of parricide.164 Parricidium 

was considered to be one of the most serious charges in Roman society due to its disregard for 

several fundamental societal norms.165 Substitution of words for more intense counterparts was 

a recognised rhetorical device for amplificatio, as we have seen earlier in the case of Pro Roscio 

Amerino’s replacement of occidistis (“you killed him”) with iugulastis (“you slaughtered 

him”).166 The substitution of the actual allegations against Catiline with the charge of 

parricidium therefore amplifies the severity of his actions. The charge also paints a more vivid 

and personal image in the audience’s minds than a more abstract accusation of danger to “the 

fatherland,” which is then emphasised through the device of prosopopoeia. It is also worth 

noting that this accusation had an effect on Catiline’s image: Sallust notes that when Catiline 

tried to reply to Cicero he was taunted by the senators present as a parricida.167 

 Two other terms prior to the prosopopoeia develop the characters of the speech. The 

first is posed as a question to Catiline: huius tu neque auctoritatem verebere (“Will you not 

then respect her authority?”; Cat. 1.17). It was noted in Chapter One that one of the two 

subgroups of prosopopoeia, fictio personae, is confined to the adoption of abstractions such as 

the state and deceased individuals. Characters such as these bear an innate auctoritas as 

symbols of Roman society or the venerated dead,168 respectively. By calling attention to this 

fact, Cicero makes the patria’s authority a focal point of the prosopopoeia. In terms of 

Catiline’s characterisation, this emphasises his disregard for authority, which was a 

commonplace of amplificatio and so allows Cicero to further intensify the indignatio toward 

him.169 More important, however, is the authority this imparts to Cicero himself. Batstone notes 

that Cicero’s adoption of the patria lends auctoritas to his voice while it vocalises the fears of 

others. The fact that these fears then echo his own from earlier in the speech ties his interests 

 
not suppose that he, a patrician, who like his forefathers had rendered a great many good services to the commons 
of Rome, had any need for the overthrow of the government, while its saviour was Marcus Tullius, a resident 
alien in the city of Rome.”) 

164 Cat. 1.17: odit ac metuit et iam diu nihil te iudicat nisi de parricidio suo cogitare (“[the patria] hates 
you and is frightened of you, and has long ago come to the conclusion that you are contemplating nothing but her 
parricidium”). 

165 Cicero in the Pro Roscio Amerino notes – albeit with a fair share of exaggeration – that [parricidium] 
eiusmodi quo uno maleficio scelera omnia complexa esse videantur (“[parricidium] is the type of act that seems 
to comprise within it every crime that exists!” Rosc. Am. 37, trans. Berry 2000). 

166 Rosc. Am. 32; Chapter Two. 
167 Sall., Cat. 31.8; see Berry (2020) 115. 
168 This is often encapsulated under the idea of mos maiorum or the maiores more generally; see Kenty 

(2016). 
169 Cic., Inv. Rhet. 1.101. 
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to those of the state at large. As a result, “this simple device allows him to figure his own 

charges as the fears and hatred of the citizens, his own fears as confirmed by the fears of the 

state, while he seems to be the one who sympathizes with the emotions of others.”170 Cicero is 

therefore able to configure himself as the protector of the patria’s interests while also using 

their authority to legitimise his concerns about Catiline. 

 The second notable term for character delineation is the claim that the patria speaks 

tacita (“silently”). By prefacing the prosopopoeia with the idea that it represents speech on 

behalf of a mute abstraction, Cicero emphasises two points: that the patria is vulnerable and 

unable to speak for itself, and that he, as the one who vocalises their thoughts, is keenly aware 

of its interests. The patria’s vulnerability is a key part of the amplification of indignatio toward 

Catiline. Hostility toward the innocent and powerless was a commonplace of amplificatio,171 

as was the disregard for laws and customs outlined above. The patria’s speech therefore serves 

as a form of amplificatio against Catiline, designed to heighten indignatio toward him. On the 

other hand, having Cicero vocalise the patria’s thoughts establishes his ethos as a public 

defender, as we have seen above in relation to auctoritas.172 

In the prosopopoeia itself, Cicero begins with two clauses indicating the scope of 

Catiline’s crimes. The two clauses parallel each other in structure, beginning with nullum as a 

hyperbolic expansion of the charges, and ending by singling out Catiline’s involvement in these 

crimes through the second-person pronoun te (nisi per te […] sine te). The word nullum forms 

an anaphora in three clauses throughout this passage; however, the last instance is reserved 

until the end of the patria’s discussion of Catiline’s crimes. In the meantime, the patria 

continues to elaborate on these crimes: a tricolon marked by the anaphora of tibi (varied in the 

final clause as tu) places emphasis on Catiline’s personal involvement, while the catalogue of 

crimes escalates from the murder of Roman citizens through the unopposed oppression of 

Rome’s allies to the unabashed destruction of Roman courts. After this, the patria notes its 

toleration of these abuses. A similar structure can be seen in Roscius’ address in Pro Roscio 

Amerino 32, where the crimes of the opponent are immediately contrasted with the forbearance 

of the speaker.173 The intended effect is the same here: by contrasting the two modes of life, 

Cicero builds indignatio toward Catiline, with the pitiable figure of the patria intensifying this. 

If we follow the idea that this prosopopoeia was part of Cicero’s improvisation during delivery 

 
170 Batstone (1994) 245. 
171 Inv. Rhet. 1.102. 
172 Dyck (2008) 99 also suggests that tacita can identify the patria with the silent senatorial audience, 

establishing the patria as a vocalisation of the senators’ conscience. 
173 See Chapter Two. 
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in 63BC, it provides further evidence of him falling back on familiar methods of character 

delineation and emotional appeal. Next, the patria discusses her present concerns, outlining 

them in asyndeton.174 As part of this, Catiline is referred to by his cognomen, suggesting a 

distance between the two characters.175 The third use of nullum occurs here, completing the 

outline of Catiline’s danger to the state with a reference to his present wrongdoing. Finally, the 

patria pleads to Catiline to leave the city. As justification, it offers two alternative possibilities: 

if its fears are realised, Catiline’s departure will save the patria; if they are unfounded, his 

departure will spare the patria from fear. This offers an argument based on utilitas to the 

senators in the audience. The Rhetorica ad Herennium notes that one of the partes utilitas is 

tuta (“security”): 

Tuta176 est quae conficit instantis aut consequentis periculi vitationem qualibet ratione. 

To consider security is to provide some plan or other for ensuring the avoidance of a 

present or imminent danger (Rhet. Her. 3.3) 

In this case, the question of Catiline’s guilt is irrelevant, and it is one that the patria does not 

address directly. As other scholars have noted, this allows the patria to maintain a sense of 

impartiality which would be in keeping with its character.177 Further, by not presuming 

Catiline’s guilt, the patria is able to echo the thoughts of the senators present who, based on 

Cicero’s lack of tangible evidence,178 may not have been wholly convinced by Cicero’s account 

of events.179 This still allows Cicero to suggest that Catiline should leave the city, but it 

provides two alternatives for people who had, and had not yet been convinced of Catiline’s 

threat. 

 The overarching feelings portrayed in this prosopopoeia are fear and vulnerability. 

Andrew Dyck’s commentary on the First Catilinarian compares the prosopopoeia to a prayer, 

noting that when combined with Cicero’s direct address to Catiline leading into the 

prosopopoeia it follows a traditional hymnic form such as that used for supplication: a figure 

is greeted, their attributes are listed, and a request is made.180 Supplication presupposes an 

inferior and a superior actor: the former to request an action, and the latter to enact it. The 

superior party would typically possess greater auctoritas than their inferior. As Cicero points 

 
174 Dyck (2008) 100. 
175 Tzounakas (2006) 227. 
176 Tuta here functions as an adjective for one of the partes utilitias; it would more fully be rendered pars 

tuta. Cf. Glare (1982) 1997 s.v. “tutus” n.5. 
177 Tzounakas (2006) 227; Dyck (2008) 101. 
178 Hardy (1924) 67; Stockton (1971) 118; Craig (1993b) 260-261; Cape Jr. (2002) 142; Dyck (2008) 60; 

Odahl (2010) 53-54;  
179 Stroh (2000) 74; Dyck (2008) 101; Berry (2020) 98. 
180 Ratkowitsch (1981) 164-165; Dyck (2008) 99-101. 
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out prior to the prosopopoeia, the patria possesses auctoritas as a communal parent figure. 

However, it becomes the inferior party through the allusion to the hymnic structure. This 

exposes the patria’s vulnerability to Catiline’s danger, and presents Catiline as subverting 

social norms which provides grounds for his isolation from the community. Fear occupies a 

similar role throughout the prosopopoeia. Cicero sets the tone for the patria’s speech by noting 

its fear: odit ac metuit (“it hates you and is frightened of you”; Cat. 1.17). Words of fear are 

used four times while discussing the patria’s current situation; timor/timere in three instances, 

and metus once. The constant repetition of these terms intensifies the emotional impact of this 

passage, in turn amplifying the feeling of indignatio toward Catiline. 

 By the end of the patria’s first speech, Catiline’s character is presented as dangerous to 

every level of society. The emotive appeal generated by the repetition of words of fear and 

reinforced by the rhetorically elaborate structure of the speech aims to turn public opinion 

against Catiline, painting his actions as antithetical to the wellbeing of Roman society. The 

introduction of the patria’s voice lends variatio to the presentation by offering a new character 

to denounce Catiline, with the additional benefit of the extra auctoritas that the patria imparts 

to these accusations.181 Cicero’s characterisation of the patria as a communal parent enhances 

this by painting a more vivid image in the audience’s minds than what might be achieved 

through references to an abstract notion of statehood. This more personal interaction maximises 

the ability to generate indignatio toward Catiline by portraying a vulnerable, pitiable 

representation of a fearing parent. Moreover, the connection made prior to the prosopopoeia 

between the patria, the senators, and Cicero himself implies that the patria vocalises every 

Roman’s fears. The silent majority therefore becomes a tool for Cicero to isolate Catiline 

further from his peers. Finally, the patria’s plea for Catiline’s departure highlights the 

expedience (utilitas) of this course of action, giving Cicero surer footing to pursue it for the 

remainder of the speech. 

 

Patria to Cicero: a contest of Virtue 

 

 Cicero’s second prosopopoeia of the patria follows after Cicero has built up his 

argument around Catiline leaving the city (Cat. 1.27-29, Appendix 9). Cicero begins by 

purporting to address a concern the patria might have for his inaction. The language used to 

introduce this exchange presents a marked difference from the previous interaction with 

 
181 Berry (2020) 98. 
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Catiline. Words of fear are replaced by Cicero’s expression of love for the patria: mihi vita 

mea multo est carior (“it is much more precious to me than my own life”; Cat. 1.27). The range 

of what the patria represents is also expanded: against Catiline it was only depicted as a 

communal ancestor, but here Cicero adds to it the voice of cuncta Italia (“all Italy”) and omnis 

res publica (“the entire nation”). The three phrases all represent essentially the same idea, but 

the repetition of an idea with a series of related terms is a form of amplificatio recognised by 

Quintilian,182 allowing Cicero to build the intensity of his speech before moving into the 

prosopopoeia. This also introduces a slightly different characterisation of the patria: while in 

the first prosopopoeia it is presented as a single parent figure, here it takes on the wider persona 

of every Roman citizen. Rather than embracing the personal connection between a parent and 

child, Cicero instead uses this broader characterisation to emphasise the scope of his own 

auctoritas as the consul charged with protecting these people. This expands the importance of 

the question which follows, as Cicero makes it clear that it concerns every Roman. 

 The interaction begins with what seems like an indignant question: Marcus Tullius, 

what are you doing? As Batstone notes, this question captures the core issue of the First 

Catilinarian: “what are you doing?” – that is to say, “why are you doing nothing?”183 It is also 

worth noting the difference in address between the two speeches: the patria, as noted above, 

addresses Catiline by cognomen only, whereas Cicero is referred to by his first two names, 

indicating a more formal context.184 The difference in formality between the two 

prosopopoeiae helps reinforce their different tones and settings. The patria addresses Catiline 

as a concerned parent in an informal context. On the other hand, it addresses Cicero in a formal 

context as a representation of the majority of Roman citizens. I argue that this formality is 

intended to create the sense of a debate between Cicero and the patria similar to what might 

be expected in a senatorial meeting.185 Having established this context, Cicero then uses the 

patria to voice an opposing course of action – the same one which he himself advocated at the 

beginning of the speech – in order to better express the utilitas of his alternative. 

 After its prefatory question, the patria provides a summary of the current situation, 

referring to Catiline (without naming him) as a hostis, a dux belli (“leader in a war”), imperator, 

auctor sceleris (“author of crime”), princeps coniurationis (“leader of a conspiracy”), and 

evocator servorum et civium perditorum (“mobiliser of slaves and bad citizens”). It is notable 

 
182 Quint., Inst. 8.4.26-27. 
183 Batstone (1994) 255-256. 
184 Dickey (2002) 51. 
185 Cf., for example, the debate between Caesar and Cato over the fate of the arrested Catilinarian 

conspirators in Sallust, Cat. 51-52. 
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that the patria holds a decidedly different attitude toward Catiline’s guilt here, accepting it as 

fact rather than considering it a possibility. This may have been Cicero’s means of depicting 

his developing argument as convincing by having the patria accept it over time.186 

Alternatively, it may have represented the sentiments of the senators who did accept Catiline’s 

guilt, in contrast to the first prosopopoeia representing the thoughts of those who did not.187 In 

any case, the acceptance of Catiline’s guilt opens up the possibility of a debate over the correct 

response, allowing Cicero to contrast an argument based on dignitas with one based on utilitas. 

Some of the terms describing Catiline also carried specific legal and political 

connotations. A hostis was considered a foreign enemy of Rome and was thus treated with 

greater severity than a civis.188 Catiline was not officially declared a hostis until after he had 

left for Manlius’ camp.189 Cicero would undoubtedly know this, but by repeating the charge in 

the authoritative voice of the patria he is able to naturalise the idea and recall for the audience 

how a hostis would historically be treated. Similarly, dux belli and imperator are terms which 

suggest a formal declaration of war as opposed to banditry. This is odd, given Cicero’s attempt 

elsewhere in the Catilinarians to minimise the threat to an act of banditry;190 however, as a 

means of amplification this intensifies the threat to Rome, justifying a severe response. 

Imperator and, to a lesser extent, princeps coniurationis also play on the Roman political titles 

of imperator and princeps senatus.191 These reinforce the earlier characterisation of Catiline 

by showing him attempting to supplant the Roman political order, directly playing into the 

fears of the senators who comprised this order. Finally, the title of evocator servorum et civium 

perditorum plays into the Roman fear of slave uprisings. It is unclear whether Catiline was 

really accepting slaves into his army; Sallust asserts that he rejected the opportunity.192 

However, this was likely not public knowledge to the senators in attendance, giving Cicero 

licence to exaggerate the charges and play into the audience’s bias against slaves. Spartacus’ 

slave uprising in the late 70s BC would be relatively recent memory for the senatorial audience 

 
186 Tzounakas (2006) 229. 
187 Dyck (2008) 19-20; Berry (2020) 109. Dyck (2008) 113 also suggests it could also be read as an 

approximation of Cicero’s conscience, which does not seem to conflict with the view of hard-line senators calling 
for Catiline’s execution. 

188 Dyck (2008) 71. 
189 Hardy (1924) 70. 
190 For example, Cat. 2.1: in apertum latrocinium coniecimus (“we turned him to open banditry.”) 
191 Traditionally the first person called upon to speak in the Senate; an influential role. See Ryan (1998) 

347-356. 
192 Sall., Cat. 56.5; cf. Dyck (2008) 114-115. 
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of 63,193 so by alluding to a similar uprising with Catiline, Cicero can vividly characterise 

Catiline as a rebel, reinforcing the negative portrayal brought forward throughout the speech. 

 Following this characterisation of Catiline, the patria puts forward its position, asking 

Cicero if he truly intends to let him leave rather than arresting and killing him. Notably, this 

mirrors Cicero’s argument at the beginning of the speech. If we accept Craig’s argument about 

Cicero’s initial push culminating in an “awkward moment,” then this prosopopoeia allows him 

to recover from the failure of his initial position by reformulating it as a concern of the patria 

and responding in a manner that presents him as having the foresight to account for both 

possibilities. The patria then addresses three of Cicero’s concerns: the precedent of the 

maiores, the legality of severe action, and the potential hostility in posterity.194 These concerns 

are reminiscent of De Oratore’s list of common arguments made in a deliberation by someone 

concerned with dignitas (De Or. 2.335): such an orator will provide examples of ancestral 

precedent, and will amplify the importance of being immortalised in posterity. To return once 

more to the argument that these prosopopoeiae might have been improvised by Cicero during 

delivery, this shows a skilful deployment of rhetorical theory similar to that seen in the first 

prosopopoeia. In this case, the presentation of a second course of action allows him to link 

together an otherwise awkward series of arguments as a debate over how best to deal with 

Catiline – allowing Cicero to save face by discounting his earlier, unpopular opinion. This may 

in turn account for the uncommon (in our limited sample size) occurrence of the same adopted 

character being presented with two distinctly personalities. Cicero initially uses the 

prosopopoeia to achieve a conventional effect of character delineation and emotional 

amplification. As he progresses through the speech, he realises that the best means of saving 

face is to call on an authority figure to offer a counterpoint to his own argument. He turns to a 

familiar character who would be used for words of reproach, the patria. However, he varies it 

from earlier in the speech by means of amplificatio, broadening it to include cuncta Italia and 

the res publica. 

 The list of concerns addressed by the patria also contribute to Cicero’s self-

representation. Batstone notes that this prosopopoeia mixes elements of praise and blame in its 

treatment of Cicero.195 Although the pretext of the prosopopoeia is a reproach for Cicero’s 

 
193 Shaw (2001) 130-165 presents an overview of these results by collating ancient evidence regarding 

them. 
194 Tzounakas (2006) 226 n.21 notes that these can be interpreted as moving from past to present, or 

alternatively as a transition from the moral level to the particular legal order to the individual emotion of envy. 
Dyck (2008) 115 also suggests that the concerns move from public to private. 

195 Batstone (1994) 255. 
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inaction, the introduction of another character offers a different voice for Cicero to praise his 

own character.196 The final concern – how Cicero will be received in posterity – gives the 

clearest view of Cicero’s autobiography. The patria tells him not to fear invidia on the basis 

that the populus Romanus elevated him ad summum imperium (“to the supreme power”) 

through every honour despite not having ancestral pedigree to commend him. Cicero was proud 

of his status as a novus homo, attributing his own successes to popular support over ancestral 

advantage. This pride based on popular support seems to have been an underlying theme of 

much of Cicero’s consular and post reditum oratory, so it is unsurprising to see it included here 

as part of the patria’s praises. 

 Once the patria has made its case for Catiline’s execution, Cicero offers his own reply. 

He offers a measured response, considering, as Batstone notes, “an apparent logic and the true 

understanding” of how to deal with Catiline.197 The logical argument is to kill Catiline – it is 

virtuous, and Cicero himself agrees that if this were the best course of action Catiline would 

already be dead, for the reasons the patria provides. However, he argues there is greater utilitas 

– or an optimum factum as Cicero states here (Cat. 1.29) – in allowing Catiline to leave and 

drawing out the remaining conspirators.198 This brings his argument full circle, as Cicero 

justifies the expedience of his new, seemingly improvised position by contrasting it to the more 

severe position of the patria. In doing so, Cicero is able to further enhance his self-

representation as a moderate, insightful consul whose inaction is to the benefit of the state.199 

 By the end of the second prosopopoeia, Cicero’s plan of inaction has been justified 

through his debate with the authoritative voice of the patria. The conventional arguments based 

on dignitas provide further evidence to suggest that Cicero fell back on familiar patterns of 

argument in constructing his response to Catiline, this time drawing from his broader 

understanding of the deliberative genre of oratory. The patria offers a useful authority figure 

to present these arguments: the audience is familiar with the character, having seen it earlier in 

the speech, and its ability to reframe Cicero’s concerns as those of the entire res publica prove 

to be significant for his presentation of the utilitas of his actions. Furthermore, its praise of 

Cicero based on his success as a novus homo suggests that, whether added into the speech 

during publication or not, Cicero was concerned with maintaining his public image throughout 

 
196 Tzounakas (2006) 224. 
197 Batstone (1994) 256. 
198 However, see Price (1998) 124-125 on the “failure” of this claim. 
199 Cf. Batstone (1994) 257. 
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this affair, with the varied voice of another character offering a prime opportunity to enhance 

this. 

 

The patria as an inconsistent personality 

  

The difference between the two representations of the patria has been noted as early as 

Quintilian. He notes that in prosopopoeiae which natura non permittit (“nature does not 

permit”; Inst. 9.2.32) – most likely referring to fictiones personarum rather than 

sermocinationes of living people – the figure can be made mollior (“smoother; Quint., Inst. 

9.2.32), giving the example of the patria’s address to Cicero. The address to Catiline, on the 

other hand, is an example of audacius genus (“a bolder type”). Quintilian appears to have been 

focusing on Cicero’s prefatory remarks in each case. The mollior speech takes longer to build 

toward the prosopopoeia and focuses on Cicero’s friendliness with the patria; it is therefore 

calmer in tone than the impassioned plea to Catiline that the patria pleads (agit) and silently 

speaks to him. Cicero therefore presents two manners of introducing a prosopopoeiae in order 

to overcome the potentially jarring transition between his own voice and an imagined character. 

More recently, Spyridon Tzounakas has questioned the inconsistency of the patria’s 

personality. The different attitudes toward the two addressees reflect a greater familiarity and 

freedom in the patria’s relationship with Cicero than in that with Catiline.200 Further, the 

patria’s different solutions to the problem act as a shield for Cicero by minimising the severity 

of his plan.201 Tzounakas concludes that the cover offered by such a shield outweighs any 

potential issues created by the inconsistent portrayal, such as the fact that Cicero ultimately 

does not uphold the patria’s wishes by killing Catiline despite claiming to hold the state dearer 

than his own life.202 Finally, Tzounakas notes that the interval between the two prosopopoeiae 

glosses over their inconsistency to an extent, and even suggests that the patria has become 

convinced by Cicero’s argument over time, leading to the adoption of a harsher position.203 

The question of inconsistent portrayal is unique to the First Catilinarian, as other 

speeches which utilise multiple prosopopoeiae typically address them to a single character and 

thus maintain a consistent relationship with them. In this respect, there should be no issue with 

the patria striking different tones with different people; it is not an indicator of a different 

 
200 Tzounakas (2006) 226-227. 
201 Ibid., 227. 
202 Ibid., 227-228. 
203 Ibid., 229. 
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personality but rather, as Tzounakas suggests, an indicator of the degrees of friendliness 

between the parties involved. 

The question of the patria’s different arguments is more difficult to address. One 

important point is that Cicero himself seems to be inconsistent in his argument, most notably 

during the “awkward moments” referred to by Craig.204 Once more, the idea that Cicero’s 

speech was partially improvised provides a simple explanation for the patria’s inconsistency. 

As Cicero worked through the series of options available to him, he fell back on the reliable 

devices of rhetorical theory to give himself an authoritative second testimony. The 

prosopopoeiae therefore reflect Cicero reinforcing his position. First, the patria builds on his 

idea of fear as a reason to demand Catiline’s departure; the conventional effects of 

prosopopoeia focus on the generation of strong emotions, justifying their use here. Then, once 

Cicero’s stance is fixed on Catiline’s expulsion, he must account for his initially harsh position. 

Prosopopoeia offers a viable source of dialogue for this debate, and the patria, as a 

representation of the Roman state, offers a character whose auctoritas can bolster Cicero’s 

conclusion by allowing him to state the superior utilitas of his course of action. The 

inconsistency between the two arguments of the patria may therefore be due to a degree of 

improvisation on the day, as the conventional effects of prosopopoeiae offered Cicero an easy 

means of conveying certain ideas when put on the spot, which likely outweighed any criticisms 

he might have received for an inconsistent portrayal.  

 

Conclusion 

 

 The patria plays two different roles in Cicero’s First Catilinarian. As a parent, it 

expresses its fear of Catiline, playing into the expectation that a prosopopoeia will heighten an 

emotional appeal in order to isolate Catiline from senatorial support and justify his expulsion 

from the city. As a representation of the Roman state, it provides a counter-argument to 

Cicero’s proposed course of action, enabling Cicero to justify the superior utilitas of his 

proposal. Both instances of the device demonstrate a grounding in rhetorical theory, potentially 

reflecting a degree of improvisation by Cicero in which he relied on familiar oratorical 

techniques. The variation and animation offered by calling forward the patria to speak lends 

Cicero a degree of ornamentum as a speaker, while also presenting a damning portrayal of 

Catiline and a justification and supporting character for his own course of action. Despite that, 

 
204 Craig (1993b) 262-263. 
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it is notable that there are inconsistencies in their portrayal, the most problematic being the 

inconsistent argument across both speeches. However, because Cicero characterises each 

prosopopoeia in a subtly different manner, both speeches can be considered appropriate to the 

character of the patria – albeit, different elements of that character. 
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Chapter Four: Narrative building in Pro Caelio 
 
 Cicero was exiled in 58BC for his actions in defeating the Catilinarian conspiracy, 

forced in part by the actions of his political rival Publius Clodius Pulcher.205 Upon his return 

to Rome, the two engaged in a series of heated exchanges and political attacks. One of the more 

famous episodes in this rivalry is the trial of Marcus Caelius Rufus in 56BC. Clodius does not 

appear to have been directly involved in this trial.206 However, one of the prosecution’s key 

witnesses was Clodius’ sister, Clodia Metelli, whose money Caelius had been accused of 

borrowing for the purposes of assassinating the leader of an Alexandrian embassy and whom 

he was subsequently accused of attempting to poison as a cover-up.207 Taking the opportunity 

to attack his rival by proxy and defend his protégé Caelius, Cicero bases his entire section of 

the defence around this relationship between Clodia and Caelius, framing the trial as Clodia’s 

attempt to get revenge for a love-affair turned sour. In doing so, he trivialises the charges and 

undermines Clodia’s credibility as a witness.208 However, two notable obstacles stood in his 

way. First, the love-affair had to be presented as feasible. We cannot be sure whether the 

prosecution discussed it themselves, nor can we be certain of the extent to which the audience 

knew about the affair or accepted it as true.209  If Cicero reported the affair’s existence in his 

own voice it could potentially be brushed aside as slander – much as he had done with the 

prosecution’s charges.210 Second, there was a danger that the exposure of this love-affair would 

reflect negatively on Caelius, whose involvement with a widow of a consular would garner 

 
205 On the aftermath of the conspiracy and the events leading to Cicero’s exile, see Tatum (1999) 151-

166; Rawson (1975) 106-121; Stockton (1971) 176-193. 
206 One of the prosecutors is named P. Clodius; however, this is generally assumed to be another member 

of the family on the basis that our Clodius would likely have been presiding over the Ludi Megalenses as curule 
aedile at the time of the trial. See Austin (1960) 155-156. But, cf. Dyck (2005) 349-350, who says the P. Clodius 
on the prosecution was Cicero’s rival, and that he spoke on the first day but was presiding over the Ludi during 
Cicero’s speech. 

207 For further background to the crime, see Alexander (1990) no. 275 (p134-135); Wiseman (1985) 54-
62; Craig (1993a) 106-110; Dyck (2013) 3-4. A more redeeming portrayal of Clodia Metelli can be found in 
Skinner (2011) 145-150. 

208 Nisbet (1965) 68; Wiseman (1985) 82-83; Craig (1993a) 108; Leigh (2004) 302; Tatum (2011) 165. 
See also Quint., Inst. 4.1.39: quid pro Caelio, quam ut res expectatione minor videretur? (“What was the point of 
the irony in Pro Caelio, except to make the affair seem less serious than was thought?”) 

209 Heinze (1925) 228 suggests the relationship was well-known but not admitted by the prosecution. 
Stroh (1975) 269-273, on the other hand, suggests that Cicero invents the love-affair, or at least controls the jury’s 
perception of it. Craig (1993a) 108-109 presents a summary of these two arguments. 

210 Cael. 30: Sunt autem duo crimina, auri et veneni […] Omnia sunt alia non crimina, sed maledicta, 
iurgi petulantis magis quam publicae quaestionis. (“There are two charges, one about gold and one about poison 
[…] All the other accusations are not charges but slanders, more appropriate to an abusive slanging-match than 
to a public trial.”) 
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him little respect.211 Any narrative which Cicero built would need to minimise Caelius’ role 

and account for his behaviour without incriminating him. 

Cicero’s accounts for these obstacles through the introduction of a series of character 

speeches. First, he invokes Clodia’s ancestor Appius Claudius Caecus, whose strict censure of 

her sexual impropriety lays the groundwork for this narrative (Cael. 34, Appendix 10212). Next, 

he calls on her brother Clodius, having him encourage her impropriety – and allowing Cicero 

to humiliate his rival in the process (Cael. 36). Finally, he turns to address Caelius, considering 

whether a harsh father from the comedies of Caecilius or a mellow father like Micio from 

Terence’s Adelphi will be better suited for the task (Cael. 37-38). These characters, while not 

prosopopoeiae in the strict sense that they are neither deceased people, abstract 

personifications, nor living characters, provide a parallel to the characterisations of the Claudii. 

The theatrical nature of these fathers allows Cicero to trivialise the case against Caelius by 

equating it with the plot of a Roman comedy. By the end of these character speeches, then, 

Cicero has constructed a favourable narrative of events and used this to undermine the 

credibility of one of the prosecution’s key witnesses, all while minimising Caelius’ 

involvement in the affair. 

The prosopopoeiae of Pro Caelio have been examined in great detail by both ancient 

and modern scholars. Quintilian notes: 

Frequentissime vero in his utimur ficta personarum quas ipsi substituimus oratione: ut 

apud Ciceronem pro Caelio Clodiam et Caecus Appius et Clodius frater, ille in 

castigationem, hic in exhortationem vitiorum compositus, adloquitur. 

Indeed we very often employ fictitious speeches of persons whom we set up ourselves, 

as Cicero in the Pro Caelio makes Appius Caecus and Clodius, her brother, address 

Clodia, the one to rebuke her vices, the other to encourage them. (Quint., Inst. 3.8.54) 

Quintilian thus captures the significance of the different tones of each speaker. The different 

attitudes toward sexual indiscretion become an important element of Cicero’s defence, as the 

dichotomy of seriousness and frivolity is used to undermine Clodia while exculpating 

Caelius.213 Modern scholarship has focused primarily on the frivolous side of the speech, with 

a particular focus on the integration of humour and the comic theatre as a way of trivialising 

 
211 Craig (1995) 413. 
212 Because Cicero’s comments between the prosopopoeiae assist in understanding the overall context 

of this section, all the character speeches have been joined in a single appendix entry (Appendix 10). 
213 Volpe (1977) 182. 
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Clodia’s case.214 However, there is also a notable degree of seriousness, particularly in Caecus’ 

prosopopoeia.215 This chapter will examine the interplay between seriousness and frivolity in 

the prosopopoeiae of the Pro Caelio, with a particular focus on how this contributes to the 

construction of Cicero’s favourable narrative of events. 

 

Appius Claudius Caecus – the severe ancient 

 

 Cicero’s first prosopopoeia occurs in response to the speech of Lucius Herennius, 

whose prosecution, Cicero says, was the most dangerous.216 Herennius seems to have attacked 

Caelius’ morals by way of a general denunciation of vice; Cicero criticises him for speaking in 

rem, in vitia, in mores, in tempora (“against an abstraction, against vices, against morals, 

against the age in which we live”; Cael. 29), rather than against Caelius directly.217 Herennius’ 

criticisms appear to have followed the general expectations for invective and character 

delineation.218 However, Cicero criticises him on two bases: the artificiality of the tirade – he 

tells the audience that Herennius is normally a gentle man (Cael. 25), undermining the severity 

of his speech – and its comically extreme nature.219 Herennius is described as pertristis quidam 

patruus, censor, magister (“the grimmest type of uncle, censor, and master”; Cael. 25), a 

characterisation which will later be equated with Caecus and the father from Caecilian comedy. 

Having established Herennius’ speech as slander, Cicero addresses the “real” charges of the 

case: aurum et venenum (“money and poison”; Cael. 30). He identifies Clodia’s relationship 

with Caelius as the common thread between these, prompting a closer examination of her 

character. Cicero claims he will deal with Clodia only as far as the case requires, which, as the 

following prosopopoeiae seek to establish, will be in a pivotal role. The foundation is thus set 

for the prosopopoeiae through a line of arguments: Herennius’ speech was too non-specific; a 

specific look at the charges shows Clodia’s involvement; but Cicero only wants to deal with 

her enough to establish whether there was a relationship that justified the charges. 

 Following this, Cicero offers Clodia a choice: he can speak to her as a harsh, bearded 

ancient, or a smooth, modern man with a well-trimmed beard (Cael. 33). This reflects the 

overall theatricality of the introduction to the prosopopoeiae. His initial comment, ex ipsa 

 
214 Geffcken (1973); Stroh (1975) 280-282; Volpe (1977); Salzman (1982); May (1988) 105-116; Leigh 
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quaeram (“I will ask of her”), presents an almost playful introduction to his treatment of Clodia 

– she, of course, cannot respond, but the feigned offer of choice almost seems to suggest Cicero 

thinking through his process out loud. A series of wry jokes at her expense such as the comment 

that she is amicam omnium (“a friend of all”; Cael. 32), that she delights in the modern trimmed 

beards (Cael. 33), or extending this further to Caecus, that he will be least shocked at her since 

he cannot see her,220 reinforce this playful introduction. Further, Cicero makes a number of 

comments leading up to Caecus’ speech which emphasise the rhetorical underpinning of the 

upcoming prosopopoeia. He notes: 

 Si illo austero more ac modo, aliquis mihi ab inferis excitandus est ex barbatus illis… 

If she chooses the severe mode of address, then I must call up from the underworld one 

of those bearded ancients… (Cael. 33; trans. Berry) 

The phrase for this device, ab inferis excitare, is mirrored in Ciceronian theory, as he notes in 

Orator that an orator in the plain style will not ab inferis mortuos excitabit.221 Based on 

Cicero’s statement in De Oratore that these devices were common knowledge,222 we might 

assume that this reference brought close attention to the artificiality of the device. Similarly, 

he states that his purpose in raising the dead is to provide someone qui obiurget mulierem et 

pro me loquatur, ne mihi ista forte suscenseat (“who might rebuke that woman and speak 

instead of me, lest she by chance becomes angry at me”). This lines up with various aspects of 

rhetorical theory: Quintilian notes the use of prosopopoeia for obiurgandum (Inst. 9.2.30), and 

the idea of avoiding anger relates to the need to provide a more appropriate character for certain 

emotions.223 At the end of the prosopopoeia as well we see Cicero referring directly to the 

device – quid ego, iudices, ita gravem personam induxi (“why, members of the jury, have I 

brought on this solemn character”; Cael. 35) – which again recalls Cicero’s naming of the 

technique in De Oratore 3.205.224 It is clear, then, that Cicero wanted his audience to know 

that this was an artificial device. 

 
220 Cael. 33: minimum enim dolorem capiet qui istam non videbit (“He, at any rate, will be the least 

shocked at her, since he will not be able to see her!). The phrase is often considered a throwaway joke; cf. Austin 
(1960) 92; Stroh (1975) 281. However, some studies have noted the connection between this and the renditions 
of Caecus’ speech in Plutarch and Appian (reproduced in Malcovati (1955) 3-4) – a speech which Cicero notes 
was available in his day (De Senectute 16). Cf. Gamberale (2006) 853; Osgood (2005) 357. 

221 Orat. 85; cf. Gamberale (2006) 851, who mistakenly attributes the term to Orat. 55. The phrase 
reoccurs in the context of similitudo in Cicero’s Topica 45; cf. Gamberale (2006) 851 n.10. 

222 De Or. 3.208-209. 
223 For example, Rhet. Her. 4.65. 
224 Geffcken (1973) 17 instead identifies this term with the theatre. The term is common to both rhetoric 

and theatre; cf. Chapter One. 
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 Although Cicero is often not so explicit in stating his use of prosopopoeia, he benefits 

from doing so here. Fictiones personarum differ from sermocinationes of living characters in 

that there is minimal information on which the orator can base a character. Directly referring 

to the upcoming technique allows Cicero to build suspense for it while giving him time to build 

an image of the character he will adopt. In the case of Caecus, Cicero is able to connect him 

broadly to the perspective of the Roman maiores (here styled barbatis illis […] horrida quam 

in statuis antiquis atque imaginibus videmus), and to highlight his harsh personality by 

referring to his famous speech against peace with Pyrrhus.225 The audience therefore has a 

character in mind once Cicero starts to speak, and they are able to base their expectations for 

his speech around this. 

 Another notable benefit of emphasising the performative aspect of Caecus’ 

prosopopoeia is that Cicero can contrast the hyperbolic invective of the prosecution and his 

adopted characters with the comparative authenticity of his own invective. W. Jeffrey Tatum 

notes that Cicero’s system of discrediting Clodia’s character is designed around maintaining 

his own authenticity.226 We saw above how Cicero criticised Herennius’ speech as being 

inauthentic because it did not match the personality of the speaker. Cicero, who is aiming 

throughout the speech to represent himself as a moderate father figure for Caelius, must 

therefore be wary of falling into the same trap and criticising Clodia too harshly; he can still 

criticise her, but it is veiled by wry jokes or by posing as a reaffirmation of other characters’ 

critiques. The device allows Cicero to engage in a similar sort of invective to that attempted by 

Herennius through the more appropriate character of Caecus. However, by emphasising the 

artificiality of the device, Cicero maintains a sense of authenticity in his own voice – the 

characters he brings forward are clearly an exaggerated performance, but his own invective 

should be taken as true.227 That is not necessarily to say that Cicero did not intend the 

prosopopoeia to be convincing. The characters themselves might be exaggerated to a comical 

degree, but the topics on which they speak were realistic based on the reputation Cicero 

attributes to Clodia. As a close reading of the prosopopoeiae will show, this allows Cicero to 

build his narrative up as true while simultaneously undermining the characters who present it. 

 Cicero’s exposure of his technique also reinforces his authenticity independently of the 

representation of who he depicts. In Chapter Two, we saw Cicero use prosopopoeia to “openly” 

(palam) declare the opposition’s intentions in Pro Quinctio. The inherent theatricality of the 
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device allowed Cicero to show his audience what was happening behind the scenes, exposing 

the truth of the trial. A similar thing happens here. Cicero reveals his use of prosopopoeia in 

advance, prompting an association with the theatre. As a result, Caecus’ speech, while still 

conveying an important denunciation of Clodia’s character, could later be passed off as a 

dramatic performance which should not be taken seriously in relation to Caelius. Cicero, by 

admitting his use of these conventional methods, therefore conveys a sense of honesty in his 

own performance. This use of Caecus reflects a general pattern throughout the speech of 

depicting the prosecution’s resources and witnesses as hidden and vague in contrast to the 

openness of his own witnesses. E.S. Ramage notes the play on visibility and concealment in 

Caecus’ prosopopoeia. Cicero openly stresses his action in bringing Caecus to the stage to 

speak, so he is presented as an honest and visible witness. On the other hand, his quip that 

Caecus would be less concerned because he cannot see Clodia – playing on the double meaning 

of caecus as “blind” and “hidden” – alludes to her behind-the-scenes involvement in the trial.228 

By openly admitting to his use of theatrical devices, Cicero can present a character delineation 

of Clodia which is similar to Herennius’ denunciation of Caelius while maintaining a degree 

of separation from the denunciation, allowing him to portray himself as a reliable authority on 

the trial.229 

 Before discussing the narrative presented in the prosopopoeia, I present a brief outline 

of the prosopopoeia’s structure. Caecus’ prosopopoeia presents an incongruous mix of 

elevated and colloquial styles.230 He begins with three rapid questions: quid tibi cum Caelio, 

quid cum homine adulescentulo, quid cum alieno (“what are you doing with Caelius, with a 

man much younger than yourself, with someone from outside your own family?”; Cael. 34). 

The anaphora of quid cum suggests a highly constructed style; however, the diminutive 

adulescentulo places these questions in the informal register,231 suggesting instead that the 

quick questions reflect an emotionally charged interaction between a concerned authority 

figure and a misbehaving child.232 The term adulescentulo is also used to refer specifically to 

a young man, emphasising the age difference between Clodia and Caelius.233 Following this, 

the prosopopoeia shifts between an elevated style when discussing the deeds of the Claudii and 

an informal style when referring to Caelius or Clodius. Five of Clodia’s male descendants are 
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listed as former consuls, providing an initial amplificatio intended to highlight the pedigree of 

her family. This is then reinforced in relation to her personally through the repeated use of 

superlatives to praise her late husband Quintus Metellus. Caecus then questions Clodia’s 

relationship to Caelius, returning to a more colloquial style.234 Next, he returns to an elevated 

style to remind Clodia of two female ancestors, Quinta Claudia, who was renowned for 

bringing the Magna Mater cult to the city of Rome,235 and a Vestal Virgin Claudia who was 

known for protecting her father Appius Claudius Pulcher to celebrate a triumph in 143BC.236 

Caecus once more shifts to a plain style to question Clodia on why she was more influenced 

by Clodius’ vices than her illustrious heritage, subtly including Clodius in this attack. Finally, 

a tricolon of comparisons between Caecus’ successes and Clodia’s immoral actions using the 

anaphora of ideo (“for this”) and ut tu (“so that you”) to juxtapose them brings the 

prosopopoeia to a dramatic close. 

 There are three points of note in the speech in relation to characterisation and narrative 

building. The first is the way Caecus’ speech undermines Herennius’ argument. Earlier we 

noted that Cicero refers to Herennius as pertristis quidam patruus, censor, magister. Caecus, 

himself a censor in 312BC,237 provides a parallel to Herennius’ argument, albeit one for whom 

words of censure seem more appropriate. However, the acknowledgement that Caecus’ speech 

is a theatrical performance adds a touch of irony to his severe treatment of Clodia.238 In 

presenting a catalogue of ancestors whose achievements and ancient virtues Clodia has failed 

to uphold, Cicero exposes the double-edged sword the prosecution used in praising ancient 

values, as the same “immorality” practiced by Caelius can be applied to Clodia,239 if not more 

so since Cicero later acknowledges that even the maiores allowed young men to have 

relationships with prostitutes.240 Cicero therefore presents a dilemma for the prosecution: either 

they can continue to push for Caelius to be judged on antiquated values and recognise one of 

their key witnesses as also immoral and thus flawed, or they can back down from this argument, 

in which case Cicero has “proven” that there is nothing wrong with the love-affair taking place, 

and that the charges stem from Clodia’s scorn once the relationship ends.241 Caecus’ severe 
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treatment of Clodia therefore becomes a tool for exposing the ridiculousness of the 

prosecution’s argument, undermining what Cicero sets up as one of their most dangerous 

charges. 

 The second notable aspect for narrative building is the credibility Caecus lends to 

Cicero’s allegation that Clodia and Caelius previously had an affair. This was necessary 

because it could not be guaranteed that the entire jury would be aware of this affair, to the point 

where it has been contended that there was no affair in the first place.242 Cicero therefore 

needed to simultaneously provide truth to the rumours that some jurors might have heard and 

shape the perception of the affair for those who had not heard anything.243 Caecus provides a 

solution to this. He openly states that an affair took place twice. First, at the beginning: quid 

tibi cum Caelio (“what were you doing with Caelius?” Cael. 34)? Second, in the middle of the 

prosopopoeia: 

cur tibi Caelius tam coniunctus fuit? Cognatus, affinis, viri tui familiaris? Nihil eorum. 

Quid igitur fuit nisi quaedam temeritas ac libido? 

what reason did you have for linking yourself so closely to Caelius? Was he a blood-

relation, a relation by marriage, a friend of your husband? He was none of these. What, 

then, was the reason – unless it was some reckless infatuation? (Cael. 34) 

It has been noted above that both of Caecus’ references to Caelius occur in a more colloquial 

tone than the rest of the prosopopoeia. In addition to providing a pleasing variation of style for 

the audience, a less ornate style was generally associated with the aim of presenting the facts 

of a case,244 allowing Cicero to assert in plain speech that the love-affair was a fact. 

 Caecus is in a better position than Cicero to convince the audience that the relationship 

had occurred. Cicero gives two reasons for speaking as Caecus, neither of which are 

convincing,245 but which still provide insight into Caecus’ significance. He states that he is 

restrained by enmity toward Clodius (Cael. 32), and then that he does not want Clodia to 

become angry at him (Cael. 33). Because of the enmity between the two men, one might expect 

a degree of slander between them, with a derision of Clodia achieving this by proxy. However, 

this slander could easily be passed off as false accusation. On the other hand, Caecus’ 

personality, both as outlined by Cicero prior to the prosopopoeia and based on what is known 

of his speech against peace with Pyrrhus,246 is blunt and open to stating facts regardless of the 
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potential of offence. Further, his auctoritas as a virtuous figure of Rome’s past makes him a 

credible source of information,247 provided Cicero attributes blunt and severe words to him 

which he might reasonably have been expected to say. He can then treat Cicero’s allegations 

as fact, inviting the audience to do the same – or as Stroh notes, changing Cicero’s “if – then” 

line of argument into a “because – therefore.”248 

 The final effect of Caecus’ severe address follows from the previous point. He supports 

Cicero’s allegation that Caelius and Clodia were involved in an affair. But, Cicero still needs 

to make it abundantly clear that Clodia’s character allows for this. Caecus’ prosopopoeia also 

provides for this through an elaborate synkrisis, or comparison of character between Clodia 

and a number of notable members of the Claudian gens.249 In all, Caecus names nine members 

of her family: Clodia’s father,250 her uncle,251 her grandfather,252 her great-grandfather,253 her 

great-great grandfather,254 her deceased husband Quintus Metellus,255 Quinta Claudia,256 the 

Vestal Claudia,257 and Caecus himself. At a basic level, the sheer range of ancestors Caecus is 

able to call on as exempla of virtuous practice highlights the magnitude of the legacy Clodia 

has failed to uphold.258 In addition, the order in which Caecus discusses Clodia’s failings moves 

from abstract ideas to concrete actions, presenting a form of amplificatio by increasing the 

scope of her failures from private to public.259 A brief examination of these characters will 

demonstrate how Caecus’ synkrisis refines Clodia’s immorality to the point where one could 

not doubt she would engage in an affair with Caelius. 

 The first six characters refer to the illustrious men of Clodia’s family. Caecus notes five 

relatives in the Claudian gens who held the consulships, followed by her deceased husband 

Quintus Caecilius Metellus Celer. The Claudii and Metelli were both prominent patrician 

families, which only increased the expectations of the women of these families to match the 

virtue of their male members. Particular attention is drawn to Clodia’s household twice. First, 
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the list of Claudian consuls would recall the imagines displayed in aristocratic households, 

which were only allowed for men who had at least held the aedileship.260 Clodia’s house thus 

becomes a symbol of her family’s virtue, providing a contrast to her character. Second, Caecus 

notes that Metellus pedem limine extulerat omnes prope cives virtute, gloria, dignitate 

superabat (“only had to step out of his front door to surpass virtually every one of his fellow-

citizens in excellence, fame, and standing”; Cael. 34). The implied contrast is that inside the 

domus, Clodia acted without virtue. The domus functions as an important motif throughout Pro 

Caelio: it was the primary arena for Roman matronae to display their character, so Cicero uses 

it to reflect Clodia’s impropriety.261 The first figures of Caecus’ speech therefore highlight the 

pedigree of Clodia’s family, as well as pointing out how her private conduct fails both 

upstanding families as a daughter and a wife. 

The next two figures shift the synkrisis of virtues to a more public venue. Caecus first 

notes Quinta Claudia, whose actions in bringing the Magna Mater cult to Rome constituted a 

public service to the city and the gods. Quinta Claudia is an effective example for two key 

reasons. First, the cult of Magna Mater and Quinta Claudia’s involvement in bringing it to 

Rome was celebrated in the Ludi Megalenses which occurred on the same date as Caelius’ 

trial.262 Direct reference to the festival would remind the audience of both the religious context 

– recalling both Clodia and Clodius’ history of improper religious action263 – and the games 

which they were missing, potentially fostering a sense of resentment toward Clodia for bringing 

forward a trial on these days.264 Second, Quinta Claudia bears a number of similarities to 

Clodia. The prevailing account is that Quinta Claudia held a questionable reputation based on 

her extravagant manner of dress and outspoken character,265 much like Clodia. However, 

unlike Clodia, this reputation is overcome by her piety. Cicero notably omits this detail about 

Quinta Claudia’s reputation, likely because explicitly stating it would be counterproductive to 

his comparison of virtues.266 For anyone familiar with the story, however, her reputation would 

further undermine Clodia’s, who could not overcome the same flaws as her ancestors. 

Following this, Caecus’ second female descendant to be mentioned is a famous Vestal Virgin 

Claudia, who demonstrated filial piety by protecting her father so that he could hold a 
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triumph.267 By contrast, and as Cicero will go on to highlight in the prosopopoeia of Clodius, 

Clodia not only failed to protect her family’s reputation, but actively made it worse through 

her incestuous relationship. Caecus therefore presents Clodia’s inability to match her ancestors 

in both key areas of feminine virtue: responsibility to the gods, and responsibility to her family. 

The more public venue for these comparisons also expands the scope of Clodia’s impropriety; 

although the circumstances of Quinta Claudia and the Vestal Virgin are exceptional, they 

further underline the pedigree which Clodia was expected to emulate. 

Finally, Caecus refers to his own virtues. These are outlined through a list of his actions, 

taking his three most recognised achievements – the prevention of peace with Pyrrhus, and the 

creation of the Via Appia and Aqua Appia – and comparing them to Clodia’s immoral abuses 

of these achievements. The comparison thus makes its final shift into an even more public 

sphere – these are not exceptional circumstances, but rather day-to-day affairs in which Clodia 

failed her family’s legacy.268 Each connection also connects Clodia specifically with sexual 

impropriety. The cessation of peace talks with Pyrrhus is contrasted with her arrangements for 

amorum turpissimorum foedera (“the most disgraceful sexual bargains”), alluding to Cicero’s 

earlier characterisation of Clodia as a meretrix; this is also strengthened with the claim that it 

occurs cotidie (“every day”). The idea of using water inceste provides a double entendre: 

inceste can mean “incestuous,”269 hinting at rumours of her relationship with Clodius and his 

trial for incestum,270 or it can mean “unchaste” in a connection to the use of water by 

prostitutes.271 Finally, the road provides a stage for Clodia to parade with alienis viris (“other 

women’s husbands”), providing further suggestion that she acted like a prostitute. This last 

point also ties back to Caecus’ initial question about Clodia’s association with alieni like 

Caelius,272 reinforcing the idea that her actions were inappropriate for someone of her pedigree. 

By the end of this prosopopoeia, Clodia’s character has been demeaned with increasing 

intensity – privately, publicly, and even in her daily affairs, she is shown to have behaved 

inappropriately for her social standing. This lends further credibility to the alleged love-affair: 

not only has Caecus stated it as fact, but he has also shown in great detail how every aspect of 

her character predisposes her to engaging in these illicit actions. From this point on, we see 
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Cicero treat the affair as a fact, asking Clodia to either prove it false or admit that the charges 

are a consequence of the end of the relationship. 

Despite this, the characters Caecus exemplifies and the way Cicero reacts to this speech 

in his own voice suggest that Caecus was intended to be taken as ironically extreme in his tone. 

Caecus’ own tone would remind the audience of the general arrogance of the Claudii.273 

Further, the two female examples are undermined by the contexts of their achievements. As 

noted above, Quinta Claudia’s story is significant because she overcame a negative reputation 

to display piety. On the other hand, the Vestal Virgin Claudia allowed her father to hold a 

triumph which was denied by the Senate and thus was illegal.274 Cicero omits these facts; 

however, to a listener familiar with these stories – which were presumably well-known for 

Cicero to be able to discuss them – Caecus’ exemplification of these characters would have 

added an ironic touch to the speech. This ironic handling of severitas contributes to Cicero’s 

image of honesty, as after the prosopopoeia he represents himself as taken aback by the 

excessive treatment: sed quid ego, iudices, ita gravem personam induxi (“But why, members 

of the jury, have I brought on this solemn character?”; Cael. 35). Cicero therefore uses Caecus’ 

severity to rebuke Clodia and then disarms it before dealing with Caelius by noting its 

excessiveness. 

 

Clodius – a modern perspective 

 

 Once Caecus has testified the truth of Clodia and Caelius’ affair, the path is open for 

Cicero and the rest of his prosopopoeiae to accept it as fact. However, Caecus has only 

provided half of the story: we now know there was an affair, but this is not explicitly tied to 

the charges against Caelius. Cicero next attempts to account for Clodia’s “sheer, unbridled 

madness”275 by introducing a modern counterpart to Caecus: a sermocinatio of her own brother 

Clodius.276 In addition to building on the earlier narrative and characterisation of Clodia, this 

allows Cicero to attack his political rival by showing him in a negative light. Since speech 

indicates character, the words Cicero attributes to Clodius can create a lasting impression. 
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 Cicero begins by laying the foundation for this character. He describes Clodius at first 

as urbanius (“more modern”; Cael. 36). This sets Clodius at the opposite extreme of Caecus 

with regard to their treatment of Clodia: while Caecus’ speech was durus (“harsh”) in both tone 

and content, Clodius’ promises a more mild treatment of Clodia. Clodius is urbanius in both 

language and attitude throughout the prosopopoeia, striking an informal tone and adopting a 

blasé attitude toward Clodia’s misdeeds. As Cicero argues throughout Pro Caelio, modern – 

that is, urbanus – morals allowed for a certain amount of impropriety.277 Clodius represents 

this to the extreme: he is in isto genere urbanissimus (“the very model of smart, modern 

manners”; Cael. 36), to the point where he will not only encourage Clodia’s sexual impropriety, 

but he will even engage in it with her!278 The prosopopoeia therefore offers a means of 

discrediting Clodia by completing the narrative against her, and a means of attacking Clodius’ 

reputation in the process. 

 Clodius’ urbanitas is quickly confirmed in the sermocinatio. A tricolon of questions 

with the anaphora of quid leads into a polished, mild mode of address.279 The tone of this initial 

tricolon can also be seen as comic: the terms tumultuor and insanio were common in comedy, 

as was the use of the trochaic septenarius metre which can be seen at the end of the tricolon: 

quid clamorem exorsa verbis parvam rem magnam facis (“Why do you protest so much, and 

make so much of nothing?”).280 Clodius’ urbanitas therefore takes on a further comic element; 

his blasé attitude makes him seem like a louche young man from comedy. This comic tone 

continues throughout Clodius’ speech. His retelling of the affair has been likened to Plautine 

and Terentian comedy,281 but with the humorous inversion of the trope which would normally 

see a young man squander his patrimony on a woman:282 here, Clodia is the one wasting away 

her money on a boy. Clodius’ final advice to his sister – to meet someone else rather than 

bothering an uninterested man – bears similarity to comic pimps,283 further developing the 

comic element of his character. It also completes Cicero’s argument from section 31: the 

charges have been brought forward in response to Caelius spurning Clodia’s affections, so they 

should be dropped and she should move on. 
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 Clodius’ prosopopoeia therefore completes the story of why Caelius has been brought 

to trial.284 Caecus’ prosopopoeia leaves the audience with the fact that an affair has occurred, 

and grounds to believe that Clodia’s ethos enables any form of immoral act or sexual 

impropriety. Clodius is then able to presuppose the existence of the affair himself, as it has 

become public knowledge.285 The first half of his prosopopoeia essentially repeats this 

information, noting that Clodia saw Caelius, was attracted to him, and spent some time alone 

with him. The constant repetition of this fact entrenches the idea in the minds of the jury, with 

the restatement by different characters giving the impression that the affair was well known. 

The second half of the prosopopoeia then brings new information to light: Clodia tried to tie 

him down with money that his father would not provide, but he was not interested, so she was 

molesta (“a nuisance”)286 as revenge. Stroh notes that Clodius’ representation of the narrative 

does not invent anything new, but rather reorganises the material provided by the prosecution: 

Caelius’ house on the Palatine goes from being a disparaging quality to a location for this affair, 

his beauty shifts from a negative trait associated with extravagance to a cause for Clodia’s 

behaviour, and so on.287 Cicero therefore turns the prosecution’s argument into evidence for 

his own narrative, and then uses this to discredit Clodia as a witness by bringing the narrative 

to its conclusion and connecting the dots to Cicero’s earlier statements about Clodia’s magnum 

odium cum crudelissimo discidio (“bitter hatred following upon a cruel rupture”; Cael. 31). 

Clodius’ blasé treatment of the circumstances of this trial also highlights Cicero’s 

overall strategy of discrediting Clodia through trivialising the accusations. His first and final 

comments reveal this. The prosopopoeia opens by asking quid tumultaris (“What is all this 

fuss about?”), and concludes with an expanded version of the same question: cur huic qui te 

spernit molesta es (“So why go on bothering this man who is not interested in you?”). Clodius 

therefore echoes Cicero’s initial strategy by pointing out the pointlessness of these charges: as 

Matthew Leigh notes, Clodia is made to seem like she is “making a mountain out of a 

molehill.”288 In constructing the narrative, then, Clodius’ prosopopoeia also presents it in as 

ridiculous a light as possible, which plays into the overall comic tone of the speech. 

Clodius’ prosopopoeia also helps reinforce and advance Caecus’ characterisation of 

Clodia. The most important aspect of this is in Clodia’s characterisation as a meretrix 

(“prostitute”). This descriptor is first used by Cicero in section 1 of the speech without naming 
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Clodia,289 and allusions to prostitution occur throughout the speech such as Cicero’s reference 

to Clodia as a quadrantaria (Cael. 62). Cicero obviously cannot have Clodius refer to his sister 

as a prostitute,290 as one of the main requirements of a prosopopoeia is that it should be 

adcommodata ad dignitatem. Instead, he brings the topic up through euphemism: Clodia “was 

with Caelius in the gardens” (fuisti in isdem hortis). As we saw in Caecus’ speech, this 

transforms the domus into a symbol of Clodia’s impropriety. Clodia’s gardens are also noted 

as being in view of young men who swam in the Tiber, further alluding to her sexual 

promiscuity. The idea of paying for a relationship also alludes to prostitution; however, in this 

case the irony of Clodia paying for Caelius’ affections makes even her role as a meretrix 

laughable. Despite not explicitly suggesting that Clodia was a meretrix, then, Clodius’ 

prosopopoeia continues to develop an image of her that minimises the jump in logic needed to 

associate her with the idea. 

The final effect of this prosopopoeia is on Clodius’ reputation. In earlier speeches such 

as Pro Quinctio, Cicero used the voice of an opponent to undermine their character – since a 

prosopopoeia needed to be adcommodata ad dignitatem, a convincing imitation could 

influence the audience’s opinion of the adopted character. Although in this instance Cicero 

invites Clodius as a third party to interact with Clodia rather than vocalising her thoughts, it is 

still able to reflect badly on Clodius. As we noted at the start of the chapter, Quintilian saw his 

role as encouraging Clodia’s vices.291 The implication is therefore that by encouraging Clodia, 

Clodius displays his own moral shortcomings. Further, Clodius’ inclusion in the oration allows 

Cicero to make several disparaging remarks. For example, the characterisation as 

urbanissimus, in addition to differentiating Clodius’ approach from Caecus, makes a subtle 

suggestion that Clodius was overly effeminate. A similar comment appears in a fragment of 

the In Clodium et Curionem, an invective delivered in 61BC: 

Nam rusticos ei nos videri minus est mirandum, qui manicatam tunicam et mitram et 

purpureas fascias habere non possumus. tu vero festivus, tu elegans, tu solus urbanus, 

quem decet muliebris ornatus, quem incessus psaltriae, qui effeminare vultum, 

attenuare vocem, levare corpus potes. O singulare prodigium atque monstrum! Nonne 

te huius templi, non urbis, non vitae, non lucis pudet? 
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For it is less surprising that we seem rustic, who cannot have long-sleeved tunics and 

mitres and purple bindings. Indeed, you are festive, you are elegant, you alone are 

urban, whom decorations of women adorn, whom the walk of a flutist adorns, who can 

emasculate your face, soften your voice, and lightly lift your body. Oh you singular 

prodigy and monster! Are you not ashamed of this temple, of the city, of life, of light? 

(In Clodium et Curionem fr. 21; Latin from Crawford (1994) 242, translation is my 

own) 

Clodius had received significant public disapproval for sneaking into the Bona Dea festival 

disguised as a woman;292 accusations of effeminacy subsequently seem to have become a 

prominent feature of Cicero’s anti-Clodian rhetoric. Comments such as these and the 

previously mentioned allusion to Clodius’ incestuous relationship293 therefore damage 

Clodius’ reputation, despite him initially not even being involved in the trial. 

The sermocinatio also takes advantage of humour to attack Clodius’ reputation. 

Quintilian notes that speech representing other characters should be indicated by tonal variation 

in keeping with the personality of the adopted character – Caecus, an old, austere man, should 

sound different to Clodius, a young, modern man.294 Since Clodius was a living character, the 

audience would have a basis for comparison, so Cicero could not imitate Clodius’s voice in an 

entirely unrealistic manner.295 However, this did offer an opportunity for a humorous jab at 

Clodius. In his discussion of humour in De Oratore 2.242, Cicero notes: 

In re est item ridiculum, quod ex quadam depravata imitatione sumi solet; ut idem 

Crassus: ‘Per tuam nobilitatem, per vestram familiam.’ Quid aliud fuit, in quo contio 

rideret, nisi illa vultus et vocis imitatio? ‘Per tuas statuas’ vero cum dixit, et extento 

bracchio paululum etiam de gestu addidit, vehementius risimus. 

A kind of humour that likewise resides in content is the one based on an imitation that 

amounts to caricature. An example, again from Crassus, is when he exclaimed: “By 

your nobility, by your family!” It was surely only his imitation of features and voice 

that set the whole public meeting laughing. But when he said, “By your statues,” and 

 
292 On the Bona Dea Scandal, see Tatum (1999) 62-86. 
293 See n.280 above. 
294 Quint., Inst. 11.1.39: Utimur enim fictione personarum et velut ore alieno loquimur, dandique sunt 

iis quibus vocem accommodamus sui mores. Aliter enim P. Clodius, aliter Appius Caecus, aliter Caecilianus ille, 
aliter Terentianus pater fingitur. (“For we use imaginary persons and speak as it were with other men’s lips, and 
so we have to provide the appropriate personalities for those to whom we lend our voice. Publius Clodius and 
Appius Caecus are imagined very differently, as are the father in Caecilius and the father in Terence.”) 

295 Geffcken (1973) 19-20. 
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with arm stretched out, also added an element of gesture, we roared with laughter even 

more.” 

An imitation which successfully captured certain nuances of a person’s character could 

therefore be made even more humorous. This is one area where the sermocinatio stands out 

compared to a fictio personae. Abstractions do not have the same nuances of facial expression 

or gesture, so they would be more difficult to make humorous without relying on caricatures 

from the stage which might have been inappropriate for imitation by an orator. Although we 

cannot be certain that Cicero imitated some specific nuance of Clodius’ character, there is a 

strong possibility that he did so – a particularly ripe target for this might have been the 

effeminate features which Cicero associates with Clodius’ urbanitas. The conventions of 

sermocinatio align themselves with imitating certain features, and the theatrical atmosphere of 

the Ludi Megalenses would offer a suitable environment for Cicero to potentially exaggerate 

his imitation of Clodius for comic effect. 

 A humorous impersonation of Clodius would have two effects. Its immediate effect is 

to generate a laugh at Clodius’ expense. Cicero explains that humour wins goodwill for its 

author (De Or. 2.236), using the same verb (conciliare) as in his explanation of the effect of 

sermocinatio.296 He also notes: tristiam ac severitatem mitigat et relaxat (“it relieves dullness 

and tones down austerity”; De Or. 2.236). Cicero is therefore able to move the audience past 

Caecus’ severe speech by introducing a humorous impersonation of Clodius. This is 

particularly useful for offering variation after Caecus’ serious address, and restoring the light-

hearted treatment of the case. 

 By adding a humorous element to his sermocinatio, Cicero would also be able to deal 

long-term damage to Clodius’ reputation. Pro Caelio was likely published shortly after 

delivery in order to capitalise on the public attention the speech had gathered.297 The circulation 

of the text would have expanded its audience, so its publication offered a means of denouncing 

Clodius’ character and presenting a mockery of him to a broader group than those present at 

the trial. 

By the end of section 36, Cicero has dealt with Clodia from two perspectives: the 

ironically extreme Caecus, and the comically blasé Clodius. Caecus built up credibility around 

the idea of her having a love-affair with Caelius, before completing the narrative with Clodius’ 

 
296 De Or. 3.204: morum ac vitae imitatio vel in personis vel sine illis, magnum quoddam ornamentum 

orationis et aptum ad animos conciliandos vel maxime (“imitation of character and way of life (whether or not by 
way of impersonation), which lends great distinction to a speech, and is particularly well suited for winning over 
the audience’s minds”). 

297 Settle (1962) 204-209. 
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revelation that her charges have been brought forward as a means of revenge for the affair 

ending. All the while, Clodia’s character is being constantly undermined, from the repeated 

references to her sexual impropriety to Clodius’ questioning of the necessity of the trial. 

Clodius’ sermocinatio in particular allows Cicero to attack his rival in addition to Clodia – an 

attack with lingering effects once the speech has been published. 

 

The comic fathers 

 

 Having considered Clodia from an antiquated and modern perspective, Cicero turns to 

address Caelius. He follows the same pattern of characters as with Clodia, calling on a harsh 

father and a more mellow father. However, the characters used to address Caelius are not real 

people, but rather characters from Roman comedy, specifically those of Caecilius Statius298 

and Terence.299 These speeches are difficult to classify as either sermocinationes or fictiones 

personarum, leading to some debate over whether these should be considered prosopopoeiae 

at all.300 In his speech Pro Roscio Amerino, Cicero notes that comic characters are created to 

reflect real life;301 therefore, while they do not fit neatly into either category of imagined 

speech, they are still worth considering as part of a unit with the prosopopoeiae of Caecus and 

Clodius. 

 Cicero first judges Caelius from the perspective of a father from Caecilian comedy. He 

appears to quote two different characters, first using a trochaic octonarius, then, separating the 

two with the phrase aut illum (“or this one”), he begins an iambic senarius.302 Following this, 

Cicero responds to Caelius’ affair, seeming to jump between quotations and his own paraphrase 

to chastise Caelius for squandering his money.303 To this, Cicero has Caelius reply that he has 

not squandered any money, referring back to the idea offered by Clodius that Clodia has paid 

for their relationship. 

 Cicero describes the Caecilian father archetype in a number of ways: he is vehementem 

atque durum (“harsh and overbearing”), his kind are ferrei (“made of iron”), and he is tristi ac 

 
298 Dyck (2013) 121. 
299 Specifically that of Terence’s Adelphi 120-121: Fores effregit? restituentur. Discidit / vestem? 

Resarcietur. (“He’s broken down a door? It can be repaired. He’s torn some clothes? They can be mended.”) 
300 See primarily Geffcken (1973) 22-23 who prefers the term σύγκρισις, and Gamberale (2006) 849 who 

notes the presence of four prosopopoeiae in sections 33-38. 
301 Rosc. Am. 47: Etenim haec conficta arbitror esse a poetis ut effictos nostros mores in alienis personis 

expressamque imaginem vitae cotidianae videremus. (“In fact I think that poets make up these stories so that we 
can see our own behaviour represented in other people, and be given a realistic depiction of our daily life.”) 

302 Dyck (2013) 121. 
303 Ibid., 122. 
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derecto (“blunt and morose”). The first and last of these provide parallels to Caecus and 

Herennius, respectively. Caecus is characterised after his prosopopoeia as a senem durum ac 

paene agrestem (“harsh and almost rustic old man”; Cael. 36), while Herennius, as noted 

above, is called pertristis (“the grimmest”; Cael. 25).304 By having the Caecilian father echo 

the sentiments of these characters, they are made to seem comic in nature. Their arguments 

therefore seem excessive when applied to Caelius, developing the idea that he should not be 

punished in accordance with the opinions of the prosecution. Caecus is initially depicted as a 

serious character – if ironically so – allowing Cicero to take advantage of his auctoritas to give 

credence to the allegation of a love-affair. However, once Cicero has repeatedly asserted the 

truth of the love-affair, he can be reasonably confident that the audience accepts these 

statements without requiring the auctoritas of Caecus or the statements of Herennius. The 

parallels in terminology used to describe the Caecilian father therefore allow him to undermine 

these two characters in retrospect; they are made to seem even more ridiculous in their 

extremity by being compared to a comic character. 

 The Caecilian father also contributes some information which reinforces claims made 

in the earlier prosopopoeiae. Like both Caecus and Clodius, he acknowledges the existence of 

a love-affair without question, giving it extra credibility through its constant repetition. In 

addition to this, the Caecilian father is the first imitated character who can reasonably refer 

directly to Clodia as a meretrix, and his doing so links her with Cicero’s summary of the 

narrative in section 1. The term is valuable for more than just its vituperative properties; in 

addition to being insulting, it is notable that prostitutes were not allowed to testify in court.305 

As infames – a class of people who lacked public honour – prostitutes were also highly 

stigmatised by the aristocratic classes.306 It is highly unlikely that Cicero seriously intended for 

his audience to consider Clodia a prostitute in this sense. Nevertheless, the implication 

contributes to her disputable personality, undermining her effect as a witness for the 

prosecution. 

 The final piece of information the Caecilian father provides is the accusation that 

Caelius will suffer having thrown his money away. Caelius can then refute the charge by saying 

that he has not spent any money, referring back to Clodius’ comment that Clodia gave Caelius 

gifts throughout their affair. Moreover, it is worth noting that the Caecilian father makes Clodia 

the driving force in the relationship; Caelius’ mistake was not moving away once he became 

 
304 Dyck (2013) 122. 
305 Wiseman (1985) 85; Edwards (1997) 71; Alexander (2002) 223-224. 
306 On infamia and prostitution generally, see Edwards (1997) 69-77, 81-82. 
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aware of Clodia, but it was her illecebrae (“allurements”) which caused him to squander his 

money. The only charge from this father that Cicero responds to is that Caelius squandered his 

finances;307 the relationship is passed over as being of little concern. This fits into the overall 

strategy of trivialisation by selectively drawing attention to parts of the issue. Cicero wants his 

audience to focus on Clodia’s role in the relationship as it accounts for the charges brought 

against Caelius; however, he wants to treat Caelius’ role in the relationship as an acceptable 

part of a Roman male’s youth. 

 Cicero’s final prosopopoeia swaps the harsh words of Caecilius for the mellow 

response of Micio, the father from Terence’s Adelphi. When faced with a father who accepts 

minor faults, Cicero says, Caelius’ case is easy to argue, as anyone who saw a woman acting 

like Clodia would have acted the same. Cicero is careful to distance himself from a direct 

criticism of Clodia here. As we saw with Cicero’s introduction to Caecus’ speech, he distanced 

himself from the portrayals of these characters to emphasise his own credibility as the only 

non-theatrical source of information. However, the quotation from Adelphi gives an indication 

of how he intends to treat Caelius. 

 Fortunately, the Adelphi has survived, providing further context for this quote. The lines 

Cicero quotes are part of a discussion between Demea, the father of the protagonist Aeschinus, 

and Micio, Demea’s brother and Aeschinus’ adopted father. The two fathers are discussing 

Aeschinus, who Demeas says has broken someone’s door, beaten them and abducted their 

daughter. Demeas expresses a view similar to Herennius, Caecus and the Caecilian father in 

Pro Caelio, wanting to punish Aeschinus for his actions. Micio, on the other hand, notes that 

he is happy to pay for Aeschinus’ actions, leading to this quote. For the audience of the Pro 

Caelio, Cicero’s quotation might also recall Micio’s previous statement, which sums up 

Cicero’s case here: 

 non est flagitium, mihi crede, adulescentulum 

 scortari neque potari, non est, neque fores 

 effringere. Haec si neque ego neque tu fecimus, 

 non siit egestas facere nos. Tu nunc tibi 

 id laudi ducis quod tum fecisti inopia? 

 Iniuriumst. Nam si esset unde fieret, 

 
307 Cael. 38: Huic tristi ac directo seni responderet Caelius se nulla cupiditate inductum de via 

decessisse. Quid signi? Nulli sumptus, nulla iactura, nulla versura. At fuit fama. (“To this blunt and morose old 
man Caelius would reply that no passion had led him astray, nor had he deviated from the straight and narrow. 
And what evidence did he have? There had been no extravagance, no waste, no borrowing from one creditor to 
pay off another. But there were rumours.”) 
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 faceremus. Et tu illum tuom, si esses homo, 

 sineres nunc facere dum per aetatem licet 

 potius quam, ubi te exspectatum eiecisset foras, 

 alieniore aetate post faceret tamen. 

It’s not a scandal, believe me, for a young lad to chase after girls or go drinking. It 

really isn’t, nor to break down a door. If you and I didn’t do these things, it was because 

we couldn’t afford them. Are you now claiming credit for behaviour forced on you by 

poverty? That’s not reasonable. If we’d had the means to do these things, we would 

have done them. And, if you had any humanity, you would allow that son of yours to 

do them while he has the excuse of youth, rather than have him do them at a less 

appropriate age when he has at long last seen you to your grave. (Terence, Adelphi 101-

110, trans. Barsby) 

As Cicero goes on to contend throughout the speech, he believes Caelius should not be 

punished for the crimes typical of youths. Part of this strategy involves attaching Caelius to a 

general category of people who have suffered a similar fate,308 so the introduction of a generic 

character type such as Micio makes this situation seem like a common problem. The structure 

of the four character speeches also sets this in parallel with Clodius’ treatment of Clodia as the 

modern, appropriate way to respond to their affair: just as Clodius was dismissive of Clodia’s 

affair, so too should Cicero (and his audience) accept that it has happened and move on. 

 Matthew Leigh notes a problem with this reference to Micio: the continued debauchery 

of his adopted son Aeschinus shows that Micio’s relaxed style of parenting is inadequate.309 

However, this allows Cicero to round off the set of character speeches by outlining which 

aspects of Aeschinus’ character (and, by extension, Caelius’ character) should be tolerated: 

Ergo haec deserta via et inculta atque interclusa iam frondibus et virgultis relinquatur. 

Detur aliquid aetati; sit adulescentia liberior; non omnia voluptatibus denegentur; non 

semper superet vera illa et directa ratio; vincat aliquando cupiditas voluptasque 

rationem, dummodo illa in hoc genere praescriptio moderatioque teneatur: parcat 

iuventus pudicitiae suae, ne spoliet alienam, ne effundat patrimonium, ne faenore 

trucidetur, ne incurrat in alterius domum atque familiam, ne probrum castis, labem 

integris, infamiam bonis inferat, ne quem vi terreat, ne intersit insidiis, scelere careat; 

postremo cum paruerit voluptatibus, dederit aliquid temporis ad ludum aetatis atque 

 
308 Dyck (2013) 123. 
309 Leigh (2004) 319-320. 
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ad inanes hasce adulescentiae cupiditates, revocet se aliquando ad curam rei 

domesticae, rei forensis, rei publicae, ut ea quae ratione antea non despexerat, satietate 

abiecisse et experiendo contempisse videatur. 

So let us abandon this unused and neglected path, now blocked with branches and 

undergrowth. Let some allowance be made for youth, some freedom given to the young. 

Let pleasure be not always denied, and true and unbending reason not always prevail. 

Let desire and pleasure sometimes triumph over reason, provided that in such cases the 

following rule and limitation be observed. A young man should guard his own 

reputation, and not attack anyone else’s. He should not squander his inheritance nor 

cripple himself with high-interest loans. He should not assault anyone’s home and 

family. He should not bring shame upon the virtuous, dishonour upon the respectable, 

or disgrace upon the good. He should threaten no one with violence, have nothing to do 

with plots, and steer clear of crime. And finally, when he has heeded the call of pleasure 

and devoted a moderate amount of time to playing around and to the empty desires of 

youth, he should return at last to his duties at home, to his work in the courts, and to 

public life. In this way he will show that satiety has caused him to reject, and experience 

to despise, those things which reason, at an earlier time, had not enabled him to disdain. 

(Cael. 42) 

It is notable that the aspects Cicero asks to be allowed are those which give the strongest 

defence to Caelius, while brushing Aeschinus’ less pleasant attributes aside. He can, for 

example, say that Caelius did not squander his inheritance, that he was allowed into Clodia’s 

house rather than forcing his way in, and he did not dishonour anyone since Clodia already 

deserved to be treated like an infamis.310 Consequently, Caelius should not be judged for the 

flaws of all young men, while Clodia should be questioned for her impropriety in encouraging 

Caelius away from virtue. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 Various aspects of the Pro Caelio have been noted for their comic value and their 

affinity to the practices of the stage. The prosopopoeiae are no exception. Cicero’s introduction 

of several personae builds a narrative which focuses on the aspects of the trial that were easiest 

for him to defend against: a love-affair between Caelius and Clodia, and Clodia’s impropriety. 

 
310 Leigh (2004) 321-322. 
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First, Caecus confirms the existence of the love-affair, making it seem feasible by adjoining it 

to a denunciation of Clodia’s vices. Clodius is then brought forward to complete the narrative, 

explaining that the relationship had turned sour and the trial was an act of revenge by Clodia. 

In doing so, his exhortation that Clodia move on to further vice paints a negative image of his 

own character, allowing Cicero to attack his political rival even in a context in which Clodius 

was not directly involved. Next, Cicero turns to comedy to deal with Caelius. His first comic 

father, based on the harsh old men from Caecilian plays, is the first to refer to Clodia as a 

meretrix, tying together the narrative with Cicero’s description of events at the beginning of 

Pro Caelio. Comparisons between this character and Cicero’s earlier portrayals of his opponent 

Herennius and the prosopopoeia of Caecus also reinforce the absurdity of an argument based 

on ancient morals, deftly shifting the tone of these serious speeches toward the humorous. 

Finally, Cicero quotes Micio from Terence’s Adelphi as an example of how he wants to treat 

Caelius, before returning to his own voice to offer a selective interpretation of the wrongdoing 

which can be deemed permissible in a Roman youth. 

 The overall connection between narrative building, humour, and prosopopoeia is 

present across many of Cicero’s uses of the device. Comic characterisations, for example, occur 

in the pre-consular speeches Pro Quinctio and Pro Roscio Amerino. Character delineation and 

enumeration – two of the main situations in which prosopopoeia was used – also tie in closely 

with the construction of narrative: by presenting a particular image of someone, it was possible 

to connect their actions to an ulterior motive, suggesting an alternative narrative of events 

which was more favourable to Cicero.311 However, these aspects of prosopopoeia are 

particularly prominent in the Pro Caelio, likely because of the deliberate attempt by Cicero to 

play into the festive atmosphere of the Ludi Megalenses. Cicero can therefore directly reference 

the theatricality of his prosopopoeiae in order to highlight his own honest portrayal of events. 

What could otherwise be considered an unfounded attack on a Roman matron and a political 

rival thus becomes an exposé that reframes the entire basis of this trial – a successful exposé, 

as Caelius’ acquittal can attest. 

 

  

 
311 For example, Pro Quinctio’s characterisation of Naevius as a scurra; see Chapter Two. 
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Chapter Five: Addressing friends and enemies in In Pisonem and Pro 
Plancio 
 
 Previous chapters have demonstrated the effectiveness of prosopopoeia for character 

portrayal either by depicting someone’s character through their own speech or by calling on 

another individual to comment on someone else’s character. This chapter builds on that idea 

by examining how Cicero adapts this character portrayal to interactions with his friends and 

enemies. The post reditum speeches present two notable orations on either side of this 

spectrum. The In Pisonem, delivered in 55BC, is an example of invective oratory: there is no 

specific question to be debated, so Cicero’s primary aim is to denigrate Piso’s character.312 One 

means of doing so is a pair of sermocinationes of Piso himself (Pis. 59-61, Appendix 11), in 

which Cicero attacks Piso’s Epicurean beliefs. The second speech, the Pro Plancio of 54BC, 

sees Cicero oppose Marcus Iuventius Laterensis, one of the men who helped secure his return 

from exile. In order to protect the relationship between them, Cicero introduces a pair of 

prosopopoeiae representing the populus Romanus (Planc. 12, 13, Appendix 12). A closer 

examination of these prosopopoeiae will therefore illustrate Cicero’s ability to adapt the 

technique to suit different degrees of friendliness with the opponent. 

 

In Pisonem 

 

 Cicero’s return from exile was engineered by the Triumvirate of Pompey, Caesar, and 

Crassus. However, this came at the cost of his political independence, which was severely 

curtailed by his indebtedness to the Triumvirs.313 The In Pisonem occurs in this context: Cicero 

is trying to reassert his political presence by attacking one of the perceived authors of his 

exile.314 Piso presented a viable target: the Triumvirs appear not to have prevented Cicero from 

speaking about him, and he had levelled criticisms at Cicero in the Senate which justified a 

response in kind.315 The result was a speech focused solely on denigrating Piso’s character as 

much as possible through the presentation of invective.316 

 
312 Kennedy (1972) 203; Powell (2007a) 2. 
313 Riggsby (2002) 178-179. For further background to Cicero’s rocky relationship with the Triumvirs 

after his return, see Rawson (1975) 122-137. 
314 Nisbet (1961) v-xvii provides a concise account of the background to this speech. 
315 Asconius 2C. 
316 The prosopopoeiae of the In Pisonem are largely overlooked in scholarship. Notable studies of the 

speech in general include DeLacy (1941); Nisbet (1961); Seager (2007b); Gildenhard (2011) 155-167. Nisbet’s 
1961 commentary remains the most significant; the Latin used in this chapter will be taken from here. 
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 Invective, as a genre, revolved around the attribution of blame (vituperatio). It 

functioned as a tool of exclusion, isolating an opponent from their peers through the 

identification of aspects of their personality which were contrary to social norms.317 

Consequently, invective was bound to one’s authority as a speaker: the charges themselves 

were only rarely concerned with any sense of truth, but they were still considered an affront to 

one’s dignitas if left unanswered.318 The response to an invective attack was to counterattack 

rather than deny the charges;319 Cicero’s speech against Piso can therefore be interpreted as an 

expected response to an affront to his dignitas. Invective also highlighted the social uprightness 

of the calumniator.320 Since Cicero’s reputation had been tarnished by his indebtedness to the 

Triumvirs and Piso’s attacks on his character, a scathing invective in response to the latter 

could restore some of his dignitas as an upholder of social mores.321 Christopher Craig’s 2004 

study on audience expectations and invective identifies seventeen loci, with In Pisonem 

engaging in thirteen.322 In focusing on direct invective attacks from Cicero to Piso, Craig has 

not included any references to the prosopopoeia as Piso in his findings. However, closer 

examination of the sermocinationes of Piso reveals an engagement with three of these loci: 

hypocrisy for appearing virtuous; avarice; and pretentiousness. 

 Before examining how Cicero integrates these invective loci, it is worth briefly looking 

at the structure of the prosopopoeiae. They occur approximately halfway through the extant 

speech, as part of a broader discussion of returning from provinces. Cicero prefaces the 

prosopopoeiae by contrasting his fortunes with those of Piso, focusing on their respective 

returns to Rome: Cicero from exile and Piso from his proconsular position in Macedon (Pis. 

51-63). Cicero notes Piso’s refusal of a triumph following his return, which he attributes to 

Piso’s (as yet unspecified) philosophical beliefs. Cicero then ironically chastises a number of 

prominent Romans for their triumphs,323 presumably to the amusement of the audience. Next, 

Cicero shifts the denunciation to the present, suggesting what Piso would say to convince his 

son-in-law Caesar not to hold a triumph. Shifting into Piso’s voice, he parodies Epicurus’ first 

 
317 On invective generally, see Nisbet (1961) 192-197; Corbeill (2002a); Craig (2004); Arena (2007); 

Powell (2007); Tatum (2011) 167-168. 
318 Riggsby (1997) 247-248. 
319 Riggsby (2002) 180. 
320 Tatum (2011) 167. 
321 Corbeill (2002a) 198. 
322 Craig (2004) 190. The loci of invective are: 1) embarrassing family origin; 2) unworthy of one’s 

family; 3) physical appearance; 4) eccentricity of dress; 5) gluttony and drunkenness; 6) hypocrisy for appearing 
virtuous; 7) avarice; 8) taking bribes; 9) pretentiousness; 10) sexual misconduct; 11) hostility to family; 12) 
cowardice in war; 13) squandering of one’s patrimony/financial embarrassment; 14) aspiring to regnum or 
tyranny; 15) cruelty to citizens and allies; 16) plunder of private and public property; 17) oratorical ineptitude. 

323 Nisbet (1961) 119. 
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Principal Doctrine.324 Following a brief remark that the gods do not appreciate Piso, he shifts 

back into Piso’s voice for a second “lecture.” The second lecture builds on the principles of the 

first, ironically questioning the value of triumphs and public recognition. This then gives way 

to a brief narrative of Piso’s return to the city which highlights his financial impropriety, ending 

in a humorous quip from Plautus’ Trinummus: ratio quidem hercle apparet, argentum οἴχεται 

(“The accounts are there, all right, it’s the cash that’s gone!”; Pis. 61, trans. Zetzel).325 

 Let us return to the use of invective loci in the prosopopoeia. Piso’s Epicurean beliefs 

provide a vehicle for Cicero to engage in three invective tropes: avarice, pretentiousness, and 

hypocrisy for appearing virtuous. Ultimately, these loci present Piso as “un-Roman,” in the 

sense that he does not conform to Roman social norms. A debate over the necessity of triumphs 

provides an effective scenario to highlight these flaws: triumphs were integral to Roman 

political advancement, and, as representations of a person’s gloria, they were an expression of 

virtue. Through this scenario, then, Cicero exposes Piso’s deviation from social customs, and 

isolate him from the community as a result. 

 It is worth noting that parts of Cicero’s anti-Epicurean rhetoric are more criticisms of 

the school than of Piso himself.326 For example, the idea of turning down a triumph touches on 

the general Epicurean disregard for public service.327 As we have seen in earlier speeches such 

as Pro Quinctio and Pro Roscio Amerino, Cicero would sometimes reduce individuals down 

to character types rather than considering any form of nuance in their representation. This 

allows him to attribute general traits of the character type to an individual. As we will see in 

the following treatment of the invective loci in the prosopopoeia, Cicero uses general anti-

Epicurean criticisms as evidence of Piso’s individual depravity. 

 Avarice is represented through the narrative that Piso kept the wealth from his province 

for himself rather than spending it on a triumph (Pis. 61). Piso avoids the normal trappings of 

a triumphal return, instead arriving hominibus duodecim male vestitis ad portam 

Caelimontanam sitiens (“with twelve men in rags, thirsty, to the gate at the Caelian Hill”; Pis. 

61). His return is therefore ironically unadorned: far from seeking the praise of his peers, he 

disguises himself as “an unimportant traveller after a long and tiring journey”328 to hoard his 

 
324 Diog. Laert. 10.139: Τὸ μακάριον καὶ ἄφθαρτον οὔτε αὐτὸ πράγματα ἔχει οὔτε ἄλλῳ παρέχει, ὥστε οὔτε 

ὀργαῖς οὔτε χάρισι συνέχεται · ἐν ἀσθενεῖ γὰρ πᾶν τὸ τοιοῦτον. (“A blessed and eternal being has no trouble himself 
and brings no trouble upon any other being; hence he is exempt from movements of anger and partiality, for every 
such movement implies weakness.”; trans. Hicks 1925) 

325 Cf. Nisbet (1961) 125. 
326 DeLacy (1941). 
327 Ibid., 52-54 on the denial of a triumph in the sermocinatio. 
328 Nisbet (1961) 123. 
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wealth. In addition to this, Piso also notes that his avarice led him to break Caesar’s lex Iulia,329 

which required accounts to be recorded in Rome and in the provinces.330 Avarice therefore 

drives Piso to further alienate himself from his community by showing an active disregard for 

their laws. Finally, the locus is given a comic touch: Cicero has Piso quote Plautus’ Trinummus, 

making a mockery of his situation. A final point of note is that this quote terminates in a Greek 

word, οἴχεται,331 further emphasising Piso’s “un-Roman” character through the integration of 

a foreign language. 

 Piso’s pretentiousness is highlighted through his haughty philosophical speech to 

Caesar. Philosophy, although practiced by the Romans, was primarily associated with the 

Greeks. Ingo Gildenhard notes that there was a sharp distinction between the unmarked 

application of Greek ideas and the adoption of an outright Greek persona.332 Cicero is therefore 

able to undermine Piso’s character by presenting him as a caricature of an Epicurean 

philosopher. The integration of typical qualities of Epicurean philosophers sets Piso up as an 

example of the character type. For example, Nisbet notes that the introduction to the 

prosopopoeia – Quid est, Caesar (“Why is it, Caesar…”) – is “rhetorical and sententious,” 

functioning as a parody of a moralising treatise.333 Further, Cicero has Piso call the symbols of 

triumph delectamenta paene puerorum (“almost children’s toys”; Pis. 60), echoing a supposed 

Epicurean tendency to refer to their opponents as puerile.334 A paraphrase of Epicurus’ first 

Principal Doctrine also portrays Piso as haughty and pretentious.335 These allusions to the 

typical qualities of an Epicurean philosopher help paint a picture of Piso as haughty and 

pretentious. Additionally, the association between Epicureanism and Greek culture contributes 

to an overall sense of foreignness in Piso’s portrayal, further developing the idea that he is an 

outcast from society. 

 The charge of hypocrisy for appearing virtuous links back to the idea that triumphs 

represented an expression of gloria. Cicero elsewhere defines gloria as public recognition for 

services to the state.336 Public recognition contributed to political advancement and was central 

 
329 Pis. 61: Rationes ad aerarium rettuli continuo, sicut tua lex iubebat, neque alia ulla in re legi tuae 

parui (“I took my accounts to the treasury right away, as your law commanded, and I followed your law in 
absolutely nothing else”. 

330 Nisbet (1961) 124. 
331 Nisbet (1961) 125 notes some doubt over the manuscript tradition for this term. 
332 Gildenhard (2007) 158. 
333 Nisbet (1961) 121. 
334 Ibid., 122. 
335 See above n. 326. 
336 Cic., Sest. 139; cf. Earl (1967) 30. 
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to the aristocratic identity.337 The Epicurean precept λάθε βιώσας (“live in obscurity”), on the 

other hand, advocated a life of pleasure over a life of public service.338 Cicero warps this 

precept to undermine Piso in two respects. First, he uses it to highlight the incompatibility of 

this way of life with traditional Roman society. Piso’s vivid description of the triumph is 

accompanied by a note that this does not contribute to the pleasures of the body (Pis. 60). 

Roman political rhetoric, at least, argued for the benefit of the res publica over personal gain, 

so the suggestion that Caesar should forego triumphs because they did not bring bodily pleasure 

would presumably be laughable as well as damaging to Piso’s reputation. The second way the 

precept of λάθε βιώσας undermines Piso’s character is more specific to the narrative in the 

latter half of his second sermocinatio. The concealment of Piso’s accounts presents the precept 

as a double entendre: it can mean “live in obscurity” in the sense of avoiding public service, or 

it could mean “live secretly” in the sense of covertly accruing wealth. Neither is beneficial to 

Piso. Cicero can suggest that not only is Piso advocating a life of obscurity contrary to Roman 

political expectations, but that he advocates it as a reflection of his own lack of virtue, living 

in obscurity to hide his crimes.339 In this way, Cicero connects general points about Epicurean 

philosophy to Piso’s personal circumstances such as his return from Macedonia and his 

relationship with Caesar, making his invective more potent. 

 It remains to consider what Cicero stood to gain from depicting this denunciation 

through Piso’s voice rather than his own. Two effects with a grounding in rhetorical theory are 

variatio and amplificatio. With regard to variatio, it must be remembered that the 

prosopopoeiae occur as part of a lengthy discussion about triumphs and Piso’s rejection of 

them (Pis. 51-63). A transition between speaking characters would break up the discussion by 

offering Cicero another perspective to reiterate the same point. Amplificatio also stems from 

this: the repetition of accusations against Piso – from his own perspective, no less – makes 

those accusations seem more severe than having Cicero simply report them. The 

prosopopoeiae therefore make the oration livelier while also building on Cicero’s arguments 

for added persuasive effect. 

 In relation to the potency of the invective, the prosopopoeiae lend credibility to 

Cicero’s claims. Recent scholarship on invective has contended that a charge perceived by the 

 
337 Cf. Cic., Arch. 26: Neque enim est hoc dissimulandum, quod obscurari non potest, sed prae nobis 

ferendum, trahimur omnes studio laudis et optimus quisque maxime gloria ducitur. (“This is in fact something 
which cannot be denied, and so must not be concealed, but should be openly admitted: we are all motivated by 
the desire for praise, and the best people are the ones most attracted by glory.”; trans. Berry 2000). 

338 DeLacy (1941) 52. 
339 Ibid., 54. 
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audience as true would have a greater persuasive effect.340 With this in mind, it is worth noting 

May’s statement on character: “ethos revealed through speech (even if the speech is imagined) 

tends to establish greater faith in a character sketch than does simple description or labeling.”341 

The prosopopoeiae offer a brief insight into Piso’s character through a speech which might 

reasonably be attributed to him, based on the prerequisite that a prosopopoeia should be 

adcommodata ad dignitatem.342 This then supports Cicero’s claims throughout the rest of the 

oration: in effect, he establishes the signa of Piso’s character by way of description in his own 

voice, then proves them to be accurate through a representation of Piso’s speech. As a result, 

his invective against Piso might have been more damaging to Piso’s reputation because of its 

verisimilitude. 

 An additional benefit of the use of prosopopoeia for invective is its ability to integrate 

a humorous element to the charges. As was the case in Pro Caelio with Cicero’s imitation of 

Clodius,343 Cicero possibly imitated some aspect of Piso’s voice or appearance during the 

prosopopoeia. This would contribute to the variatio of the passage by shifting from Cicero 

denouncing Piso to Piso demonstrating his own renegade values. The content of the 

prosopopoeia also suggests an element of mockery and ridicule rather than a more 

straightforward denunciation of Piso’s values. A humorous denunciation would be more 

memorable than a lengthy tirade from Cicero, and it may have been more appealing to the 

audience. Prosopopoeia could therefore act as a vehicle of transmission for Cicero’s most 

significant arguments: the memorable performance expresses in a varied and humorous manner 

the reason for Piso’s rejection of a triumph, which is where he exposes his deviance from the 

social norms. 

 Sermocinatio also allows Cicero to introduce narrative and conversations not ordinarily 

possible in reported speech. Piso’s interaction with Caesar is evidence of this. Caesar was 

Piso’s son-in-law, and as a Triumvir was one of the most influential men in Roman politics at 

the time, thus bearing contemporary relevance to the audience. Caesar therefore offers an 

interesting counterpoint to Piso. Cicero notes that Caesar was singularly driven by gloria.344 

Piso, on the other hand, denies triumphs and advocates against seeking gloria. Any respect the 

audience had for Caesar’s morals might become contempt for Piso’s lack of, further driving a 

wedge between Piso and the community. The prosopopoeiae offer immediacy to the interaction 

 
340 Notably Riggsby (1997) 247-248; Craig (2004) 195-196; Powell (2007a) 20. 
341 May (1988) 17. 
342 Rhet. Her. 4.65; see Chapter One. 
343 See Chapter Four. 
344 Pis. 59. 
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which would not be present in a reported speech by Cicero, drawing further attention to the 

contrast between them. 

 In Pisonem therefore demonstrates how Cicero could use prosopopoeia to undermine 

his enemies. Earlier speeches have shown that prosopopoeiae could present a negative 

character portrayal, which could then discredit an opponent. This speech illustrates how 

invective loci could be integrated into prosopopoeiae to heighten the effect of these character 

portrayals. From a performative standpoint, prosopopoeia could offer a means of variatio to 

the performance, which Cicero uses here to break up a lengthy discussion of Piso’s rejection 

of a triumph by inserting a humorous depiction of his opponent. Moreover, the prosopopoeia 

shifts the accusations from Cicero’s voice to Piso’s, confirming the latter’s impropriety by 

reflecting it in a realistic speech. As a result, the invective loci could be made to seem more 

believable, making them a more effective form of attack. 

 

Pro Plancio 

 

  The prosopopoeiae discussed thus far have focused on the production of indignation 

to undermine an opponent’s auctoritas. Cicero’s defence of Plancius in 54BC, on the other 

hand, presents a means of using an outside perspective to interact with an opponent with a close 

relationship to Cicero. During his time in exile, Cicero was taken in by the quaestor of 

Macedonia, Gnaeus Plancius. In 55BC, Plancius ran for the curule aedileship, defeating Marcus 

Iuventius Laterensis, who subsequently brought him to trial for election bribery under the lex 

Licinia de sodaliciis.345 Laterensis had also worked to secure Cicero’s return, so Cicero’s 

loyalty was divided between the two men.346 As a result, one of the primary challenges of this 

speech was to secure Plancius’ acquittal without burning bridges with Laterensis.347 The trial 

de ambitu, which centred around electoral malpractice, typically called for a comparison of 

virtues between the two parties.348 However, Cicero does not engage in this; his strategy instead 

relies on highlighting his friendship with Laterensis as a means of mitigating the charges. In 

lieu of a typical comparison of virtues, Cicero introduces two prosopopoeiae representing the 

populus Romanus (Planc. 12, 13, Appendix 12), who conduct the contentio dignitatis 

 
345 Alexander (1990) no. 293 (p142); Craig (1993a) 124. 
346 Craig (1993a) 124. 
347 Grillo (2014) provides the fullest treatment of prosopopoeia in Pro Plancio. Other notable scholarship 

on the speech includes Kroll (1937); May (1988) 116-126; Craig (1990); Craig (1993a) 123-145; Riggsby (1999) 
21-49; Steel (2011) 42-45. 

348 On ambitus trials, see Riggsby (1999) 21-49. 
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(“comparison of character”).349 Laterensis, a nobilis, would typically come out better in this 

comparison; as a result, the prosopopoeiae are used to trivialise the comparison itself. This 

allows Cicero to remain on friendly terms with Laterensis throughout the speech while also 

minimising the effect of Laterensis’ nobilitas. 

 The prosopopoeiae of the populus occur relatively early in Pro Plancio. Cicero opens 

his case by expressing surprise at Laterensis’ choice to prosecute an ally of Cicero, citing their 

friendship as a reason for his concern. Because of this, he says, drawing a comparison between 

Plancius and Laterensis is unfair, so he seeks to avoid making one (Planc. 1-6). This is referring 

to the contentio dignitatis which, as mentioned above, was a standard practice that would be 

damaging to Plancius’ case. Instead, he states that the people had a right to elect their leaders, 

even if their decision is flawed (Planc. 11). Cicero then reiterates this argument in the first 

prosopopoeia of the people themselves, explaining to Laterensis that he only lost the election 

because he did not supplicate for it. He introduces this with a sharp distinction from his own 

speech: Venio iam ad ipsius populi partes, ut illius contra te oratione potius, quam mea, 

disputem (“I come now to the part of the people themselves, so that I might dispute with you 

with their speech rather than my own.”; Planc. 12).350 The prosopopoeia does not contain 

significant embellishment, instead providing a variation on Cicero’s earlier statement. 

Following this, Cicero swaps between his own speech and reporting the speech of the populus 

in indirect speech, citing several examples of prominent figures who were passed over for 

election by less capable candidates. This leads into a second, longer prosopopoeia of the 

populus, questioning Laterensis’ absence during times of need and asking him to consider a 

political role more appropriate to his noble birth and talents. This prosopopoeia consists of 

several short sentences, also without significant ornamentation. One point of note is the pair of 

conditional sentences in the middle of the prosopopoeia, which follow a parallel structure: 

si hoc indicasti, tanta in tempestate te gubernare non posse, de virtute tua dubitavi: si 

nolle, de voluntate. 

If you declared this, that in so serious a time you were not able to govern, I doubted 

your virtue; if you did not want to govern, I doubted your willingness. (Planc. 13) 

The dilemma this establishes is significant for Cicero’s treatment of Laterensis, and will be 

discussed below. Following this prosopopoeia, Cicero marks the return to his own voice with 

a distinct contrast: haec populi oratio est; mea vero, Laterensis, haec (“This is the appeal of 

 
349 May (1988) 117. 
350 Translation is my own, adapted from Watts (1923). 
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the people, Laterensis. But I would reason with you thus”), before shifting into a discussion of 

the responsibilities of the court. 

 The tone of these speeches does not appear to be indignant nor pitiful, setting it apart 

from the general trend of prosopopoeiae noted in earlier chapters. It might best be described 

as a tone of disappointment; rather than trying to make the audience angry at Laterensis’ 

actions, the prosopopoeiae seem to characterise his actions as mistakes.351 The difference lies 

primarily in the populus’ treatment of Laterensis’ virtue: the term virtus is used in reference to 

Laterensis four times, and he is also described in terms of his utilitas and dignitas. This 

repetition gives the speech a complimentary tone which would be out of place if Cicero was 

aiming to generate indignatio.352 Neither pity nor indignation would function particularly well 

in this speech: it is counterproductive for Cicero to generate pity for Laterensis as his opponent, 

and indignation could be harmful to Laterensis’ character in the long run as well as potentially 

backfiring on Plancius and Cicero, the latter of whom had been accused of protecting one 

friend, Plancius, over another who was more deserving in Laterensis.353 Affecting a tone of 

disappointment through the populus, on the other hand, lets Cicero trivialise Laterensis’ case 

without having to engage in invective. By refraining from conventional invective, Cicero 

minimises the effect his argument would have on Laterensis’ reputation. Further, the 

prosopopoeiae provide a reassurance that Laterensis only lost because he did not supplicate, 

restoring any lost dignitas which he might have felt.354 Thus, Cicero undermines Laterensis’ 

case without permanently damaging his reputation. 

 The overall aim of the prosopopoeiae in Cicero’s argument is to mitigate the effect of 

a contentio dignitatis. Cicero initially averts this by emphasising the embarrassment he felt at 

having to choose between two friends.355 He then introduces the populus as a fickle character: 

his levioribus comitiis diligentia et gratia petitorum honos paritur, non eis ornamentis 

quae esse in te videmus. 

At the less important comitia, honour is gained by the diligence and influence of the 

candidates, and not by those high qualities which we see exist in you. (Planc. 7) 

Cicero’s following comments develop this characterisation: regardless of the correctness of 

their views, the populus is entitled to choose whomever they want to lead (Planc. 9); they do 

 
351 Steel (2011) 44. Grillo (2014) 219 instead describes the sermocinatio as affecting a tone of friendly 

respect; the result is the same. 
352 Grillo (2014) 218. 
353 Craig (1993a) 126. 
354 Steel (2011) 45. 
355 Craig (1993a) 126-127. Craig also notes the wider application of this “strategy of embarrassment” in 

order to distract from Cicero’s embarrassment at being a tool of the Triumvirate. 
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not often think of who is best but who courts them most (Planc. 9); they focus more on what 

they owe to whom than on their better judgment (Planc. 10); the senatorial class must bear 

their will as if ships on a stormy sea (Planc. 11). The populus’ fickle character then provides a 

justification for Cicero’s reluctance to engage in a contentio. To them, virtue is unimportant; 

supplication is the deciding factor in elections. Cicero does not have the populus say anything 

new in this respect; rather, they provide variation to his earlier statements. By reiterating these 

claims in the voice of the populus, Cicero makes use of the prosopopoeia’s ability to lend 

credibility to a statement through the introduction of a second testimony. In this case, the 

populus is able to state its own thought process in electing Plancius, providing “proof” that 

Plancius did not resort to bribery by reasserting the validity of the election results.356 It follows, 

then, that because the populus did not consider virtue a decisive element in an election – 

especially for lower offices, as Cicero makes clear early on (Planc. 7) – there was no need to 

compare the virtues of the two men.357 The populus therefore becomes a scapegoat for 

Laterensis’ failed candidacy, shifting the focus away from Plancius and the allegation of 

ambitus. 

 At the same time, the populus draws attention to several of Laterensis’ failures. Most 

notably, it questions his absence at Cyrene during his quaestorship, which would have occurred 

around the same time as the Catilinarian conspiracy was threatening Rome.358 This might have 

been an expected action for a quaestor; however, by framing it in the context of crises in Rome, 

Cicero reframes the action as Laterensis deliberately avoiding having to protect the Roman 

people. Similarly, the populus criticises his withdrawal from candidacy for the plebeian 

tribunate during a crisis, referring to Caesar’s consulship of 59BC.359 Cicero privately appears 

to have commended Laterensis’ withdrawal.360 However, as with the absence at Cyrene, Cicero 

reframes this as Laterensis failing to exercise his virtues for the benefit of the people. This 

leads to the presentation of a dilemma: Laterensis gave up the candidacy either because he was 

incapable or unpatriotic. The populus then offers a third option – he was saving himself for a 

time when the populus really needed him361 – maintaining the complimentary tone toward him 

through the contrastive sin, quod magis intelligo (“but if, as I find easier to believe”; Planc. 

13). The dilemma hints at his incapability just enough for the audience to consider it as Cicero 

 
356 Steel (2011) 45. 
357 Cicero will, however, go on to compare them anyway; cf. Craig (1993a) 127 n.16. 
358 Broughton (1986) vol. 2, 175. 
359 Grillo (2014) 218. 
360 Att. 2.18.2; cf. Grillo (2014) 218. 
361 Grillo (2014) 219-220. 
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goes on with his speech,362 portraying Laterensis as someone unable to lead but personally 

motivated by a lust for power. This is then summarised in the concluding remarks of the 

populus: if Laterensis seeks only to gratify himself, he might undertake a course of action of 

lesser value to the populus; but, if he is truly concerned with their wellbeing, he should back 

away from this trial and seek a higher office. The populus therefore questions the virtues which 

Laterensis touts as the reason why he should have won the election, undermining them while 

still having Cicero maintain that he will not be engaging in a formal contentio dignitatis. 

 Cicero’s strategy for later in the speech relied on his self-representation as an amicus 

of both parties. Craig notes that one of Cicero’s ethical arguments in the Pro Plancio involves 

identifying a common ground between Cicero and his amicus and showing how he acts 

positively in relation to this common ground while the opponent does not.363 For this to work, 

Cicero needs to emphasise his closeness to Laterensis; however, he still needs to develop a case 

against his opponent. We have seen above how the populus develops this case by undermining 

Laterensis’ virtues and skirting the issue of a contentio dignitatis. It is also worth noting that 

the integration of the populus’ speech allows Cicero to distance himself from the charges they 

make. 

 Prior to the first prosopopoeia, Cicero notes that the senatorial class must bear the will 

of the people. He identifies himself with Laterensis as nostrum, setting them apart from the 

populus. This section establishes Cicero as an ally and mentor to Laterensis,364 allowing him 

to construct his initial defence as if he were giving his opponent advice on how to secure 

election in the future. On the other hand, it suggests that Cicero and Laterensis as senatores 

were set apart from the populus. This establishes a common ground between them, as well as 

beginning to characterise the populus as fickle by nature. 

 Two other moments reinforce Cicero’s separation from the populus. The first occurs 

after the first prosopopoeia. Cicero imagines Laterensis retorting and citing his noble birth as 

a guarantee for his success, to which the populus – through Cicero’s indirect speech – replies 

with a number of examples of prominent men who lost elections to lesser men who canvassed 

the people. During this reply, Cicero occasionally drops out of indirect speech to interject with 

his own thoughts. For example: 

praeposuisse se Q. Catulo, summa in familia nato, sapientissimo et sanctissimo viro, 

non dico C. Serranum, stultissimum hominem: fuit enim tamen nobilis: non C. 

 
362 Grillo (2014) 220. 
363 Craig (1981) 31, 35. 
364 May (1988) 118. 
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Fimbriam, novum hominem: fuit enim et animi satis magni, et consilii: sed. Cn. 

Manlium, non solum ignobilem, verum sine virtute, sine ingenio, vita etiam contempta 

ac sordida. 

to Quintus Catulus, in spite of his lofty birth, his great sagacity, and his exemplary 

character, the populus preferred, I do not say Gaius Serranus, a foolish man, for he was 

nevertheless a noble; nor Gaius Fimbria, a novus homo, for he had considerable force 

of character and prudence – it preferred Gnaeus Manlius, who was not merely low-

born, but without virtue, without ingenium, whose life was degraded and despicable. 

(Planc. 12) 

The indirect speech of the populus in this section is, in full, praeposuisse se Q. Catulo Gn. 

Manlium. However, Cicero uses his own voice, indicated by the first-person dico, to interrupt 

with an attack on Manlius’ character. He thus maintains the populus’ character as established 

in the previous sections of the speech while distancing himself from their choices by expressing 

his disapproval. A similar observation can be made following the second prosopopoeia. Having 

completed the populus’ address, Cicero notes: 

haec populi oratio est; mea vero, Laterensis, haec… 

This is the appeal of the people, Laterensis. But I would reason with you thus… (Planc. 

14) 

Cicero generally ends his prosopopoeiae by linking the adopted speech with his own character 

in some way.365 By comparison, the end of this prosopopoeia presents a clear divide in thought, 

indicated by the adversative term vero366 and the two uses of haec to highlight different 

perspectives. The contrast divorces Cicero from the opinions of the populus; they might support 

Cicero’s defence, but he does not necessarily support their opinion. 

 Overall, Cicero’s introduction of the populus provides a means of addressing several 

points of concern in the Pro Plancio. His friendship with Laterensis is left unharmed as the 

blame for the case is shifted onto the people; his refusal to be accountable for their speech then 

reinforces his self-representation as Laterensis’ ally. All the while, the populus verifies the 

absence of bribery in Plancius’ election by instead vocalising its own fickleness in choosing 

the person who supplicated them rather than the man too virtuous to demean himself. The shift 

in focus makes up for Cicero’s refusal to engage in a formal contentio dignitatis – even though 

 
365 For example, Cat. 1.19: Haec si tecum, ita ut dixi, patria loquatur… (“If your country were to address 

you just as I have done…”). 
366 Allen and Greenough (1903) §324d; Gildersleeve and Lodge (1895) §487 n.1; Glare (1982) 2038-

2039, s.v. “vero” n.7. 
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the populus criticises the very virtues which Laterensis considers decisive in his claim to 

election. Cicero can then continue to treat the case as if Laterensis had simply erred in not 

supplicating the people, allowing him to act as an ally and mentor by educating him on proper 

social practice. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 The use of prosopopoeia in the In Pisonem and Pro Plancio demonstrates the broad 

range of applicability for the device. Because the device allows for the production of a range 

of speaking situations, it can be used to imagine interactions in which the orator had no 

involvement, distancing him from certain ideas. The prosopopoeiae of Cicero’s post reditum 

speeches show two effects of this by allowing Cicero to reinforce the invective attacks against 

his enemies and skilfully deal with his friends without damaging their reputations. 

In Pisonem demonstrates the ability of prosopopoeia to add to an invective attack. The 

device allows Cicero to support his description of Piso’s faults by vocalising them. This 

provides variatio and amplificatio to the charges. The prosopopoeiae also engage in 

conventional invective loci; however, because the audience is asked to imagine Piso himself 

talking, the loci become more believable in the wider context of a representation of his 

character. The dramatic quality of prosopopoeia also invites a degree of humour to the charges: 

Piso is depicted as a caricature of Epicurean philosophy, and the entire interaction with Caesar 

highlights his ridiculousness in not seeking gloria. Overall, then, the prosopopoeiae of the In 

Pisonem represent a means of using an opponent’s speech to undermine them and damage their 

reputation. 

On the other hand, the Pro Plancio shows Cicero using prosopopoeia to address a 

tension formed by his close relationship to both parties in the trial. Aware that a comparison of 

virtues would reflect poorly on his client, Cicero instead presents the populus as a scapegoat 

for Laterensis’ failure at the elections. Their speech mixes praise for Laterensis’ virtues with 

subtle criticisms suggesting an inability to lead or an improper motivation for seeking office. 

They also confirm in their own voice the fact that elections were decided based on who 

supplicates the people more rather than on virtue. This sidesteps the issue of undertaking a 

contentio dignitatis – even while it discreetly criticises Laterensis’ haughtiness for relying on 

his virtues. Cicero is then able to distance himself from the speech of the populus to emphasise 

that he does not support their fickleness. This leads into Cicero adopting a mentor role for 

Laterensis, teaching him about the necessity of supplicating the people. The prosopopoeiae of 
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the populus therefore advance Cicero’s case while also maintaining his own presentation as an 

ally of Laterensis, and while avoiding a significant attack on Laterensis’ dignitas. 
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Chapter Six: Character and justice in the Pro Milone 
 
  Cicero’s published defence of Titus Annius Milo in 52BC is considered by a number 

of ancient and modern scholars to be his greatest achievement as an orator.367 Milo was brought 

to trial under the lex Pompeia de vi for the murder of Clodius, Cicero’s rival. Both the 

prosecution and the defence held that an ambush occurred along the Via Appia, resulting in 

Clodius’ death. The question therefore became who conducted the ambush: if it was Milo, he 

was guilty of murdering Clodius; if it was Clodius, Cicero argues, then Milo acted in self-

defence and should not be punished.368 Cicero primarily pursues this line of defence. However, 

around two-thirds of the way into the speech he takes a sharp turn, arguing instead that Clodius’ 

death was a public service, in what has variably been described as an additional 

argumentatio,369 a praeteritio,370 or, as I follow in this chapter, an ethica digressio.371 

Prosopopoeia is used six times throughout the speech, all within the final third of the text, and 

all with Cicero speaking as his client Milo.372 First, Cicero has Milo reiterate his relationship 

with Pompey, whose presence at and influence over the trial posed a considerable challenge 

for Cicero (Mil. 69, Appendix 13).373 This sermocinatio brings to a close Cicero’s formal 

argumentatio. The next two prosopopoeiae are part of the ethica digressio. Cicero’s second 

prosopopoeia posits a scenario where he did not defend Milo, leaving Milo to mentiri gloriose 

(“proclaim a glorious untruth”; Mil. 72, trans. Berry 2000): that he killed Clodius, who had 

committed a list of crimes which Milo then details (Mil. 72-75, Appendix 14). The third 

prosopopoeia follows on from this, presenting a counterfactual scenario of Milo proudly 

proclaiming that he had saved the state by killing Clodius (Mil. 77, Appendix 14). The final 

three prosopopoeiae occur in the peroratio of the speech. In the fourth prosopopoeia, Cicero 

contrasts Milo’s outward appearance with their private conversations, in which Milo laments 

the lack of support from the senators, the equites, and Cicero himself (Mil. 93-94, Appendix 

15). After an interlude where Cicero expresses his own dismay at Milo’s prospective exile, he 

 
367 For example, Asconius 42C; Quint., Inst. 4.2.25; Settle (1962) 237; Nisbet (1965) 69; Kennedy (1972) 

232-233; Enos (1988) 91; May (1988) 129; Wisse (2007) 35.  
368 Further background to the trial is presented in Asconius 30C-41C; Kennedy (1972) 230-232; Kennedy 

(1994) 147-148; Lintott (1974); Alexander (1990) no. 309, p151; Fotheringham (2013) 1. 
369 Kennedy (1972) 234; MacKendrick (1995) 523; Wisse (2007) 38; Fotheringham (2013) 23. 
370 Riggsby (1999) 107. 
371 May (1979) 241-242; cf. Wisse (2007) 41-42. 
372 All six speeches can therefore be considered sermocinationes based on their representation of a living 

figure; cf. Chapter One. 
373 Pompey was declared consul for 52BC since the consul-elect, Milo, had been caught up in this trial. 

He also had a personal interest in the trial, as Milo had been accused of plotting his assassination, leading the 
prosecution to emphasise the hostility between the two men. Cf. Kennedy (1972) 231-232. 
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adopts Milo’s character for a fifth time as he emphasises the glory of his actions regardless of 

his fate (Mil. 98, Appendix 16). Cicero’s personal pleas then continue before introducing 

Milo’s speech a final time, in a brief note that he will happily accept his fate if it means Clodius 

is dead (Mil. 104, Appendix 17). 

 The variety of prosopopoeiae in Pro Milone is unusual.374 Variation can be seen in their 

length: Milo’s denunciation of Clodius is the longest unit in the speech with over forty clauses 

and three hundred words,375 while by comparison Milo’s final statement consists of a short 

sentence with two clauses.376 Variation is also present in the characters Milo interacts with, 

addressing Pompey, the wider audience in relation to Clodius, and Cicero himself. Finally, 

Milo’s tone varies across each prosopopoeia, from appealing to Pompey’s friendship, to 

indignantly proclaiming Clodius’ vices, to lamentation and finally stoic acceptance while 

talking to Cicero. This chapter will account for these variations by presenting a close reading 

of each prosopopoeia, focusing on their persuasive functions. I argue that their primary 

function is character delineation, with each prosopopoeia addressing a particular element of 

Milo’s character to build up an overall image of him.377 

 One issue to address in advance is the relationship between the delivered speech and 

the published text. The speech as we have it appears to have been different to that delivered on 

the day, with Asconius noting the considerably inferior quality of the original.378 A full 

examination of the relationship between the delivered and published speeches is outside the 

scope of this thesis.379 Where relevant, I briefly consider any value the prosopopoeiae might 

offer Cicero at the time of publication in addition to noting their immediate persuasive effects 

during delivery. However, I do not speculate on whether these sections were originally 

delivered: it is enough to consider them as evidence of what Cicero intended to say, whether 

or not this panned out on the day of delivery.380 

 
374 Cf. Melchior (2008) 292: “Given that Milo was present in court, this degree of mimicry would have 

been decidedly odd if it was used on the day of the trial.” Cicero’s frequent use of sermocinatio of people present 
at trials suggests that the concept itself was not unfounded. However, the frequency of it in a single speech is 
notable. 

375 Fotheringham (2013) 326. 
376 Ibid., 397. 
377 Pro Milone has been discussed before in regard to character delineation. The most notable study with 

respect to the prosopopoeia is Tzounakas (2009), which considers the prosopopoeiae of the peroration as a means 
of advancing the public good argument. Other notable surveys of the Pro Milone which deal with the 
prosopopoeiae include May (1979); May (1988) 129-140; Stevens (1995); Fotheringham (2007); Wisse (2007); 
Melchior (2008); Fotheringham (2013). The Latin for this chapter is taken from Fotheringham (2013); translations 
are from Berry (2000). 

378 Asconius 42C. 
379 Notable studies on the subject include Settle (1962) 237-260; Settle (1963); Marshall (1987); Stevens 

(1995) 16-52; Steel (2005) 118-131; Melchior (2008) 294-296; Stone (1980). 
380 Stevens (1995) 31-32. 
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Addressing Pompey 

 

 Cicero’s challenge in the first prosopopoeia is to minimise the influence Pompey held 

over the trial.381 Milo was rumoured to have been involved in an assassination plot against 

Pompey; his precautionary response to this plot appears to have been used by the prosecution 

as evidence of Milo’s guilt.382 Cicero spends some five sections of the speech addressing this 

concern. He begins by noting the rumours of the plot against Pompey (Mil. 65), before praising 

Pompey’s virtues and addressing his suspicions (Mil. 66-67). This leads into Cicero adopting 

Milo’s voice in the hypothetical situation of Milo leaving Rome to allay Pompey’s fears (Mil. 

68-69, Appendix 13). Finally, Cicero notes that Pompey considers Milo not guilty, and that the 

trial is a means of indicating his impartiality in a case which he believed to be an easy acquittal 

(Mil. 70).383 

 Milo’s direct address to Pompey focuses on his value to the consul. The prosopopoeia’s 

language is elevated and its structure is complex, beginning with a series of six indirect 

questions governed by the single-word principal clause vides (“you see”) discussing the 

variability of fortune.384 This theme is developed further when Milo predicts that in the future 

Pompey will require his assistance, making use of several superlatives (amicissimi, gravissimi, 

fortissimi) to emphasise his value. The elevated language and complex grammatical 

construction suggests a shift into the middle style, as Cicero is trying to endear Milo to Pompey, 

and to the audience by way of apostrophe.385 

 The personal connection between the two men presented here functions as an extension 

of the patron-client identification common throughout Cicero’s post-consular orations.386 The 

idea of this identification was that Cicero would impart some of his own auctoritas and dignitas 

to his client. Cicero makes use of this identification with himself throughout the speech. 

However, having recognised Pompey’s influence in this case, Cicero also connects Milo to him 

to gain public favour through association with the influential figure.387 The prosopopoeia 

brings immediacy to Milo’s plea for Pompey’s benevolence388 and offers an emphatic denial 

 
381 On Pompey’s auctoritas and Cicero’s response to it, see Stevens (1995) 99-113. 
382 Stone (1980) 106; May (1988) 132. 
383 Cf. Stone (1980) 99-101. 
384 Fotheringham (2013) 317. 
385 Cf. Quint., Inst. 9.2.38-39; Lausberg (1998) §762-765. 
386 May (1988) 133. 
387 May (1988) 133; Stevens (1995) 97. 
388 May (1988) 133; Stevens (1995) 153. 
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of the charges which Cicero says gave Pompey cause for suspicion. The highly constructed 

language and the topic of the variability of fortune also provides a tragic element to this 

interaction, adding a layer of emotional pressure on the audience to acquit Milo because of his 

allegiance with Pompey.389 

 Milo’s appeal to Pompey also delineates his virtuous character. Part of this comes from 

the act of association with Pompey – the great man would not associate with unbecoming 

characters, so if Milo is his friend and ally then he must also be virtuous. In addition, the 

prosopopoeia offers a chance for Milo to declare his own virtues outright: he is amicissimus 

(“a true friend”), has the gravissimi hominis fides (“loyalty of a person of complete integrity”), 

and he is fortissimus (“the most brave”). Some doubt has been expressed as to whether this 

constitutes a prosopopoeia based on these third-person references. It is unclear whether the 

compliments are more modest in the third or first-person.390 In either case, the delineation of 

Milo’s character as virtuous to the highest degree makes an important contribution to Cicero’s 

overall case based on his argument that Clodius ambushed Milo rather than the opposite. 

Cicero’s two proofs for Milo’s inculpability are the facts established in his narratio (Mil. 25-

28) and the question cui bono (“who benefitted?”), the latter of which prompts a cross-

examination of the two men’s characters to establish culpability based on ethical 

considerations. Milo’s case for the latter benefits from this representation of his speech: 

modesty was not as necessary as expressing his value to Pompey if he ever encountered trouble. 

 It has also been posited that the prosopopoeia represents Cicero’s own relationship with 

Pompey.391 Scholars who consider the latter sections of the speech to be added after delivery 

do so on the basis of Cicero’s comments toward Pompey, which appear to reflect a souring in 

their relationship prior to the speech’s publication.392 In this context the prosopopoeia may 

represent a thinly veiled statement from Cicero himself to Pompey, proclaiming his own value 

to the Triumvir while maintaining a degree of distance through the persona of Milo. Moreover, 

this connection assists in the patron-client identification pursued by Cicero throughout the 

speech by showing that both Cicero and Milo were friends of Pompey, so any respect afforded 

to the latter should extend to the former. 

 Overall, Milo’s address to Pompey adds a personal element to Cicero’s statement of 

their friendship. Cicero takes the circumstances of the trial – most notably the presence of 

 
389 May (1988) 134. 
390 Fotheringham (2013) 318. 
391 Stevens (1995) 119 notes that several ambiguous statements “could apply to both Cicero’s situation 

with Catiline and to Milo’s with Clodius.” 
392 Primarily Stone (1980). But cf. Steel (2005) 124-128. 
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Pompey and his armed guards – and reframes this into an expression of virtue and friendship 

to Milo, protecting the jury so that they can acquit his friend without fearing the Clodian gangs. 

Milo’s direct address to Pompey then builds on this idea by emphasising their friendship as 

well as Milo’s value to the consul. However, it must be remembered that the ultimate target of 

this speech was the audience and the jury, not Pompey. Prosopopoeia often functions as a form 

of apostrophe in which an orator seems to address another party, enabling a varied speaking-

situation. Cicero’s claim to be speaking to Pompey while he was within earshot (Mil. 67) is 

therefore a means of naturally integrating this prosopopoeia, possibly in addition to an actual 

intention to address Pompey. The audience, upon hearing this interaction, can then be 

convinced of two things: first, that Milo is close to Pompey, and second, that Milo’s speech 

reveals his virtuous character. Cicero then applies pressure to the audience to acquit Milo on 

these bases, leading into the public good argument of the digressio. 

 

The ethica digressio: a “glorious untruth” 

 

 After highlighting Milo’s relationship with Pompey, Cicero begins to discuss the 

benefit Clodius’ death had for Roman society. May describes this as an ethica digressio:393 the 

digressio being a part of speech between the argumentatio and the peroratio which was 

unconnected to the case but offered amplificatio,394 and ethica qualifying the digressio based 

on its tie to the “ethical” mode of proof in Aristotle’s Rhetorica.395 This is based on Cicero’s 

qualification of sections 72-91 as extra causam (“beyond the case”; Mil. 92). Lausberg notes 

that the main content of longer digressiones is epideictic description.396 In effect, the digressio 

allows Cicero to make a case for the public benefit of Clodius’ death and maintain that it was 

not the primary focus of his defence. 

 Cicero emphasises this point by offering a counterfactual scenario: if he was not present 

to defend Milo, then Milo would be left “to proclaim a glorious untruth” (mentiri gloriose; Mil. 

72), that he killed Clodius. This leads into a catalogue of seventeen different allegations against 

Clodius (Mil. 72-75, Appendix 14). Structurally, this catalogue is complex, with varying 

degrees of subordinate clauses; however, the overall structure is marked with the anaphora of 

eum qui (“he who”), guiding the audience through the charges.397 A parallel to this list can be 

 
393 May (1979) 242. 
394 Wisse (2007) 41-42. 
395 May (1979) 242 n.7. 
396 Lausberg (1998) §342. 
397 Fotheringham (2013) 326. 
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seen in the prosopopoeia of Verres’ father at the end of the Verrine orations,398 in which a 

character is called upon to enumerate the points of the case. Unlike that prosopopoeia, Milo’s 

catalogue of Clodius’ misdemeanours is not directly relevant to the case. However, the result 

is a similar sense of relentless accusation against the target,399 accumulating a series of facts as 

a means of amplifying Clodius’ abhorrent character. Fotheringham notes that the list of charges 

move from political to property-related crimes.400 It is also notable that several of the property-

related crimes name specific figures as victims, perhaps to make the allegations more personal 

to the jury, one of whom Cicero even includes as a victim.401 Following this list of crimes, 

Cicero returns to his own voice to intensify Clodius’ danger to the people, before returning to 

his counterfactual scenario as Milo (Mil. 77, Appendix 14). Here, Cicero paints a vivid image 

of Milo holding a bloody sword in the air and declaring that he saved Rome from Clodius the 

madman. Milo’s speech is short but impactful; he declares that he murdered (interfeci) Clodius 

and restored justice, law and order to the people. Cicero, returning to his own voice, then goes 

on to ask who did not appreciate this, setting up a hypothetical scenario in which Clodius comes 

back to life to prove that people were better with him dead. 

 Two key questions arise relating to the digressio: what does the “glorious untruth” 

means for Cicero’s defence, and how do the prosopopoeiae characterise Milo and Clodius? To 

consider the first: the phrase mentiri gloriose (“to lie gloriously”) is an oxymoron.402 It draws 

attention to the counterfactual nature of Milo’s speech, and the ethical framework of Cicero’s 

argument in these sections. By establishing Milo’s prosopopoeiae as a lie, Cicero can maintain 

that he has not shifted from his initial self-defence argument: Milo’s actions here are simply a 

hypothetical expression of what Milo could have said impune (“without harming his defence”) 

if Cicero had not been present to defend him.403 Cicero was in a difficult position to make an 

argument based on public good. The senate had declared the altercation between Clodius and 

Milo to be contra rem publicam (“against the state”),404 so Cicero could not then defend Milo 

on the basis that it was a positive action for the state.405 Scholars have taken this to mean that 

 
398 Verr. 2.5.136-138; cf. Chapter Two. 
399 May (1988) 134. 
400 Fotheringham (2013) 326. 
401 Mil. 74: qui non solum Etruscos […] sed hunc P. Varium, fortissimum atque optimum civem, iudicem 

nostrum, pellere possessionibus armis castrisque conatus est (“who attempted to use weapons and camps to drive 
from their properties not just the people of Etruria, […] but this very juryman, Publius Varius, a fine and valiant 
citizen”). The same might also be said of Titus Furfanius, who is suggested to be present through the phrase qui 
huic T. Furfanio […] ausum esse dicere (“who had the nerve to tell Titus Furfanius here…”). 

402 Plaistowe and Masom (1903) 83. 
403 Stevens (1995) 80; Fotheringham (2013) 325. 
404 Cic., Mil. 12; Asconius 44C; Lintott (1974) 72; Stone (1980) 90-95. 
405 Stone (1980) 91; Melchior (2008) 282 n.2. 
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the public good argument in the final third of the speech is a later addition.406 However, some 

studies suggest that the heavy use of counterfactual statements builds up the public good 

argument under the façade of the self-defence argument, allowing Cicero to present the ethical 

arguments inherent in that defence while vehemently denying that Milo killed Clodius on 

purpose.407 On this reading, Cicero still “avoids” the public good argument as his main defence; 

it is secondary to the self-defence claim, but he highlights it in order to emphasise that Clodius’ 

ethos was more predisposed to attacking Milo than the other way around.408 The digressio is 

useful for this because it focuses on epideictic presentation – assuming Cicero makes it clear 

to his audience that he is engaging in a digressio,409 the audience familiar with rhetorical theory 

should be aware that the purpose was to introduce a tangentially relevant argument. Therefore, 

Cicero can suggest that Clodius’ death was beneficial to the public and maintain plausible 

deniability at making the argument based on its digressionary nature. 

 Cicero’s assurance that Milo’s speech is a lie provides another instance of the orator 

drawing attention to the use of prosopopoeia as a device. We have seen this earlier in Pro 

Quinctio and Pro Caelio: Cicero makes it clear that he is using the device, which then allows 

him to reveal some aspect of “truth” occurring behind the performance. In this case, he reveals 

that Clodius’ actions were so deplorable that even if Milo had deliberately killed Clodius 

(which Cicero says he did not), then his death would be beneficial to society. 

This then leads into the second question of how Cicero characterises Milo and Clodius. 

The act of “putting on a mask” and delivering the prosopopoeia adds a dramatic quality to 

Cicero’s defence. Clodius’ crimes isolate him from every aspect of Roman society: his crimes 

are committed against the gods, against his gens, and against his fellow Romans.410 By contrast, 

Milo is a virtuous defender of the res publica. The contrast offers many parallels to other 

events. The most commonly cited is the parallel between Milo and Clodius’ conflict and that 

of Cicero and Catiline.411 It could also reinforce Cicero’s allusions earlier in the speech to 

gladiatorial combat, with Milo occupying the role of a gladiator awaiting judgment,412 or the 

characterisation of Clodius as a beast whom Milo must kill, building on the idea of isolating 

Clodius from social norms.413 Common between these is the binary opposition of good against 

 
406 Lintott (1974) 74; Stone (1980) 95-98; Berry (2000) 170. 
407 Stevens (1995) 81; Fotheringham (2007) 70-75. 
408 May (1988) 139 also notes that the self-defence argument offers a legal escape for the audience, and 

the public good argument offers a patriotic reason to accept that escape. See also Dyck (1998) 238-239. 
409 Wisse (2007) 42 argues that Cicero does this through the description of the section as extra causam. 
410 May (1988) 134. 
411 May (1988) 135; Stevens (1995) 128-133; Melchior (2008) 289. 
412 Axer (1989) 308-309. 
413 On the association with beasts as a persuasive technique, see May (1996). 
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evil. Cicero’s acknowledgement of the performative aspect of the prosopopoeiae therefore 

invites the audience to consider the trial along the lines of other media, which reduces the 

characters and the case itself to a simpler opposition of virtue and vice. 

A notable point relating to Cicero’s performance of the prosopopoeiae is that the 

catalogue of Clodius’ crimes does not define a clear point of transition from Milo’s voice to 

Cicero’s. The shift into Milo’s persona clearly begins at the exclamation occidi, occidi (Mil. 

72). Cicero also reasserts the changed speaking character after providing two historical 

examples of men who were killed despite committing less abhorrent acts than Clodius.414 

However, after this there is no clear reference to Milo as a speaker. Moreover, the identification 

of Appius Claudius Pulcher as hominum mihi coniunctum fidissima gratia (“a man allied to 

myself by ties of the most loyal friendship”; Mil. 75) seems to apply more to Cicero, who attests 

to his friendship with Appius in several letters.415 The apparent confusion has been noted as 

Cicero “forgetting” that the speech had started from Milo’s perspective.416 More likely is that 

it is a deliberate strategy of conflating the opinions and experiences of Milo with Cicero,417 as 

was the case in the previous address to Pompey. It is important that the list of charges begins 

in Milo’s voice, as this enables the counterfactual scenario, offers variation to the audience by 

bringing forward another character, and conveys the sense of a second testimony to justify why 

the audience should want Clodius dead.418 By the end, however, the charges are more 

significant than the person naming them, allowing Cicero to step in himself and blur the lines 

of who is speaking.419 

To return to the characterisations presented in the prosopopoeiae of the digressio, it is 

worth looking more closely at how these form the basis for Cicero’s peroratio. Let us begin 

with Clodius. It was noted above that the charges levied against him range from political to 

property-related. A number of the charges also follow standard invective loci, such as the 

allegations of incest, religious impropriety, avarice, and cruelty to citizens.420 This is to be 

expected from a digressio, which presents epideictic descriptions to generate amplificatio and 

 
414 Mil. 72: “Occidi, occidi, non Sp. Maelium […] non Ti. Gracchum, […] sed eum,” auderet enim 

dicere, cum patriam periculo suo liberasset, “cuius nefandum adulterium in pulvinaribus sanctissimis 
nobilissimae feminae comprehenderunt…” (“’I admit I killed him! But the man I killed was not a Spurius Maelius 
[…] nor was he a Tiberius Gracchus […] No! The man I killed,’ Milo would dare to say, safe in the knowledge 
that he had freed his country at his own personal risk, ‘was one whose unspeakable adultery, actually committed 
on the sacred couches of the gods, was discovered by women of the highest rank.’”). 

415 Cf. Fotheringham (2013) 333, who refers to the “rocky friendship” between Cicero and Appius. 
416 Reid (1902) 128 n.5. 
417 May (1979) 242; Melchior (2008) 292. 
418 Stevens (1995) 159-160. 
419 Fotheringham (2013) 323. 
420 Cf. the list of invective loci in Craig (2004) 190. 
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indignatio. Invective, as demonstrated in In Pisonem,421 aims to establish the target as an 

outcast from society by highlighting their inability to adhere to social norms. However, the Pro 

Milone is unique: Clodius is dead, making this a piece of invective which could be guaranteed 

no comeback.422 The speech therefore offered Cicero an opportunity to present the final verdict 

on Clodius, and to ensure that his legacy would be one of impropriety and threats to Roman 

society. 

Cicero’s damning denunciation of Clodius leads into the second prosopopoeia of the 

digressio, in which Milo describes his furor. Furor could mean a divinely inspired madness,423 

as Cicero goes on to argue was the case for Clodius.424 This combines the argument of self-

defence with the public good argument: Clodius was so dangerous to Roman society that the 

gods struck him with madness, prompting him to attack Milo and leading to his death. The 

public good argument is therefore subordinated to the self-defence argument; however, 

Cicero’s need to establish Clodius’ furor provides a ground for the lengthy discussion of his 

wrongdoings. 

Milo’s characterisation in the prosopopoeiae of the digressio also lays the foundation 

for the peroratio. Milo does not appear to have engaged in the theatrics typical of a defendant: 

he did not cry, and he did not present himself as ragged in appearance.425 While some scholars 

have suggested that this embarrassed Cicero,426 it may have been a deliberate strategy on his 

part, as Milo was prepared to wear sordes (“ragged clothing”) in earlier trials.427 By presenting 

the extensive list of Clodius’ crimes, Cicero gives Milo a reason to uphold a proud demeanour 

by presenting the danger Clodius presented to all Romans.428 In the face of such danger, Milo 

could say that he had acted virtuously; an appearance of distress would therefore be less 

strategically viable than one of stoic forbearance.429 This then becomes Cicero’s defence in the 

peroratio: Milo would proudly bear his fate because he had acted virtuously against a man who 

threatened the entire res publica. 

 
421 Cf. Chapter Five. 
422 Steel (2005) 123. 
423 Glare (1982) 750 s.v. “furor.” 
424 Mil. 84: Ea vis igitur ipsa, quae saepe incredibilis huic urbi felicitates atque opes attulit, illam 

perniciem exstinxit ac sustulit, cui primum mentem iniecit ut vi inritare ferroque lacessere fortissimum virum 
auderet (“It is accordingly this actual power [of the gods], which has so often brough unimaginable blessings and 
prosperity to this city, that has now stamped out and eradicated that pernicious menace. It stirred up his mind and 
drove him to provoke and challenge with violence and the sword a man of supreme courage”). 

425 Plut., Cic. 35. 
426 Poynton (1902) 73; Fotheringham (2013) 369. 
427 Dyck (1998) 229; Hall (2014) 60. 
428 Stevens (1995) 160. 
429 Hall (2014) 60-61. 
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The peroratio: pity and pride 

 

 The peroratio of Pro Milone sees several prosopopoeiae from Milo interspersed with 

comments from Cicero and further comments from Milo relayed in indirect speech. 

Perorationes focus primarily on emotional appeal, lending themselves to the elevated rhetoric 

associated with prosopopoeia.430 However, as noted above, Milo’s unrepentant appearance 

limits Cicero’s ability to invoke him as a pitiful figure. Instead, the prosopopoeiae deftly weave 

together the speech of Milo and Cicero in a manner that allows Cicero to express his own 

dismay at Milo’s departure, winning the pity of the audience while maintaining Milo as a 

virtuous figure. Quintilian provides the Pro Milone as an example of the advocate seeking pity 

rather than the client in the peroratio, saying: 

Maximeque si, ut tum accidit, non conveniunt ei qui accusatur preces; nam quis ferret 

Milonem pro capite suo supplicantem qui a se virum nobilem interfectum quia id fieri 

oportuisset fateretur? Ergo et illi captavit ex ipsa praestantia animi favorem et in locum 

lacrimarum eius ipse successit. 

This is particularly appropriate if, as on that occasion, pleas for mercy are not in keeping 

with the character of the accused. Who would have tolerated a Milo begging for his 

own life, when he had admitted that had killed a man of noble birth because it had been 

right to do so? Thus Cicero sought good will for his client on the ground of his lofty 

character, and then came forward to shed the tears in his place. (Quint., Inst. 6.1.25) 

The patron-client identification therefore reaches a peak in the peroratio as Cicero seeks to use 

his own distress to garner pity for Milo’s situation. Although there is a contrast between the 

way the two men seek to portray themselves, as we will see throughout the peroratio, the use 

of prosopopoeia allows Cicero to maintain them as separate characters while also blurring 

these personalities a little, reinforcing the patron-client identification. 

 Cicero begins the peroration with a contrast: Milo does not ask for mercy, but Cicero 

begs for it. Milo’s reaction is developed with a description of his demeanour: Nolite, si in nostro 

omnium fletu nullam lacrimam aspexistis Milonis, si voltum semper eundem, si vocem, si 

orationem stabilem ac non mutatam videtis, hoc minus ei parcere (“If amid all our weeping 

you have not seen a single tear from Milo, if you see his expression always the same, his tone 

of voice and his speech steady and unchanging, then do not hold this against him”; Mil. 92). 

 
430 Inv. Rhet. 1.98; Rhet. Her. 2.47; Quint., Inst. 6.1.25-26. 
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This is a praiseworthy trait even in the lowest ranks of society, says Cicero, and should be 

lauded even more among elite citizens. Cicero also makes it clear that a man who does not ask 

for mercy deserves misericordia (“pity”) – Milo’s staunchness thus becomes both an admirable 

and pitiable quality. This steadfastness is a commonplace of the peroratio in rhetorical 

theory,431 so Cicero’s strategy here may not have been unexpected. Cicero then presents the 

cause of his own dismay: a conversation which Milo reputedly had with him behind closed 

doors. The contrast develops the commonplace by taking advantage of the rhetoric of advocacy 

to portray two distinct emotions.432 

 A prosopopoeia as Milo follows this contrast (Mil. 93-94, Appendix 15). This is the 

longest of Milo’s three speeches in the peroratio, as well as the most emotionally charged 

speech. Milo begins with a passionate reduplicated farewell: valeant, valeant cives mei 

(“Farewell, farewell my fellow citizens!”; Mil. 93). The farewell adds a tragic touch to Milo’s 

appeal; he treats his exile as a foregone conclusion, but he accepts it.433 The term cives mei also 

identifies Milo with the audience, reinforcing his characterisation as a public defender at the 

cost of his own life. Milo then wishes the people well despite his own suffering, using three 

quick phrases with the anaphora of sint to heighten the emotion of the address. This highlights 

a recurring theme in the peroratio: that the audience should forgive Milo to avoid seeming 

ungrateful for his benefactions.434 

 Section 94 of the speech sees Milo striking a more pitiful tone, lamenting his betrayal 

by people whom he had assisted. He first bemoans his hopes, efforts and dreams, using the 

anaphoric exclamation O to intensify his sorrow.435 Quintilian notes that this was an 

appropriate complaint even for a brave man (Quint., Inst. 6.1.27); poor treatment by friends is 

also a rhetorical commonplace of the peroratio outlined in De Inventione,436 so Cicero can 

continue developing the pitiful aspect of Milo’s character while still maintaining his virtuous 

 
431 May (1988) 137. Cf. Cic., Inv. Rhet. 1.109: sextus decimus, per quem animum nostrum in alios 

misericordem esse ostendimus et tamen amplum et excelsum et patientem incommodorum esse et futurum esse, si 
quid acciderit, demonstramus (“The sixteenth [commonplace], in which we show that our soul is full of mercy 
for others, but still is noble, lofty, and patient of misfortune and will be so whatever may befall”). 

432 May (1988) 137. 
433 Cf. Fotheringham (2013) 374. 
434 Tzounakas (2009) 131. 
435 Mil. 94: “O frustra,” inquit, “mei suscepti labores, o spes fallaces, o cogitationes inanes meae!” 

(“’All my efforts,’ he continues, ‘have been in vain! All my hopes have been dashed! All my dreams have come 
to nothing!’”). 

436 Inv. Rhet. 1.109: Tertius decimus, per quem cum indignatione conquerimur, quod ab eis a quibus 
minime conveniat, male tractemur, propinquis, amicis, quibus benigne fecerimus, quos adiutores fore putarimus 
(“The thirteenth [commonplace], in which with anger we complain because we are being badly treated by those 
whom such conduct least becomes, relatives, friends whom we have treated kindly, whom we expected to help 
us.”). 
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persona. Next, Milo ends his prosopopoeia by naming several groups he supported: the 

senatus, the equites Romani, the boni viri, and Cicero himself. A series of questions marked 

by the anaphora of ubi highlights their absence in his defence. This builds on the commonplace 

that Milo is being betrayed by people he had helped. Moreover, the direct address to Cicero 

gives voice to the cause of his dismay: Milo is the only person his golden voice cannot save. 

Milo and Cicero’s pitiful situations are therefore linked, and Cicero’s tears can act on behalf 

of Milo’s lack of emotion. 

 Compared to the earlier prosopopoeiae in Pro Milone, this passage features a 

significantly greater number of terms used to identify Milo as the speaking character.437 The 

repeated assertion of the different speaking-situation reinforces the division between Milo’s 

visual appearance and his private dialogue, and enforces the idea that the words belong to Milo 

rather than Cicero.438 Cicero also adds to this through several interruptions including three uses 

of inquit, and an interjection following a direct address to himself: “Ego cum te,” mecum enim 

saepissime loquitur, “patriae reddidissem, mihi putarem in patria non futurum locum?” 

(“’And when I had restored you to your country’ – Milo often says this to me – ‘did I ever 

imagine that there would be no place in that country for myself?’” Mil. 94). The use of direct 

speech makes the consequences of Milo’s exile more tangible, as the audience hears first-hand 

how it will affect Milo rather than having his circumstances narrated by Cicero. However, the 

prosopopoeia is also notably similar to Cicero’s own circumstances prior to his own exile. It 

must be remembered that Cicero was vocalising Milo’s conversation; despite purporting to 

represent Milo, any “I” statement could still be interpreted as reflecting Cicero’s situation as 

much as Milo’s.439 This once more illustrates the patron-client identification prevalent 

throughout the speech, and gives Cicero a means of heightening the pathos of the peroratio by 

linking Milo’s current predicament to his own previous struggles. 

 Following this prosopopoeia, Cicero continues to develop Milo’s appeal through 

indirect speech. There are two likely reasons for this change. First, the speaking-situation is 

different. Milo’s prosopopoeia was set up as a recollection of a private conversation between 

himself and Cicero. On the other hand, the indirect speech is addressed directly to the audience. 

Because Milo could not speak at the trial, Cicero returns to his own voice to report his client’s 

actions.440 Second, the two sections cover different types of material. Milo’s speech focuses on 

 
437 Fotheringham (2013) 371, 374-375. 
438 Ibid., 371. 
439 Stevens (1995) 163-164. 
440 Fotheringham (2013) 380. 
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a personal, emotional appeal to various aspects of the state and the jury. On the other hand, 

Cicero’s speech following this consists of more general praise for Milo’s service to the state 

and reflections on virtue and glory. Because it is more prosaic and less dramatic,441 the passage 

does not need the addition of force or drama from Milo’s voice to move the audience. On the 

contrary, extending the prosopopoeia past this initial appeal could have hindered its overall 

effect. Ancient rhetorical handbooks emphasised the need for brevity in emotional appeals, 

often through the maxim lacrima nihil citius arescit (“nothing dries more quickly than 

tears”).442 The use of reported speech breaks up the instances of speech in Milo’s character, 

allowing Cicero to introduce new information such as clarifying details about Milo’s value to 

the state and his thoughts on virtue and glory in a varied manner. 

 Cicero once more returns to Milo’s voice at section 98 (Appendix 16). The shift to first-

person introduces variety to the presentation and allows Cicero to reiterate his previous 

discussion of Milo’s virtues in a second voice, amplifying the claims. However, the tone of this 

speech is markedly different to the previous prosopopoeia: rather than lamenting his imminent 

exile, he accepts it on the basis of the glory his actions has brought. Cicero parenthesises this 

speech with inquit (“he says”) at the beginning and end, clearly demarcating it from his own 

speech.443 The speech does not feature any significant rhetorical devices, making it a relatively 

plain speech aimed at presenting facts rather than stirring emotion. However, two terms are 

repeated throughout the prosopopoeia: semper (“always”), and omnes (“every”). Emphasis is 

therefore placed on the extent of support for Milo. By extension, this invites the audience to 

lend their own support out of a desire to conform to the popular opinion. 

 This prosopopoeia continues to develop Milo’s virtuous character. Although the speech 

itself appears somewhat egotistical,444 it shows Milo as being focused on the gloria won 

through his actions. As we have seen in Chapter Five in relation to Piso, the pursuit of gloria 

was a defining quality of Roman social norms. Cicero used Piso’s disregard for gloria as proof 

of his deviance from social norms. By contrast, Milo’s desire for gloria marks him as an 

upstanding Roman man. Milo’s observation of the gratia given for his deeds therefore 

functions as a means of endearing him to the audience by presenting him in relatable terms. It 

is also possible to read this prosopopoeia as a reflection of Milo as a Stoic hero.445 Service to 

the state was paramount to Stoic thought, as was the steadfast toleration of punishment. The 

 
441 May (1988) 138. 
442 Cic., Inv. Rhet. 1.109; Rhet. Her. 2.50; Quint., Inst. 6.1.27. 
443 Fotheringham (2013) 383-384. 
444 Ibid., 383. 
445 On Milo as a Stoic hero, see Clark and Ruebel (1985); Dyck (1998) 232-233. 
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connection therefore accounts for Milo’s visage at the trial, as he bore the events of the trial 

with the same virtue that he had used to justly defend himself against Clodius. Nevertheless, 

Milo’s tolerance belied his pitiful circumstances; a fact which Cicero continued to make clear 

upon returning to his own voice. 

The prosopopoeia may also have offered Milo some consolation at the time of 

publication by reassuring him of the virtue of his endurance.446 Tzounakas has also suggested 

that the prosopopoeia reveals Cicero’s literary ambitions in publishing this version of the 

speech. Milo states that his gloria will be widespread and everlasting. Cicero’s publication 

would contribute to this; in an earlier speech, the Pro Archia, he notes the crucial role of 

literature in preserving glorious deeds.447 Cicero thus subtly praises his own abilities as the 

recorder of Milo’s noble deeds. The prosopopoeia therefore develops Milo’s character in the 

immediate context of the trial and the later context of his exile, as well as reinforcing Cicero’s 

self-praise as an orator and author. 

After this prosopopoeia, Cicero returns to his own voice for a final emotional plea to 

the audience based on his own goodwill. The final prosopopoeia occurs in this context, with 

Milo briefly providing a contrast to Cicero’s wish that Clodius was resurrected to exculpate 

Milo (Mil. 104, Appendix 17). This prosopopoeia largely builds on Milo’s steadfast character 

from section 98, reiterating that Clodius’ punishment was deserved and that he would bear the 

consequences that arose from it. As with the previous prosopopoeiae, this gives reason to 

Cicero’s dismay, allowing him to appeal to the pity of the audience on behalf of his visibly 

unrepentant client. Milo’s denial of Cicero’s desire to resurrect Clodius also offers Cicero with 

a means of drawing the extended emotional appeal to a close: Milo does not allow Cicero to 

cry on his behalf, so Cicero must stop doing so and bring his speech to a close.448 This presents 

a final, summary portrayal of the two characters: their cause (and, as Cicero has shown, their 

experiences) is intertwined, so he must listen to his client; however, Cicero’s pity is contrasted 

with Milo’s steadfast tolerance. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 The variety of prosopopoeiae in Pro Milone build toward a set of aims that characterise 

the entire speech. First, and foremost in ancient theory, is the characterisation of the parties in 

 
446 Clark and Ruebel (1985) 72. 
447 Tzounakas (2009) 134-135; cf. Arch. 14. 
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the case. Milo’s speeches build an impression not only of himself as a virtuous man, but also 

of Cicero as a pitiful friend, Clodius as a social outcast and threat to Rome, and Pompey as a 

friendly authority figure. The self-defence argument Cicero puts forward relies on a contrast 

between Milo and Clodius in which the former is virtuous and inculpable while the latter 

engages in every form of vice and is thus more likely to have planned an ambush. Having 

established Milo as a virtuous figure, Cicero then connects him to Pompey through their mutual 

virtues. In doing so, the statement of their friendship pressures the audience to acquit Milo for 

fear of angering the influential Pompey. Finally, the characterisation of Milo’s stoic toleration 

of his punishment is set in contrast to Cicero’s own pitiful expression, allowing the orator to 

appeal to pity along two distinct lines: his own suffering as an incapable friend and advocate, 

and Milo’s tragic patience in resigning himself to punishment despite benefitting the state. This 

characterisation of Milo was especially important for Cicero’s defence; Milo’s character had 

already been denounced by the prosecution for hours prior to Cicero speaking, and Milo had 

gained a reputation for using violence. A positive characterisation was needed to counteract 

these problems, and prosopopoeia offered a personal, immediate means of doing so. 

 The second aim which is advanced by the prosopopoeiae is the association between the 

self-defence argument and the public good argument. Cicero’s choice – or compulsion – to 

avoid the public good argument prevented it from being the focal point of his defence. 

However, Milo’s prosopopoeiae allow him to subordinate the discussion to the self-defence 

argument. The counterfactual scenario which Cicero establishes lends itself to a dramatic 

presentation. The prosopopoeiae fulfil this, so Milo can catalogue in vivid detail the crimes 

which set Clodius apart as a social outcast. All the while, the scenario of the “glorious untruth” 

contributes to Cicero’s overall defence: Milo did not kill Clodius on purpose, but even if he 

had he deserves praise for his virtue rather than punishment. The prosopopoeiae of the 

peroratio then take this unified line of defence and raise it to the highest degree of pathos, as 

Milo becomes a Stoic hero whose concern for virtue and the state outweighs any suffering he 

might experience as a result. 

 Finally, the prosopopoeiae offer longer-term effects once the work was published. 

Ultimately, we cannot be sure of the extent to which Cicero represented Milo as a speaking 

character during the trial proper. However, in addition to the immediate effect these 

prosopopoeiae would have had during the trial, it is possible to read into them several 

connections to circumstances following Milo’s exile. Most notable among these is the 

consolation offered to Milo through the assurance that his deeds were remembered. Each 

prosopopoeia expounds his virtues and the gloria he earned by killing Clodius. Cicero thus, in 
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a subtle act of self-praise, reminds Milo that he suffered for a worthy cause. Despite losing the 

case and being sent into exile, Milo could rest easy knowing that he had killed a tyrant who 

threatened the wellbeing of the Roman state. 
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Conclusion 
 
 Of Cicero’s extant prosopopoeiae, the most widely discussed instances of the device 

are those of Appius Claudius Caecus and Clodius in Pro Caelio, and the two addresses from 

the patria in the First Catilinarian. And for good reason: the speeches in which they occur are 

rhetorical tours de force, and the prosopopoeiae themselves are dramatic examples of “grand 

oratory.” In particular, they demonstrate the effectiveness of prosopopoeia for character 

delineation, variation, and forcefulness in a narrative. A broader examination of Cicero’s use 

of prosopopoeia shows that these effects are not limited to those examples. Moreover, Cicero’s 

wider use of the device includes a variety of character types, situations, and persuasive effects 

not necessarily captured in these two examples, but which nevertheless have some grounding 

in rhetorical theory. To conclude, then, I offer some remarks on the patterns present in Cicero’s 

use of prosopopoeia and on some of the points of variation within the device. 

 The two most common effects of a prosopopoeia are the introduction of variatio and 

amplificatio. These effects are both recognised in rhetorical theory as early as De Inventione 

and the Rhetorica ad Herennium. The device contains an inherent degree of variatio from the 

orator’s normal performance because it represents the speech of another character, which 

requires some linguistic variation to adapt to the changed speaking-situation. Variatio can 

therefore refer to the performative aspect of an oration, as the orator can shift from reported 

speech to a more direct impersonation of a figure – as is the case in the In Pisonem, for example. 

It can also refer to variation in terms of the content of an argument. Prosopopoeia offers a 

means of restating a point in different words, taking advantage of the change in speaking-

situation to suggest a second, supporting testimony for certain arguments. In practice, a number 

of Cicero’s uses of prosopopoeia function as an emphatic restatement of an earlier argument. 

Roscius’ address to the prosecution in Pro Roscio Amerino 32, for example, follows on from 

Cicero’s summary of the case with a shorter, more emotionally charged reiteration of the main 

arguments in the voice of the client himself, with a similar use of prosopopoeia reoccurring in 

section 145 of the speech. In Verrem provides a slight difference to this by having a third party 

from outside the trial address the opponent. Verres’ own father is called forward to enumerate 

the main points of Cicero’s argument. It is worth noting here that enumeration in a conclusio 

was also a specifically identified rhetorical technique in De Inventione. The first address of the 

patria to Catiline in the First Catilinarian also functions as a form of varied restatement, in 

that it builds on Cicero’s catalogue of people who fear Catiline by vocalising the fears of the 

state itself. In Pisonem presents a particularly interesting example of prosopopoeia used for 
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emphatic restatement. Cicero engages in a lengthy tirade about the glory of triumphs, before 

shifting into Piso’s own voice to restate how inglorious it makes him to shun the idea. The 

populus in Pro Plancio also restates Cicero’s argument that they are fickle, providing a 

personal validation of his claim. Our final example, Pro Milone, sees this variation expanded 

to a considerable degree, with prosopopoeiae of Milo entering the speech at crucial moments 

in the peroratio to break up Cicero’s tearful appeal to the jury by restating his staunch 

acceptance of his fate. 

 Prosopopoeia often appears to have functioned as a climactic point in an argument. 

This has two levels of effect. On a surface level, it makes the orator memorable. Rhetorical 

theory notes the value of a prosopopoeia for ornamentum, which displayed an orator’s 

eloquence and made an oration more appealing to listen to. Prosopopoeia therefore offered an 

exciting change of pace for a speech which would capture an audience’s attention. This 

memorability in turn carried a persuasive effect: a memorable oration or part of an oration 

would stick in the audience’s mind, potentially making them more inclined to believe and 

support the orator who delivered it. The proof of this is in the popularity of the prosopopoeiae 

in Pro Caelio and the First Catilinarian for study: they are some of Cicero’s most powerful 

performances of the device, and the variatio they offer within their orations makes them 

memorable set-pieces. However, it is worth noting that this effect persists throughout Cicero’s 

use of prosopopoeia across his career: every instance of prosopopoeia was intended to stand 

out, and it was intended to stick in the audience’s mind. 

 The memorability of a prosopopoeia was also due in part to its tendency toward vivid 

description. Cicero uses vivid description in his prosopopoeia to achieve two effects. In 

fictiones personarum such as that of the patria and Appius Claudius Caecus, the spectacle of 

raising the dead or invoking the speech of the state adds a layer of theatricality to the passage. 

In addition to making the passages more memorable, this allows Cicero to maintain an elevated 

emotional tone throughout the prosopopoeiae, which is useful for conveying a person’s 

character. Vivid description could also be represented through the detailed narratives of the 

speaking character. Cicero often attributes stronger terms to his adopted characters than he 

himself uses: for example, in Pro Roscio Amerino we see the substitution of occidisti for 

iugulastis, intensifying the narrative and consequently heightening the feeling of indignatio 

toward the opponent. Adopted characters also describe actions in specific detail to increase 

their vividness, such as Naevius’ in-depth description of his plans in Pro Quinctio and the 

enumeration of crimes in In Verrem. Cicero in turn used the detailed narratives of 

prosopopoeiae to build more favourable circumstances for his argument, usually in the form 
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of establishing an ulterior motive for his opponents. The clearest examples of this are in the 

four character speeches of the Pro Caelio; however, it can also be seen in the prosopopoeiae 

of Erucius in Pro Roscio Amerino and Naevius in Pro Quinctio. The vivid description offered 

by prosopopoeia made these alternative narratives more appealing to an audience, which could 

help Cicero’s case by providing reasonable doubt that his client was guilty in light of these 

alternative circumstances. 

 Variatio in the prosopopoeiae also contributes to a degree of amplificatio. This was 

used to heighten feelings of indignation or pity – prosopopoeia proved useful for both. A 

number of Cicero’s prosopopoeiae integrate commonplaces of amplificatio for both 

indignation and pity, depending on whose voice he adopts. For example, when he addresses 

Catiline as the patria, Cicero emphasises the patria’s authority and its powerlessness; disregard 

for both of these were commonplaces of amplificatio as discussed in De Inventione.449 

Moreover, the act of describing something in vivid detail is also a commonplace of 

amplificatio;450 as such, examples like Naevius’ statement of intentions in Pro Quinctio and 

Verres’ father’s catalogue of his son’s crimes in In Verrem present an engagement with 

amplificatio through prosopopoeia. The device was also useful for amplifying feelings of pity; 

the perorationes of Pro Milone and Pro Roscio Amerino highlight the steadfastness of Cicero’s 

clients, which was a pitiable quality. Because prosopopoeia was inherently dramatic by virtue 

of requiring the audience to imagine a different speaking-situation, it easily lent itself to 

heightened emotions. Cicero used this to build on the persuasive impact of his arguments by 

lending credibility to a claim through the introduction of a second, amplifying opinion, as well 

as influencing the audience’s opinion on a more emotional level. 

 Perhaps the most striking pattern throughout Cicero’s prosopopoeiae is the frequency 

with which he directly states his intention to engage in the device. Rhetorical theory seems to 

suggest that for fictiones personarum – the prosopopoeia of deceased people and abstractions 

– it was necessary to preface the speech with some sort of hypothetical condition.451 The same 

rule did not necessarily apply to all prosopopoeiae, especially those of living people. However, 

Cicero draws attention to his performance of the device on several occasions, such as the 

statement of an “open declaration” in Pro Quinctio and Pro Roscio Amerino, the use of 

technical terminology relating to prosopopoeia while introducing the speech of Caecus in Pro 

 
449 Inv. Rhet. 1.101. 
450 Rhet. Her. 2.49. 
451 For example, Rhet. Her. 4.66: Quodsi nunc haec urbs invictissima vocem mittat, non hoc pacto 

loquatur: “Ego illa plurimis tropaeis ornata…” (“But if this invincible city should not give utterance to her voice, 
would she not speak as follows? ‘I city of renown…’”). 
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Caelio, the division between his own thoughts and those of the populus in Pro Plancio, and 

the “glorious untruth” in Pro Milone. Each instance exposes the theatricality of the device as a 

means of revealing some “truth” behind the façade of prosopopoeia. Naevius and Roscius’ 

open declarations become a means of unveiling the true character behind a mask; Caecus and 

Clodius’ dramatic performances are reduced to trivial tirades; Milo’s glorious untruth is 

exposed as a performance piece without any grounding in reality. Cicero could therefore make 

use of the audiences’ expectations regarding the technique to reinforce the credibility of an 

argument. But, by the same token he could use these expectations to foreground the 

counterfactual nature of a prosopopoeia, which could offer a different set of persuasive effects. 

While the idea of using technical jargon to structure an argument and to invoke a set of 

expectations and feelings in the audience has been considered before,452 the specific effect of 

drawing attention to an act of prosopopoeia would prove to be a valuable field for further study. 

 Another common pattern in Cicero’s use of prosopopoeia was its function in 

delineating characters. Speech was an indicator of character, and character was immutable. 

However, the common effect of delineating a character was achieved through a variety of 

approaches. Since this offers the greatest degree of variation in Cicero’s use of prosopopoeia, 

it is worth dividing this discussion of character delineation into the types of character Cicero 

speaks as to achieve this process. 

 The most significant difference is between a sermocinatio – a fabricated speech of a 

living person – and a fictio personae, or the representation of a deceased person or abstract 

idea. Fictiones personarum were used primarily to define the character of other individuals: 

Appius Claudius Caecus is brought forward to delineate Clodia’s character, and the patria does 

the same with respect to Catiline and Cicero. Sermocinationes, on the other hand, can be 

divided into two groups: those which give voice to the client directly, and those which imitate 

an opponent. These three categories – fictiones personarum, and sermocinationes as a client or 

opponent – delineate different parties in an oration in different ways. 

 The characters Cicero invokes for fictiones personarum are authority figures, albeit in 

subtly different ways in each case. Appius Claudius Caecus carries auctoritas as a respected 

figure of Roman history as well as on account of the respect afforded to the dead. The patria, 

on the other hand, bears authority as a representation of Roman society at large. Within this, 

Cicero identifies two forms of authority in relation to the different addressees: to Catiline, the 

patria represents a communal parent figure, whereas to Cicero himself it represents the 

 
452 For example, Axer (1986); Wisse (2007). 
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authority of Roman society in general. Finally, the populus in Pro Plancio, despite occupying 

somewhat of a grey area in this taxonomy, conveys its own authority to vote for whomever it 

chooses, and to criticise the prosecutor Laterensis for doubting this authority.453 Because of 

this authority, fictiones personarum generally achieve the delineation of character by having 

the adopted character talk down to an opponent. The authority figure thus offers a degree of 

credibility to the character delineation because of their own reputable (and thus honest) ethos. 

Their interaction with Cicero’s opponents also adds to the negative portrayal of those 

opponents: the characters of fictiones personarum are primarily introduced for obiurgandum 

(“reproach”; Quint., Inst. 9.2.30), so the addressees are represented as disobeying authority. 

This also suggests an element of embarrassment in the characterisation in the sense that Cicero 

needs to “transcend the bounds of nature”454 and call on a quasi-fictional character to do justice 

to the opponent’s misdemeanours. As a result, the fictiones personarum present a means of 

undermining an opponent by invoking an authority figure to convey a negative representation 

of their character. 

 Sermocinationes of Cicero’s clients offer a means of intensifying feelings of pity for 

his cause. Ordinarily, the “rhetoric of advocacy”455 held that an orator, as advocate, was distinct 

from his client. This was a double-edged sword for the advocate: he could identify with his 

client or separate himself to speak his own mind and lend his own auctoritas (“authority”) to 

the trial; but, with this came the loss of the vivid and personal language of self-

representation.456 Prosopopoeia circumvented this limitation by enabling the advocate to speak 

as his client, introducing a heightened emotional tone in the process. Our main evidence for 

this process is in Pro Roscio Amerino through Roscius’ speeches, and in Pro Milone where 

Cicero engages in six different prosopopoeiae of Milo. In each example, the transition to the 

voice of the client lends immediacy to moments of pity by phrasing them in a more vivid direct 

speech. This practice was noted by Quintilian as adding the emotion of the person to the 

emotion of the content;457 the audience could see the silent appearance of the client and 

associate them with the passionate pleas the orator vocalises on their behalf. Thus, the variatio 

offered by this transition was accompanied by a notable elevation of emotional tone. This likely 

accounted for the recommendation in rhetorical theory to reserve such prosopopoeiae for the 

 
453 We might also add the speech of Verres’ father as a similar example; we cannot be certain whether 

he was alive at the time of the trial, but his speech most closely matches these examples. See Chapter Two. 
454 Quint., Inst. 9.2.32: in iis quae natura non permittit (“in those situations which nature does not 

permit”). 
455 Kennedy (1968). 
456 May (1988) 10-11. 
457 Quint., Inst. 6.1.25-26. 
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peroratio, where heightened emotion was an expectation – a recommendation which Cicero 

follows in both Pro Roscio Amerino and Pro Milone. 

 In terms of delineating character, the sermocinationes as a client focus primarily on 

highlighting the client’s tolerance for the injustices committed against them. As a persuasive 

strategy, this puts pressure on the audience to acquit Cicero’s clients. His arguments in these 

cases focus on the fact that crimes were committed by the opposition through which his client 

has already been punished; their pleas in the perorationes then note that acquittal would be 

enough recompense, and that they can tolerate the injustices committed against them if they 

are not added to with a conviction. While there appears to be variance in how Roscius and Milo 

act in this respect – Roscius is emotional while Milo is stoic – the underlying pattern is the 

focus on depicting them as upstanding citizens who are being unjustly punished for the crimes 

of another. 

 The final category, sermocinationes as Cicero’s opponents, instead focus on 

denigrating the opponent. In this category I include the speech as Clodius in Pro Caelio. Since 

Clodia is technically “the opponent” here, it is worth noting that Clodius’ speech denigrates 

her character by representing her sexual impropriety. Rather than having Clodius openly 

denounce his sister – an action which would be completely out of character – Cicero has 

Clodius encourage Clodia to further vices in a manner similar to the pimp of Roman comedy. 

In doing so, Clodia’s vices are described in vivid detail, undermining her reputation as a witness 

and an opponent in Cicero’s case. 

 More generally in this category, it is possible to include the representations of Naevius 

in Pro Quinctio, Piso in In Pisonem, and Clodius in Pro Caelio. While the latter is not the 

opponent, the way Cicero undermines his character by representing his speech is consistent 

with the other two examples listed. An interesting pattern specific to prosopopoeiae which 

address Cicero’s opponents is the use of humour to undermine them. Katherine Geffcken’s 

analysis of comedy in the Pro Caelio has displayed this in one instance. Pro Quinctio and In 

Pisonem also present the opponents’ speeches in comical terms; Naevius is portrayed as the 

comic archetype of the scurra, and Piso is depicted as a caricature of an Epicurean philosopher. 

Prosopopoeia itself was closely related to the theatre. Cicero exploited that quality in order to 

add a touch of levity to his denigration of his opponents. Ridicule, in this context, provides a 

similar result to invective: it humiliates and makes sport of a person who does not conform to 

society.458 However, it provided variation from the rest of Cicero’s invective, both in terms of 

 
458 Cf. Geffcken (1973) 4. 
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tone and in terms of language, with the shift to the voice of the opponent. The shift in character 

also lent credibility to some of the invective charges. Since speech was an indicator of ethos, 

Cicero’s introduction of speech which might reasonably be attributed to his opponents provided 

a second testimony to their improper character, which may have made the invective more 

potent in the audience’s minds on account of its verisimilitude. Moreover, the theatricality of 

the device allowed Cicero to trivialise an opponent’s case: after all, if it could be represented 

as a form of theatre, it could not possibly be taken seriously in a court of law. 

 Cicero’s use of prosopopoeia provides insight into his persuasive strategies throughout 

his career, as well as an indication of the centrality of character to the Roman court and political 

system. The device offers variatio and amplificatio to keep an audience engaged with Cicero’s 

comments, as well as allowing him to heighten the emotion of certain appeals and characterise 

the various parties involved in an oration. The identification of several underlying patterns in 

his use of the device, many of which have a grounding in rhetorical theory, suggests that his 

practice was relatively consistent throughout his career. Unfortunately, it is not possible from 

this to extrapolate whether Cicero’s practices were paralleled by other orators. The only notable 

hints we have toward such wider practice are the comments in rhetorical handbooks, a number 

of which were influenced by Cicero, and a brief suggestion in Pro Sestio that Publius Servilius 

utilised the device to chastise Quintus Metellus.459 With respect to Cicero, at least, this survey 

of prosopopoeia has shown that the device proved to be a powerful tool for delineating 

character and winning over the hearts and minds of his audience. 

 

  

 
459 Cic., Sest. 130. 
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Appendix: Prosopopoeiae cited 
 

The following appendix provides the Latin text and a suitable English translation for 

each prosopopoeia cited throughout this thesis. Some text has also been provided before and 

after the prosopopoeiae for the sake of context. In cases where the break between 

prosopopoeiae contains relevant information, the prosopopoeiae have been joined as a single 

appendix entry to prevent breaking up passages arbitrarily. This is the case for the four 

character representations in Pro Caelio (Appendix 10), the two speeches as Piso in the In 

Pisonem (Appendix 11), and the speeches as the populus in Pro Plancio (Appendix 12). 

 

 

Appendix 1: Pro Quinctio 46-47 (Latin and English translation by Freese 1930, p50-53) 

Profecto, si quid deberetur, peteret; non omnia iudicia fieri mallet quam unum illud, 

unde haec omnia nascuntur. Qui inter tot annos ne appellarit quidem Quinctium, cum 

potestas esset agendi cotidie, qui, quo tempore primum male agere coepit, in vadimoniis 

differendis tempus omne consumpserit, qui postea vadimonium quoque missum fecerit, 

hunc per insidias vi de agro communi deiecerit, qui, cum de re agendi nullo recusante 

potestas fuisset, sponsionem de probro facere maluerit, qui, cum revocetur ad id 

iudicium, unde haec nata sunt omnia, condicionem aequissimam repudiet, fateatur se 

non pecuniam, sed vitam et sanguinem petere, is non hoc palam dicit: “Mihi si quid 

deberetur, peterem atque adeo iam pridem abstulissem; nihil hoc tanto negotio, nihil 

tam invidioso iudicio, nihil tam copiosa advocatione uterer, si petendum esset; 

extorquendum est invito atque ingratiis; quod non debet, eripiendum atque 

exprimendum est; de fortunis omnibus P. Quinctius deturbandus est; potentes, diserti, 

nobiles omnes advocandi sunt; adhibenda vis est veritati, minae iactentur, pericula 

intendantur, formidines opponantur, ut his rebus aliquando victus et perterritus ipse se 

dedat?” Quae mehercule omnia, cum, qui contra pugnent, video, et cum illum 

consessum considero, adesse atque impendere videntur neque vitari ullo modo posse; 

cum autem ad te, C. Aquili, oculos animumque rettuli, quo maiore conatu studioque 

aguntur, eo leviora infirmioraque existimo. 

 

Undoubtedly, if anything were owing to Naevius he would claim it; he would not prefer 

that all kinds of trial should take place rather than that single one, which is the origin 

of all the rest. The man who for so many years never even applied to Quinctius for 
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payment when he could have brought an action any day he chose; who, from the 

moment he began to act fraudulently, wasted all the time in a number of adjournments, 

who afterwards released his recognizances, and treacherously drove my client by force 

from their common lands; who, when he had the opportunity of bringing an action on 

the main point without anyone objecting, preferred to enter into an “engagement’ which 

might ruin his opponent’s reputation; who, when he is brought back to trying the 

question which is the origin of all the rest, rejects the most equitable terms, thereby 

virtually admitting that it is not my client’s money but his life-blood that he is seeking 

– does not this man openly declare: “If anything had been owing to me, I should have 

claimed it and, more than that, I should have recovered it long ago; I should have had 

no need to enter upon so troublesome a business nor to engage in such odious legal 

proceedings, nor to employ so many friends to assist me, if it had been merely a 

question about making a claim. But I have to screw money out of a man against his will 

and under compulsion; I have to wrest and squeeze out of him what he does not owe; 

he must be driven from all his possessions: I must summon to my aid all men of 

influence, eloquence, and rank; violence must be employed against truth, threats flung 

about, perils thrown in his way, terrors brought before him, so that at last, overcome 

and thoroughly alarmed by these methods of attack, he may surrender of his own 

accord”? And in fact, by Hercules! When I see those who are fighting against us, when 

I think of that company of their friends, all these perils seem to me to be at hand, 

impending and inevitable; but when I carry back my eyes and thoughts to you, Aquilius, 

I believe that, the greater their efforts and zeal, the more trifling and feeble will the 

results appear. 

 

Appendix 2: Pro Quinctio 54-55 (Latin and English translation by Freese 1930, p60-63) 

Profecto, si recte vestram bonitatem atque prudentiam cognovi, non multum me fallit, 

si consulamini, quid sitis responsuri: primum exspectare, deinde, si latitare ac diutius 

ludificare videatur, amicos convenire, quaerere, quis procurator sit, domum denuntiare. 

Dici vix potest, quam multa sint, quae respondeatis ante fieri oportere, quam ad hanc 

rationem extremam necessario devenire. Quid ad haec Naevius? Ridet scilicet nostram 

amentiam, qui in vita sua rationem summi officii desideremus et instituta virorum 

bonorum requiramus. “Quid mihi,” inquit, “cum ista summa sanctimonia ac diligentia? 

Viderint,” inquit, “ista officia viri boni, de me autem ita considerent: non quid habeam, 

sed quibus rebus invenerim, quaerant, et quem ad modum natus et quo pacto educatus 
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sim. Memini; vetus est, ‘de scurra multo facilius divitem quam patrem familias fieri 

posse.’” Haec ille, si verbis non audet, re quidem vera palam loquitur. 

 

If I have rightly gauged your [sc. the judges] kindly feelings and good sense, I have 

certainly little doubt of the answer you would make if you were consulted: in the first 

place wait; then, if the man seems to be keeping out of the way and making a fool of 

you for any length of time, have an interview with your friends, ask who his agent is, 

and give notice at his house. It is difficult to say how many things there are which you 

would advise should be done before being compelled to resort to this extreme measure. 

What says Naevius to this? No doubt he laughs at our folly in desiring to find in his life 

any regard for duty or looking for the principles of men of honour. “What have I to do 

with such severe morality and caution?” says he; “let men of honour attend to the 

fulfilment of such obligations; but, as for me, let them ask, not what I possess, but how 

I have acquired it, the circumstances of my birth, and the manner in which I was brought 

up. I remember that there is an old saying: it is much easier for a buffoon to become 

rich than a good head of a household.” This is what in reality he openly declares by his 

deeds, though he does not venture to say it in so many words. 

 

Appendix 3: Pro Roscio Amerino 31-32 (Latin from Dyck 2010, p31; English translation 

adapted from Berry 2000, p18) 

Certum est deliberatumque quae ad causam pertinere arbitror, omnia non modo dicere 

verum etiam libenter audacter libereque dicere; nulla res tanta exsistet, iudices, ut possit 

vim mihi maiorem adhibere metus quam fides. Etenim quis tam dissoluto animo est qui 

haec cum videat tacere ac neglegere possit? “Patrem meum, cum proscriptus non esset, 

iugulastis, occisum in proscriptorum numerum rettulistis, me domo mea per vim 

expulistis, patrimonium meum possidetis.” Quid vultis amplius? Etiamne ad subsellia 

cum ferro atque telis venistis ut hic iam iuguletis Sex. Roscium? 

 

I have firmly resolved not only to say everything that I judge to be relevant to the case, 

but to say it willingly, boldly, and freely. There is nothing, gentlemen, that can force 

me to act out of fear instead of duty. For who could be so unprincipled as to realize 

what has been going on and then keep quiet or turn a blind eye? “You murdered my 

father, although he was never proscribed. After you killed him, you entered his name 

in the proscription lists. Me you forcibly evicted from my home. And you are in 
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possession of my inheritance.” What more do you want? Can you deny that you have 

come to these benches fully armed in order to achieve one of two things: to convict or 

kill Sextus Roscius? 

 

Appendix 4: Pro Roscio Amerino 58 (Latin from Dyck 2010, p36; English translation by Berry 

2000, p26) 

Quid mihi ad defendendum dedisti, bone accusator? Quid hisce autem ad suspicandum? 

“Ne exheredaretur veritus est.” Audio, sed qua de causa vereri debuerit nemo dicit. 

“Habebat pater in animo.” Planum fac. Nihil est; non quicum deliberarit, quem 

certiorem fecerit, unde istud vobis suspicari in mentem venerit. Cum hoc modo accusas, 

Eruci, nonne hoc palam dicis: “Ego quid acceperim scio, quid dicam nescio; unum illud 

spectavi quod Chrysogonus aiebat neminem isti patronum futurum; de bonorum 

emptione deque ea societate neminem esse qui verbum facere auderet hoc tempore”? 

Haec te opinio falsa in istam fraudem impulit; non mehercules verbum fecisses, si tibi 

quemquam responsurum putasses. 

 

So, what have you given me to reply to, brilliant prosecutor that you are? And what 

have you given this jury to make them think my client might be guilty? “He was afraid 

he was going to be disinherited.” Ah, I see; but why should he have been afraid of this, 

no one will say. “His father was contemplating it.” Prove it. There is no proof: you do 

not say with whom he discussed it or to whom he told it, nor do you give any reason 

that might have led you to suspect it. When you make this kind of accusation, Erucius, 

surely what you are really saying is this: “I know what I have been paid, but I do not 

know what to say. I thought only of what Chrysogonus told me, that no one would come 

forward to defend this man, and that in times such as these no one would dare to breathe 

a word about the purchase of the property or about the partnership.” That misjudgement 

led you to make this dishonest prosecution. By Hercules, you would not have uttered 

one single word had you thought that anyone would answer you! 

 

Appendix 5: Pro Roscio Amerino 93-94 (Latin from Dyck 2010, p43; English translation by 

Berry 2000, p37-38) 

Et, quicquid tu contra dixeris, id cum defensione nostra contendito; ita facillime causa 

Sex. Rosci cum tua conferetur. Dices: “quid postea, si Romae assiduus fui?” 

Respondebo: “at ego omnino non fui.” – “Fateor me sectorem esse, verum et alii multi.” 
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– “At ego,” ut tute arguis, “agricola et rusticus.” – “Non continuo, si me in gregem 

sicariorum contuli, sum sicarius.” – “At ego profecto qui ne novi quidem quemquam 

sicarium longe absum ab eiusmodi crimine.” Permulta sunt quae dici possunt quare 

intellegatur summam tibi facultatem fuisse malefici suscipiendi. 

 

Say what you like to the contrary – and then compare it with my defence. This will 

enable you to see very clearly the contrast between Sextus Roscius’ case and yours. 

You will say, “Suppose I was constantly in Rome – what of it?” I shall reply, “But I 

was never there at all.” “I admit I purchased confiscated property, but many other 

people did as well.” “But I was a farmer and country man, as you yourself criticized 

me for being.” “If I have mixed with assassins, it does not necessarily follow that I am 

one myself.” “But I, who don’t know even a single assassin, am quite beyond suspicion 

on a charge of this nature.” There are a great many more points I could use which would 

demonstrate that you had every possible opportunity to commit the crime. 

 

Appendix 6: Pro Roscio Amerino 144-145 (Latin from Dyck 2010, p53; English translation 

by Berry 2000, p54) 

Rogat oratque te, Chrysogone, si nihil de patris fortunis amplissimis in suam rem 

convertit, si nulla in re te fraudavit, si tibi optima fide sua omnia concessit, annumeravit, 

appendit, si vestitum quo ipse tectus erat anulumque de digito suum tibi tradidit, si ex 

omnibus rebus se ipsum nudum neque praeterea quicquam excepit, ut sibi per te liceat 

innocenti amicorum opibus vitam in egestate degere. “Praedia mea tu possides, ego 

aliena misericordia vivo; concedo, et quod animus aequus est et quia necesse est. Mea 

domus tibi patet, mihi clausa est; fero. Familia mea maxima tu uteris, ego servum habeo 

nullum; patior et ferendum puto. Quid vis amplius? Quid insequeris? Quid oppugnas? 

Qua in re tuam voluntatem laedi a me putas? Ubi tuis commodis officio? Quid tibi 

obsto?” Si spoliorum causa vis hominem occidere, spoliasti; quid quaeris amplius? Si 

inimicitiarum, quae sunt tibi inimicitiae cum eo cuius ante praedia possedisti quam 

ipsum cognosti? Si metus, ab eone aliquid metuis quem vides ipsum ab se tam atrocem 

iniuriam propulsare non posse? 

 

Roscius begs and entreats you, Chrysogonus, if from his father’s considerable fortune 

he has spent nothing on himself, if he has defrauded you of nothing, if he has made his 

entire property over to you in good faith and has counted it all out and weighed it up, if 
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he has handed over to you the clothes in which he stood and the ring from his finger, 

and if he has kept back nothing whatsoever from you with the sole exception of his own 

naked body – then please allow him, innocent as he is, to live out his life in poverty, 

dependent on the support of his friends. “You are in possession of my farms, I am living 

on the charity of others: I accept it, both because my heart is resigned to it and because 

I must. My house is open to you, but closed to me: I bear it. You have the use of my 

large household, I have not a single slave: I put up with it and think it tolerable. What 

more do you want? Why do you persecute me? Why do you attack me? In what way 

am I thwarting your desires? What interests of yours am I blocking? How am I standing 

in your way?” If it is for the sake of the spoils that you are wanting to kill a man, you 

have already despoiled him. What more are you asking for? If it is out of personal 

enmity, what enmity can you possibly feel towards a man whose farms you took before 

you even knew him? If it is out of fear, how can you fear anything from someone who, 

as you can see, is quite unable to defend himself on his own against such a terrible 

wrong? 

 

Appendix 7: In Verrem 2.5.136-138 (Latin from Greenwood 1935, p614-619; English 

translation by Berry 2006, p80-81) 

Hic tu etiam dicere audebis “Est in iudicibus ille familiaris meus, est paternus amicus 

ille”? Non, ut quisque maxime est quicum tibi aliquid sit, ita te in huiusce modi crimine 

maxime eius pudet? Paternus amicus est? Ipse pater si iudicaret, per deos immortales, 

quid facere posset? Cum tibi haec diceret: “Tu in provincia populi Romani praetor, cum 

tibi maritimum bellum esset administrandum, Mamertinis ex foedere quam deberent 

navem per triennium remisisti, tibi apud eosdem privata navis oneraria maxima publice 

est aedificata, tu a civitatibus pecunias classis nomine coegisti, tu pretio remiges 

dimisisti, tu, navis cum esset ab quaestore et ab legato capta praedonum, archipiratam 

ab oculis omnium removisti, tu, qui cives Romani esse dicerentur, qui a multis 

cognoscerentur, securi ferire potuisti, tu tuam domum piratas abducere, tu in iudicium 

archipiratam domo producere ausus es, tu in provincia tam splendida, tu apud socios 

fidelissimos, cives Romanos honestissimos, in metu periculoque provinciae  dies 

continuos complures in litore conviviisque iacuisti, te per eos dies nemo tuae domi 

convenire, nemo in foro videre potuit, tu sociorum atque amicorum ad ea convivia 

matres familias adhibuisti, tu inter eius modi mulieres praetextatum tuum filium, 

nepotem meum, collocavisti, ut aetati maxime lubricae atque incertae exempla 
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nequitiae parentis vita praeberent, tu praetor in provincia cum tunica pallioque purpureo 

visus es, tu propter amorem libidinemque tuam imperium navium legato populi Romani 

ademisti, Syracusano tradidisti, tui milites in provincia Sicilia frugibus frumentoque 

caruerunt, tua luxurie atque avaritia classis populi Romani a praedonibus capta et 

incensa est; post Syracusas conditas quem in portum numquam hostis accesserat, in eo 

te praetore primum piratae navigaverunt; neque haec tot et tanta dedecora 

dissimulatione tua neque oblivione hominum ac taciturnitate tegere voluisti, sed etiam 

navium praefectos sine ulla causa de complexu parentum suorum, hospitum tuorum, ad 

mortem cruciatumque rapuisti, neque te in parentum luctu atque lacrimis mei nominis 

commemoratio mitigavit; tibi hominum innocentium sanguis non modo voluptati sed 

etiam quaestui fuit!” – Haec sitibi tuus parens diceret, posses ab eo veniam petere, 

posses ut tibi ignosceret postulare? 

 

So will you have the effrontery, at this stage in the proceedings, to say, “This juror is a 

friend of mine, that one is a friend of my father’s”? Surely, when charged with crimes 

like these, the more closely someone is connected with you, the more ashamed you 

ought to be in his presence? “He is a friend of my father’s.” If your father himself were 

a juror – perish the thought! – what could he do? He would have to say this to you: 

“You, while governor of a province of the Roman people and in charge of a war at sea, 

exempted Messana for three years from providing the ship it was obliged to provide 

under its treaty. For you the people of Messana built, at their own public expense, an 

enormous cargo ship for your private use. You used the fleet as a pretext for extorting 

money from the Sicilian states. You took bribes to exempt oarsmen. You spirited away 

the pirate captain from public view, when a pirate ship was captured by your quaestor 

and legate. You beheaded people who said they were Roman citizens and were widely 

known to be so. You had the temerity to remove pirates to your own house and produce 

a pirate captain from your house at this trial. You, at a time of fear and danger to the 

most loyal allies and the most honourable Roman citizens of an exceptionally fine 

province, spent day after day lounging on the shore having parties. You throughout that 

time were never to be found at home or seen in the forum. You brought the wives of 

our friends and allies to those parties of yours. You encouraged your young son – my 

grandson – to mix among those women, so that at the most unstable and critical stage 

of his life his own father might provide him with models of immorality to imitate. You, 

a Roman governor, were seen in your province wearing a tunic and a purple Greek 
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cloak. You, for reasons of passion and lust, took the naval command away from the 

legate of the Roman people and gave it to a Syracusan. Your sailors, in Sicily of all 

places, went without crops and grain. Your frivolity and greed caused the fleet of the 

Roman people to be captured by pirates and burnt; although in the whole history of 

Syracuse no enemy had ever penetrated the harbour, in your governorship the pirates 

for the first time did exactly that. Nor did you make the slightest attempt to conceal 

these many disgraceful actions, either by covering them up yourself or by encouraging 

others to stop talking about them and forget them. On the contrary, you snatched the 

ships’ captains from the embrace of their parents – people whose guest you had been – 

and, without any good reason, tortured them to death. Those parents in their grief and 

tears appealed to you in my name, but you showed no trace of compassion: to you the 

blood of innocent men was not merely a source of pleasure, but a source of profit!” If 

your own father said this to you, would you be able to ask his pardon, would you be 

able to beg him to forgive you? 

 

Appendix 8: In Catilinam 1.17-19 (Latin from Dyck 2008, p29; English translation from Berry 

2006, p163) 

Si te parentes timerent atque odissent tui neque eos ratione ulla placare posses, ut 

opinor, ab eorum oculis aliquo concederes. Nunc te patria, quae communis est parens 

omnium nostrum, odit ac metuit et iam diu nihil te iudicat nisi de parricidio suo 

cogitare; huius tu neque auctoritatem verebere nec iudicium sequere nec vim 

pertimesces? Quae tecum, Catilina, sic agit et quodam modo tacita loquitur: “Nullum 

iam aliquot annis facinus exstitit nisi per te, nullum flagitium sine te; tibi uni multorum 

civium neces, tibi vexatio direptioque sociorum impunita fuit ac libera; tu non solum 

ad neglegendas leges et quaestiones verum etiam ad evertendas perfringendasque 

valuisti. Superiora illa, quamquam ferenda non fuerunt, tamen ut potui tuli; nunc vero 

me totam esse in metu propter unum te, quicquid increpuerit, Catilinam timeri, nullum 

videri contra me consilium iniri posse quod a tuo scelere abhorreat non est ferendum. 

Quam ob rem discede atque hunc mihi timorem eripe; si est verus, ne opprimar, sin 

falsus, ut tandem aliquando timere desinam.” Haec si tecum, ita ut dixi, patria loquatur, 

nonne impetrare debeat, etiam si vim adhibere non possit? 

 

If your very own parents feared and hated you, and it was absolutely impossible for you 

to become reconciled with them, surely, I think, you would withdraw to somewhere 
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where they could not see you. But now your own country, which is the common parent 

of us all, hates you and is frightened of you, and has long ago come to the conclusion 

that you are contemplating nothing but her destruction. Will you not then respect her 

authority, defer to her judgement, or fear her power? Your country, Catiline, addresses 

you, and, though silent, somehow speaks to you in these terms: “For years now, no 

crime has been committed that has not been committed by you, and no crime has been 

committed without you. You alone have killed many citizens, and have oppressed and 

plundered our allies, while escaping punishment and remaining free. You have 

managed not merely to ignore the laws and the courts, but to overturn and shatter them. 

Your previous crimes, intolerable as they were, I put up with as best I could. But now 

I am racked with fear solely because of you; whenever there is the slightest sound, it is 

Catiline that people fear; and it seems inconceivable that any plot can be formed against 

me without your criminality being the cause of it. That this should be so is unendurable. 

Therefore depart, and release me from this fear! If my fear is justified, your departure 

will save me from destruction; but if it is not, it will at long last spare me my alarm.” If 

your country were to address you just as I have done, ought she not to be granted what 

she asks, even though she could not force you? 

 

Appendix 9: In Catilinam 1.27-29 (Latin from Dyck 2008, p31-32; English translation by 

Berry 2006, p166-167) 

Nunc, ut a me, patres conscripti, quandam prope iustam patriae querimoniam detester 

ac deprecer, percipite, quaeso, diligenter quae dicam et ea penitus animis vestris 

mentibusque mandate. Etenim si mecum patria, quae mihi vita mea multo est carior, si 

cuncta Italia, si omnis res publica sic loquatur: “M. Tulli, quid agis? Tune eum quem 

esse hostem comperisti, quem ducem belli futurum vides, quem exspectari imperatorem 

in castris hostium sentis, auctorem sceleris, principem coniurationis, evocatorem 

servorum et civium perditorum, exire patiere, ut abs te non emissus ex urbe sed 

immissus in urbem esse videatur? Nonne hunc in vincla duci, non ad mortem rapi, non 

summo supplicio mactari imperabis? Quid tandem te impedit? Mosne maiorum? At 

persaepe leges quae de civium Romanorum supplicio rogatae sunt? At numquam in hac 

urbe qui a re publica defecerunt civium iura tenuerunt. An invidiam posteritatis times? 

Praeclaram vero populo Romano refers gratiam qui te, hominem per te cognitum, nulla 

commendatione maiorum tam mature ad summum imperium per omnes honorum 

gradus extulit, si propter invidiam aut alicuius periculi metum salutem civium tuorum 
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neglegis. Sed si quis est invidiae metus, non est vehementius severitatis ac fortitudinis 

invidia quam inertiae ac nequitiae pertimescenda. An, cum bello vastabitur Italia, 

vexabuntur urbes, tecta ardebunt, tum te non existimas invidiae incendio 

conflagraturum?” His ego sanctissimis rei publicae vocibus et eorum hominum qui hoc 

idem sentiunt mentibus pauca respondebo. 

 

Now, conscript fathers, I want to avert and deflect a particular complaint that our 

country might – almost with reason – make against me. So please pay careful attention 

to what I am going to say, and store it deep inside your hearts and minds. Imagine that 

my country, which is much more precious to me than my own life, imagine that all 

Italy, imagine that the entire nation were to address me like this: “Marcus Tullius, what 

are you playing at? Are you going to permit the departure of a man whom you have 

discovered to be a public enemy, who you see will be a leader in war, who you are well 

aware is awaited in the enemy camp as their commander, a man who is an instigator of 

crime, the leader of a conspiracy, and the mobilizer of slaves and bad citizens – so that 

it will look as if you have not driven him out of the city, but let him loose against it? 

Surely you are going to give orders that he be cast into chains, led away to execution, 

and made to suffer the ultimate penalty? What on earth is stopping you? The tradition 

of our ancestors? But in this country it has very often been the case that even private 

citizens have punished dangerous citizens with death. Or is it the laws that have been 

passed relating to the punishment of Roman citizens? But at Rome people who have 

rebelled against the state have never retained the rights of citizens. Or are you afraid 

that history will judge you harshly? Although you are known only for what you have 

done yourself, and do not have distinguished ancestors to recommend you, the Roman 

people have nevertheless seen fit to raise you, and at so early an age, through all the 

magisterial offices and elevate you to the supreme power. Fine thanks you will be 

paying them in return, then, if you neglect the safety of your fellow-citizens through 

concern for your reputation or fear of any kind of danger! But if you are afraid of being 

judged harshly, being criticized for showing severity and resolution is no more to be 

dreaded than being criticized for criminal neglect of duty. Or, when Italy is ravaged by 

war, her cities destroyed, and her homes on fire, do you imagine that your own 

reputation will be exempt from the flames of hatred?” To these most solemn words of 

our country, and to all individuals who share the feelings she expresses, I will make 

this brief answer. 
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Appendix 10: Pro Caelio 33-38 (Latin from Dyck 2013, p43-45; English translation by Berry 

2000, p141-144) 

Sed tamen ex ipsa quaeram prius utrum me secum severe et graviter et prisce agere 

malit an remisse et leniter et urbane. Si illo austero more ac modo, aliquis mihi ab inferis 

excitandus est ex barbatis illis, non hac barbula qua ista delectatur, sed illa horrida quam 

in statuis antiquis atque imaginibus videmus, qui obiurget mulierem et pro me loquatur 

ne mihi ista forte suscenseat. Exsistat igitur ex hac ipsa familia aliquis ac potissimum 

Caecus ille; minimum enim dolorem capiet qui istam non videbit. Qui profecto, si 

exstiterit, sic aget ac sic loquetur: 

“Mulier, quid tibi cum Caelio, quid cum homine adulescentulo, quid cum alieno? Cur 

aut tam familiaris huic fuisti ut aurum commodares, aut tam inimica ut venenum 

timeres? Non patrem tuum videras, non patruum, non avum, non proavum, non atavum 

audieras consules fuisse? Non denique modo te Q. Metelli matrimonium tenuisse 

sciebas, clarissimi ac fortissimi viri patriaeque amantissimi, qui simul ac pedem limine 

extulerat omnes prope cives virtute, gloria, dignitate superabat? Cum ex amplissimo 

genere in familiam clarissimam nupsisses, cur tibi Caelius tam coniunctus fuit? 

Cognatus, affinis, viri tui familiaris? Nihil eorum. Quid igitur fuit nisi quaedam 

temeritas ac libido? Nonne te, si nostrae imagines viriles non commovebant, ne 

progenies quidem mea, Q. illa Claudia, aemulam domesticae laudis in gloria muliebri 

esse admonebat, non virgo illa Vestalis Claudia quae patrem complexa triumphantem 

ab inimico tribuno plebei de curru detrahi passa non est? Cur te fraterna vitia potius 

quam bona paterna et avita et usque a nobis cum in viris tum etiam in feminis repetita 

moverunt? Ideone ego pacem Pyrrhi diremi ut tu amorum turpissimorum cotidie 

foedera ferires, ideo aquam adduxi ut ea tu inceste uterere, ideo viam munivi ut eam tu 

alienis viris comitata celebrares?” 

Sed quid ego, iudices, ita gravem personam induxi ut verear ne se idem Appius repente 

convertat et Caelium incipiat accusare illa sua gravitate censoria? Sed videro hoc 

posterius atque ita, iudices, ut vel severissimis disceptatoribus M. Caeli vitam me 

probaturum esse confidam. Tu vero, mulier – iam enim ipse tecum nulla persona 

introducta loquor – si ea quae facis, quae dicis, quae insimulas, quae moliris, quae 

arguis, probare cogitas, rationem tantae familiaritatis, tantae consuetudinis, tantae 

coniunctionis reddas atque exponas necesse est. Accusatores quidem libidines, amores, 

adulteria, Baias, actas, convivia, comissationes, cantus, symphonias, navigia iactant, 
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idemque significant nihil se te invita dicere. Quae tu quoniam mente nescio qua 

effrenata atque praecipiti in forum deferri iudiciumque voluisti, aut diluas oportet ac 

falsa esse doceas aut nihil neque crimini tuo neque testimonio credendum esse fateare. 

Sin autem urbanius me agere mavis, sic agam tecum: removebo illum senem durum ac 

paene agrestem. Ex his igitur tuis sumam aliquem ac potissimum minimum fratrem, qui 

est in isto genere urbanissimus, qui te amat plurimum, qui propter nescio quam, credo, 

timiditatem et nocturnos quosdam inanes metus tecum semper pusio cum maiore sorore 

cubitavit. Eum putato tecum loqui: “Quid tumultuaris, soror? Quid insanis? Quid 

clamorem exorsa verbis parvam rem magnam facis? Vicinum adulescentulum 

aspexisti; candor huius te et proceritas, vultus oculique pepulerunt; saepius videre 

voluisti; fuisti nonnumquam in isdem hortis. Vis nobilis mulier illum filium familias 

patre parco ac tenaci habere tuis copiis devinctum. Non potes: calcitrat, respuit, repellit, 

non putat tua dona esse tanti. Confer te alio. Habes hortos ad Tiberim quos curiose ac 

diligenter eo loco parasti quo omnis iuventus natandi causa venit. Hinc licet 

condiciones cotidie legas. Cur huic qui te spernit molesta es?” 

Redeo nunc ad te, Caeli, vicissim ac mihi auctoritatem patriam severitatemque suscipio. 

Sed dubito quem patrem potissimum sumam, Caecilianumne aliquem vehementum 

atque durum: “Nunc” enim “demum mi animus ardet, nunc meum cor cumulatur ira”; 

aut illum: “O infelix, o sceleste!” Ferrei sunt isti patres, “Egon quid dicam? Egone quid 

velim? Quae tu omnia tuis foedis factis facis ut nequiquam velim,” vix ferendi. Diceret 

talis pater: “Cur te in istam vicinitatem meretriciam contulisti? Cur illecebris cognitis 

non refugisti? Cur alienam ullam mulierem nosti? Dide ac disice; per me licebit. Si 

egebis, tibi dolebit. Mihi sat est qui aetatis quod relicuom est oblecetem meae.” 

Huic tristi ac derecto seni responderet Caelius se nulla cupiditate inductum de via 

decessisse. Quid signi? Nulli sumptus, nulla iactura, nulla versura. At fuit fama. Quotus 

quisque istam effugere potest in tam maledica civitate? Vicinum eius mulieris miraris 

male audisse, cuius frater germanus sermones iniquorum effugere non potuit? Leni vero 

et clementi patri cuius modi ille est, “fores ecfregit, restituentur; discidit vestem, 

resarcietur,” Caeli causa est expeditissima. Quid enim esset in quo se non facile 

defenderet? Nihil iam in istam mulierem dico; sed si esset aliqua dissimilis istius quae 

se omnibus pervulgaret, quae haberet palam decretum semper aliquem, cuius in hortos, 

domum, Baias iure suo libidines omnium commearent, quae etiam aleret adulescentes 

et parsimoniam patrum suis sumptibus sustineret; si vidua libere, proterva petulanter, 
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dives effuse, libidinosa meretricio more viveret, adulterum ego putarem, si quis hanc 

paulo liberius salutasset? 

 

But I should like to ask her first whether she would prefer me to deal with her in a stern, 

solemn, old-fashioned way or in a relaxed, easy-going, modern way. If she chooses the 

severe mode of address, then I must call up from the underworld one of those bearded 

ancients – not with the modern type of goatee beard that she takes such pleasure in, but 

the rough type such as we see on antique statues and masks – to castigate the woman 

and speak in my place (for otherwise she might become angry with me!). Let me 

therefore summon up a member of her own family – and who better than the famous 

[Appius Claudius] Caecus? He, at any rate, will be the least shocked at her, since he 

will not be able to see her! 

If he appears, this is, I am sure, how he will treat her, this is what he will say: “Woman! 

What do you think you are doing with Caelius, with a man much younger than yourself, 

with someone from outside your own family? Why have you been either such a friend 

to him that you lent him gold or such an enemy that you were afraid of poison? Did you 

not notice that your father, or hear that your uncle, your grandfather, your great-

grandfather, your great-great grandfather and your great-great-great grandfather were 

all consuls? And were you not aware that you were recently the wife of Quintus 

Metellus, that illustrious and valiant lover of his country, who only had to step out of 

his front door to surpass virtually every one of his fellow citizens in excellence, fame, 

and standing? Coming from such a distinguished family yourself, and marrying into 

one so illustrious, what reason did you have for linking yourself so closely to Caelius? 

Was he a blood-relation, a relation by marriage, a friend of your husband? He was none 

of these. What, then, was the reason – unless it was some reckless infatuation? And if 

you were not influenced by the masks of the men in our family, did my own descendant, 

the famous Quinta Claudia, not inspire you to rival our family’s glory in the splendid 

achievements of its women? Or were you not inspired by the famous Vestal virgin 

Claudia who, at her father’s triumph, held him in her arms and so prevented him from 

being pulled down from his chariot by a hostile tribune of the plebs? Why was it your 

brother’s vices that influenced you, rather than the virtues of your father and ancestors, 

virtues that have been repeated down the generations from my own time not only in the 

men but particularly in the women of our family? Did I destroy the peace treaty with 

Pyrrhus so that you could strike the most disgraceful sexual bargains on a daily basis? 
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Did I bring water to the city for you to foul with your incestuous practices? Did I build 

a road so that you could parade up and down it in the company of other women’s 

husbands?” 

But why, members of the jury, have I brought on this solemn character when there is a 

danger that Appius might suddenly turn round and start accusing Caelius with that 

censorial severity of his? But I shall take care of that later on; and I am confident, 

gentlemen, that I shall be able to defend Marcus Caelius’ private life before even the 

strictest judges. But as for you, woman (I am no longer using a character, but am 

speaking to you directly), if you intend to justify your actions, your assertions, your 

charges, your intrigues, your allegations, then you must give a full account and 

explanation of this familiarity, this intimacy, this entire relationship. The prosecutors 

go on about orgies, love-affairs, adultery, Baiae, beach parties, dinner parties, 

carousing, singing, musical entertainments, pleasure-boats – and they imply that the 

have your approval for everything they say. And since in what appears to be a moment 

of sheer, unbridled madness you have wanted all this brought up in the forum and in 

court, you must therefore either explain it away and show it to be untrue or else admit 

that neither your charge nor your evidence is to be believed. 

You may, on the other hand, prefer me to deal with you in a smart, modern way; if so, 

this is what I shall do. I shall get rid of that harsh and almost rustic old man, and choose 

instead a different member of your family: your youngest brother [sc. Clodius]. He is 

the very model of smart, modern manners, and he is exceedingly fond of you. Indeed, 

when he was a little boy, being, I assume, of a somewhat timid nature and inclined to 

feel frightened at night for no reason, he always used to sleep with you, his elder sister! 

So imagine what he would say to you: “What’s all this fuss about, sister? Why have 

you gone mad? Why do you protest so much, and make so much of nothing? You 

happened to notice a boy who lives nearby. You were attracted by his fair complexion, 

his tall figure, his face, his eyes. You wanted to see him more often. You sometimes 

spent some time with him in the same pleasure-gardens. You are a noble lady and he 

has a stingy, parsimonious father. You want to keep him tied to you with your money, 

but you can’t: he kicks against the goad, spurns and rejects you, and thinks nothing of 

your presents. Try somewhere else, then! You own pleasure-gardens on the Tiber 

carefully sited where all the young men like to come for a swim. You can pick up 

whatever you fancy there any day you like. So why go on bothering this man who is 

not interested in you?” 
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I come to you now, Caelius: it is your turn; and I am going to assume a father’s authority 

and strictness. But I am unsure which particular father I ought to choose – the harsh, 

overbearing one in Caecilius: “Now at last my mind is ablaze, now my heart is heaped 

with anger,” or perhaps this one: “You wretch, you villain!” Those fathers must be 

made of iron: “What am I to say? What am I to wish for? By doing such disgraceful 

deeds, you make all my wishes vain” – intolerable! A father like that would say, “Why 

did you go to live so near to that prostitute? Why did you not flee the moment you 

became aware of her allurements? Why have you got to know a woman who is a 

stranger to us? Scatter and squander for all I care! If you run out of money, it’ll be you 

that suffers; I have enough to see me through the years I have left.” 

To this blunt and morose old man Caelius would reply that no passion had led him 

astray, nor had he deviated from the straight and narrow. And what evidence did he 

have? There had been no extravagance, no waste, no borrowing from one creditor to 

pay off another. But there were rumours. How many of us can escape such rumours, 

particularly in a city so full of slanderers? And are you surprised that this woman’s 

neighbour acquired a bad reputation when her own brother was unable to escape unkind 

gossip? But to a mild and lenient father – the sort who would say, “He has broken open 

a door: it can be repaired; he has torn someone’s clothes: they can be mended” – 

Caelius’ case is an extremely easy one to make. For what charge could there possibly 

be that he would not find it easy to defend himself against? I am not at this point saying 

anything against that woman. But if there were some woman quite unlike her who made 

herself available to everyone, who always had some man that she had openly designated 

as her lover, whose pleasure-gardens, house, and place at Baiae were open as of right 

to every lecher, who even kept young men and made up for their fathers’ stinginess by 

paying them herself; if there were a widowed woman living shamelessly, a wayward 

woman living wantonly, a wealthy woman living extravagantly, and a lustful woman 

living like a prostitute, then am I really to think of it as criminal if some man should 

happen to have greeted her a little too freely? 

 

Appendix 11: In Pisonem 59-61 (Latin from Nisbet 1961, p31-61; English translation by 

Zetzel 2009, p260-261) 

Sed quoniam praeterita mutare non possumus, quid cessat hic homullus ex argilla et 

luto fictus [Epicurus] dare haec praeclara praecepta sapientiae clarissimo et summo 

imperatori genero suo? Fertur ille vir, mihi crede, gloria; flagrat ardet cupiditate iusti et 
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magni triumphi. Non didicit eadem ista quae tu. Mitte ad eum libellum, et si iam ipse 

coram congredi poteris, meditare quibus verbis incensam illius cupiditatem comprimas 

atque restinguas. Valebis apud hominem volitantem gloriae cupiditate vir moderatus et 

constans, apud indoctum eruditus, apud generum socer. Dices enim, ut es homo factus 

ad persuadendum, concinnus perfectus politus ex schola: “Quid est, Caesar, quod te 

supplicationes totiens iam decretae tot dierum tanto opere delectent? In quibus homines 

errore ducuntur, quas di neglegunt; qui ut noster divinus ille dixit Epicurus, neque 

propitii cuiquam esse solent neque irati.” Non facies fidem scilicet, cum haec 

disputabis; tibi enim et esse et fuisse videbit iratos. 

Vertes te ad alteram scholam; disseres de triumpho: “Quid tandem habet iste currus, 

quid vincti ante currum duces, quid simulacra oppidorum, quid aurum quid argentum, 

quid legati in equis et tribuni, quid clamor militum, quid tota illa pompa? Inania sunt 

ista, mihi crede, delectamenta paene puerorum, captare plausus, vehi per urbem, 

conspici velle. Quibus ex rebus nihil est quod solidum tenere, nihil quod referre ad 

voluptatem corporis possis. Quin tu me vides qui ex qua provincia T. Flamininus, L. 

Paulus, Q. Metellus, T. Didius, innumerabiles alii levitate et cupiditate commoti 

triumpharunt, ex ea sic redii ut ad portam Esquilinam Macedonicam lauream 

conculcarim, ipse cum hominibus duodecim male vestitis ad portam Caelimontanam 

sitiens pervenerim? Quo in loco mihi libertus praeclaro imperatori domum ex hac die 

biduo ante conduxerat; quae vacua si non fuisset, in campo Martiali mihi tabernaculum 

conlocassem. Nummus interea, mi Caesar, neglectis ferculis triumphalibus, domi manet 

et manebit. Rationes ad aerarium rettuli continuo, sicut tua lex iubebat, neque alia ulla 

in re legi tuae parui. Quas rationes si cognoris intelleges nemini plus quam mihi litteras 

profuisse. Ita enim sunt perscriptae scite et litterate ut scriba ad aerarium, qui eas 

rettulit, perscriptis rationibus secum ipse caput sinistra manu perfricans 

commurmuratus sit: ‘Ratio quidem hercle apparet, argentum οἴχεται.’” Hac tu oratione 

non dubito quin illum iam escendentem in currum revocare possis. 

 

We can’t change the past, but why does this mud-and-clay munchkin not impart his 

wonderful philosophic advice to his son-in-law, the great and glorious commander? It’s 

glory, believe me, that keeps that man on the move; he burns and yearns with longing 

for a great and justified triumph. He hasn’t learned the same things as you. Send a 

pamphlet to him, and if you can meet him face to face, think about the words you can 

use to knock down and extinguish the fire of his longings. As a moderate and consistent 
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man, you’ll have influence on someone who takes wing on the desire for glory; as a 

scholar, on someone uneducated; as a father-in-law, on a son-in-law. Since you’re made 

to persuade people, neat and perfect and burnished from the lecture room, you’ll say 

something like this: “Why is it, Caesar, that the thanksgivings that have been so often 

decreed for so many days give you so much pleasure? Men are deluded about such 

things, and the gods pay no attention to such things. As our immortal Epicurus said, 

they don’t favour anyone and they don’t get angry at them.” You won’t convince him, 

of course, in making a speech like this: he’ll see that the gods both are now and have 

been angry at you. 

You’ll turn to your second lecture and give a discourse on triumphs: “What’s the point 

of that chariot, the leaders in chains in front of the chariot, the images of towns, the 

gold, the silver, the legates and military tribunes on horseback, the shouting of the 

soldiers, the whole parade? Those things are hollow, I tell you, almost children’s toys 

– to snatch at applause, to be carried through the city, to want to be seen. In all this 

there’s nothing solid to hold on to, nothing that contributes to pleasures of the body. 

Don’t you see me? Coming from a province from which Flamininus, Paullus, Metellus, 

Didius, and god knows how many others held triumphs, roused by their frivolous 

desires, my manner of return was to trample down the Macedonian laurel at the 

Esquiline gate, to return myself with twelve men in rags, thirsty, to the gate at the 

Caelian Hill. That was where my freedmen had rented a house for me, the glorious 

commander, two days earlier; if it hadn’t been empty, I would have pitched my tent in 

the Field of Mars. But the cash, dear Caesar, since I did without triumphal floats, is at 

home and will stay there. I took my accounts to the treasury right away, as your law 

commanded, and I followed your law in absolutely nothing else. And if you study the 

accounts you will understand that education has been profitable to nobody more than 

me. They are so cleverly and elegantly written that the treasury scribe who entered 

them, after he had copied the entire set of accounts, scratched his head with his left 

hand and muttered: ‘The accounts are there, all right, it’s the cash that’s gone.’” With 

a speech like this, I’m sure you can call him back even when he’s mounting the 

triumphal chariot. 
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Appendix 12: Pro Plancio 12-14 (Latin from Watts 1923, p418-; English translation is my 

own, adapted from Watts 1923) 

Venio iam ad ipsius populi partes, ut illius contra te oratione potius, quam mea, 

disputem. Qui si tecum congrediatur, et, si una voce loqui possit, haec dicat: “Ego tibi, 

Laterensis, Plancium non anteposui: sed, cum essetis aeque boni viri, meum beneficium 

ad eum potius detuli, qui a me contenderat, quam ad eum, qui mihi non nimis submisse 

supplicarat”: respondebis, credo, te, splendore et vetustate familiae fretum, non valde 

ambiendum putasse. At vero te ille ad sua instituta, suorumque maiorum exempla 

revocabit; semper se dicet rogari voluisse, semper sibi supplicari; se M. Seium, qui ne 

equestrem quidem splendorem incolumem a calamitate iudicii retinere potuisset, 

homini nobilissimo, innocentissimo, eloquentissimo, M. Pisoni, praetulisse; 

praeposuisse se Q. Catulo, summa in familia nato, sapientissimo et sanctissimo viro, 

non dico C. Serranum, stultissimum hominem: fuit enim tamen nobilis: non C. 

Fimbriam, novum hominem: fuit enim et animi satis magni, et consilii: sed Cn. 

Manlium, non solum ignobilem, verum sine virtute, sine ingenio, vita etiam contempta 

ac sordida. 

“Desiderarunt te, inquit, oculi mei, cum tu esses Cyrenis. Me enim, quam socios, tua 

frui virtute malebam; et quo plus intererat, eo plus aberat a me, quum te non videbam. 

Deinde sitientem me virtutis tuae deseruisti ac dereliquisti. Coeperas enim petere 

tribunatum plebis temporibus iis, quae istam eloquentiam et virtutem requirebant: quam 

petitionem quum reliquisses, si hoc indicasti, tanta in tempestate te gubernare non 

posse, de virtute tua dubitavi: si nolle, de voluntate. Sin, quod magis intelligo, 

temporibus te aliis reservasti, ego quoque, inquiet populus Romanus, ad ea te tempora 

revocavi, ad quae tu te ipse servaras. Pete igitur eum magistratum, in quo mihi magnae 

utilitati esse possis; aediles quicumque erunt, iidem mihi sunt ludi parati: tribuni plebis, 

permagni interest, qui sint. Quare aut redde mihi quod ostenderas: aut, si, quod mea 

minus interest, id te magis forte delectat, reddam tibi istam aedilitatem, etiam 

negligenter petenti. Sed amplissimos honores ut pro dignitate tua consequare, 

condiscas, censeo, mihi paullo diligentius supplicare.” 

Haec populi oratio est; mea vero, Laterensis, haec: Quare victus sis, non debere iudicem 

quaerere, modo ne largitione sis victus. 

 

I come now to the standpoint of the people itself, so that I might argue with you through 

its mouth rather than my own. If it could meet with you, and if it could speak with a 
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single voice, it would say this: “I did not prefer Plancius to you, Laterensis, but, since 

you were equally good men, I gave my favour more to he who had entreated me, rather 

than he who had not supplicated me with excessive humility.” You will respond, I 

believe, that you, trusting in your renowned and old family, did not think it necessary 

to canvass vigorously. But the people will recall its own institutions, and the examples 

of its ancestors; it would say it always wanted to be asked, it always wanted to be 

supplicated; it preferred Marcus Seius, who was not able to keep his equestrian renown 

safe from the misfortune of the judges, over the most noble, most innocent, most 

eloquent Marcus Piso; it preferred over Quintus Catulus, although born to a great 

family, being a very wise and very venerable man – I will not say Gaius Serranus, the 

most stupid man, for he was nevertheless noble; nor Gaius Fimbria, a new man, for he 

had a sufficiently great mind and forbearance – but Gnaeus Manlius, not only low-born, 

but indeed without virtue, without natural ability, whose life was contemptuous and 

sordid. 

“My eyes missed you,” the people say, “when you were in Cyrene. For myself, rather 

than my allies, I would prefer to enjoy your virtue; and the more it was a concern, the 

more it was away from me, when I was not seeing you. Then, when I was thirsting for 

your virtues, you left and abandoned me. For you had began to seek the plebeian 

tribunate in those times which were requiring your eloquence and virtue; when you 

gave up that claim, if you indicated this, that in so great a storm you were unable to 

govern, then I doubted your virtue; if you did not want to, I doubted your willingness. 

But if, as I prefer to think, you reserved yourself for another time, then I,” says the 

Roman people, “have recalled you for that time for which you had saved yourself. 

Therefore, seek an office in which you will be of great use to me; whoever the aediles 

are, the games prepare for me are the same; who the plebeian tribunes are is of great 

importance. Therefore, either restore to me that hope which you had displayed: or, if 

that which is less valuable to me is that which happens to delight you, I will give you 

that aedileship which you negligently seek. But if you wish to pursue the highest 

honours for your dignity, I believe you should learn to supplicate me a little more 

diligently.” 

That is the speech of the people; but, Laterensis, I say this: the judge ought not to 

investigate why you were defeated, unless you were defeated by bribery. 
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Appendix 13: Pro Milone 69 (Latin from Fotheringham 2013, p99; English translation by 

Berry 2000, p209-210) 

Quae si non probaret, si tibi ita penitus inhaesisset ista suspicio ut nullo evelli posset 

modo, si denique Italia a dilectu, urbs ab armis sine Milonis clade numquam esset 

conquietura, ne ipse haud dubitans cessisset patria is qui ita natus est et ita consuevit; 

te, Magne, tamen ante testaretur, quod nunc etiam facit: “Vides quam sit varia vitae 

commutabilisque ratio, quam vaga volubilisque fortuna, quantae infidelitates in 

amicitiis, quam ad tempus aptae simulationes, quantae in periculis fugae proximorum, 

quantae timiditates. Erit, erit illud  profecto tempus, et inlucescet ille aliquando dies, 

cum tu salvis, ut spero, rebus tuis, sed fortasse in motu aliquo communium temporum 

(qui quam crebro accidat experti scire debemus), et amicissimi benevolentiam et 

gravissimi hominis fidem et unius post homines natos fortissimi viri magnitudinem 

animi desideres.” 

 

But if he should have failed to make this clear to you, if that suspicion of yours had 

implanted itself in your mind so deeply that it could never be uprooted, if there was 

genuinely no way that Italy could be free of call-ups and Rome of weapons without 

Milo suffering disaster, then without a doubt Milo would surely have departed from his 

country, such is his disposition and character. He would, however, have appealed to 

you, Magnus, just as he does now: “You see how changeable and contrary human life 

is, how fickle and fast-flowing fortune is, what faithlessness there is in friendships, 

what pretences to suit the moment, what desertions by one’s nearest and dearest in times 

of trial, and what faint hearts! Yet a time will surely come and a day at last will dawn 

(not, I hope, because of any personal misfortune to yourself, but rather in one of those 

national crises with which we ought by now to be well familiar) when you will look in 

vain for the support of a true friend, the loyalty of a person of complete integrity, and 

the heroism of the single most courageous man in history.” 

 

Appendix 14: Pro Milone 72-77 (Latin from Fotheringham 2013, p99-100; English translation 

by Berry 2000, 210-212) 

Nec vero me, iudices, Clodianum crimen movet, nec tam sum demens, tamque vestri 

sensus ignarus atque expers, ut nesciam quid de morte Clodi sentiatis. De qua si iam 

nollem ita diluere crimen ut dilui, tamen impune Miloni palam clamare ac mentiri 

gloriose liceret: “Occidi, occidi, non Sp. Maelium, qui annona levanda iacturisque rei 
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familiaris, quia nimis amplecti plebem videbatur, in suspicionem incidit regni 

appetendi, non Ti. Gracchum, qui conlegae magistratum per seditionem abrogavit, 

quorum interfectores implerunt orbem terrarum nominis sui gloria, sed eum” (auderet 

enim dicere, cum patriam periculo suo liberasset) “cuius nefandum adulterium in 

pulvinaribus sanctissimis nobilissimae feminae comprehenderunt; eum cuius supplicio 

senatus sollemnis religiones expiandas saepe censuit; eum quem cum sorore germana 

nefarium stuprum fecisse L. Lucullus iuratus se, quaestionibus habitis, dixit 

comperisse; eum qui civem quem senatus, quem populus Romanus, quem omnes gentes 

urbis ac vitae civium conservatorem iudicarant, servorum armis exterminavit; eum qui 

regna dedit, ademit, orbem terrarum quibuscum voluit partitus est; eum qui, plurimis 

caedibus in foro factis, singulari virtute et gloria civem domum vi et armis compulit; 

eum cui nihil umquam nefas fuit nec in facinore nec in libidine; eum qui aedem 

Nympharum incendit, ut memoriam publicam recensionis, tabulis publicis impressam, 

exstingueret; eum denique cui iam nulla lex erat, nullum civile ius, nulli possessionum 

termini; qui non calumnia litium, non iniustis vindiciis ac sacramentis alienos fundos, 

sed castris, exercitu, signis inferendis petebat; qui non solum Etruscos (eos enim penitus 

contempserat) sed hunc P. Varium, fortissimum atque optimum civem, iudicem 

nostrum, pellere possessionibus armis castrisque conatus est; qui cum architectis et 

decempedis villas multorum hortosque peragrabat; qui Ianiculo et Alpibus spem 

possessionum terminarat suarum; qui, cum ab equite Romano splendido et forti, M. 

Paconio, non impetrasset ut sibi insulam in lacu Prilio venderet, repente lintribus in eam 

insulam materiem, calcem, caementa, harenam convexit, dominoque trans ripam 

inspectante non dubitavit aedificium exstruere in alieno; qui huic T. Furfanio, cui viro, 

di immortales! – quid enim ego de muliercula Scantia, quid de adulescente P. Aponio 

dicam? quorum utrique mortem est minatus, nisi sibi hortorum possessione cessissent 

– sed ausum esse T. Furfanio dicere, si sibi pecuniam quantam posceret non dedisset, 

mortuum se in domum eius inlaturum, qua invidia huic esset tali viro conflagrandum; 

qui Appium fratrem, hominem mihi coniunctum fidissima gratia, absentem de 

possessione fundi deiecit; qui parietem sic per vestibulum sororis instituit ducere, sic 

agere fundamenta, ut sororem non modo vestibulo privaret, sed omni aditu et limine.” 

Quamquam haec quidem iam tolerabilia videbantur, etsi aequabiliter in rem publicam, 

in privatos, in longinquos, in propinquos, in alienos, in suos inruebat, sed nescio quo 

modo usu iam obduruerat et percalluerat civitatis incredibilis patientia; quae vero 

aderant iam et impendebant, quonam modo ea aut depellere potuissetis aut ferre? 
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Imperium ille si nactus esset, omitto socios, exteras nationes, reges, tetrarchas, vota 

enim faceretis ut in eos se potius immitteret quam in vestras possessiones, vestra tecta, 

vestras pecunias – pecunias dico? a liberis, me dius fidius, et a coniugibus vestris 

numquam ille effrenatas suas libidines cohibuisset! Fingi haec putatis quae patent, quae 

nota sunt omnibus, quae tenentur: servorum exercitus illum in urbe conscripturum 

fuisse, per quos totam rem publicam resque privatas omnium possideret? 

Quam ob rem si cruentum gladium tenens clamaret T. Annius: “adeste, quaeso, atque 

audite, cives! P. Clodium interfeci; eius furores, quos nullis iam legibus, nullis iudiciis 

frenare poteramus, hoc ferro et hac dextera a cervicibus vestris reppuli, per me ut unum 

ius aequitas, leges libertas, pudor pudicitia maneret in civitate!”, esset vero timendum 

quonam modo id ferret civitas? 

 

The charge of murdering Clodius, members of the jury, gives me no cause for concern. 

I am not so deranged or so ignorant and unaware of your feelings as not to know your 

thoughts on Clodius’ death. Suppose that I were not prepared to refute the charge as I 

have done. It would then be open to Milo, without harming his defence, publicly to 

proclaim a glorious untruth: “I admit I killed him! But the man I killed was not a Spurius 

Maelius who, by lowering the price of corn and squandering his own property, appeared 

to have sided too strongly with the plebs and was therefore suspected of aiming at 

tyranny. Nor was he a Tiberius Gracchus who deposed his colleague from office by 

revolutionary means. The killers of both these men won such glory that their names 

became famous throughout the world. No! The man I killed,” Milo would dare to say, 

safe in the knowledge that he had freed his country at his own personal risk, “was one 

whose unspeakable adultery, actually committed on the sacred couches of the gods, was 

discovered by women of the highest rank. A man whose punishment the senate 

repeatedly decreed to be necessary for the purification of the religious ceremonies that 

he had defiled. A man whom Lucius Lucullus, after holding an investigation, declared 

on oath he had found guilty of the unspeakable crime of incest with his own sister. A 

man who used the weapons of slaves to drive out a citizen whom the senate, the Roman 

people, and all the nations had called saviour both of the city itself and of the lives of 

her citizens. A man who gave out kingdoms and took them away, and parcelled out the 

world to anyone he pleased. A man who committed a great many murders in the forum, 

and who used armed force to confine an outstandingly brave and famous citizen within 

his own home. A man who never saw anything wrong in any criminal deed or sexual 
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outrage. A man who set fire to the temple of the Nymphs in order to extinguish the 

official revision of the censors’ register inscribed in the public records. A man who 

respected no statute, no law, and no property boundary. Who went after other people’s 

estates not by bringing false accusations against them or by submitting claims and 

deposits that were unjustified, but by deploying camps, armies, and military standards. 

Who attempted to use weapons and camps to drive from their properties not just the 

people of Etruria, whom he had come to despise utterly, but this very juryman, Publius 

Varius, a fine and valiant citizen. Who roamed around many people’s country houses 

and suburban properties with architects and measuring rods. Who set the Janiculum and 

the Alps as the boundaries of the territory he hoped to acquire. Who, when he failed to 

induce the valiant and worthy equestrian Marcus Paconius to sell him an island in Lake 

Prilius, suddenly took boat-loads of timber, lime, stone, and sand over to the island and, 

as the owner looked on from the shore, proceeded to erect a dwelling on land that was 

not his. Who had the nerve to tell Titus Furfanius here (immortal gods, what a fine 

man!)–– for surely I do not need to mention that wretched woman Scantia or the young 

Publius Apinius, both of whom he threatened with death if they did not make over their 

suburban properties to him––who told Titus Furfanius that, if he did not give him the 

sum of money he demanded, he would plant a body in his house, and so destroy this 

admirable man’s good name. Who in the absence of his brother Appius, a man allied to 

myself by ties of the most loyal friendship, deprived him of the possession of his estate. 

And who, finally, set out to build foundations and construct a wall across his sister’s 

forecourt in such a way as not only to deprive her of the forecourt but to deny her access 

to and from her house entirely.” 

These acts of his had come to be seen as tolerable, even though they were directed 

equally against the state and against private individuals, against those far away and 

against those close to home, against strangers and against friends. Nevertheless, the 

amazing forbearance of our people, by being put to the test so often, had somehow 

become hardened and insensitive. But as for what was already upon us, and what was 

threatened, how could you possibly have either averted it or endured it? Suppose he 

had obtained military power. I say nothing about the fate of our allies, foreign nations, 

kings, and tetrarchs: you would have been praying that he would hurl himself at them 

rather than at your own land, your houses, and your money. Money, did I say? Heaven 

is my witness, his lusts were so unbridled that he would not have refrained from 

assaulting your wives and children! Do you think I am making all this up? It is all plain 
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to see, universally known, and established beyond doubt. Do you think I am making up 

the fact that he was on the point of enlisting armies of slaves within the city, and that 

he was going to use them to get his hands on the entire government of our country and 

on everybody’s personal property? 

If, therefore, Titus Annius were to hold up his bloody sword and shout, “Come and 

listen to me, citizens, if you will! I have killed Publius Clodius. With this blade and this 

right hand I have saved you from a man whose madness we were unable to curb by any 

laws or courts. I have thereby single-handedly ensured that justice and equity, law and 

liberty, and modesty and decency shall continue to exist in our country” –– he would, 

I suppose, have reason to feel alarmed about how his fellow citizens might react! 

 

Appendix 15: Pro Milone 92-95 (Latin from Fotheringham 2013, p104-105; English 

translation by Berry 2000, p218-219) 

Sed iam satis multa de causa, extra causam etiam nimis fortasse multa; quid restat nisi 

ut orem obtesterque vos, iudices, ut eam misericordiam tribuatis fortissimo viro quam 

ipse non implorat, ego, etiam repugnante hoc, et imploro et exposco? Nolite, si in nostro 

omnium fletu nullam lacrimam aspexistis Milonis, si voltum semper eundem, si vocem, 

si orationem stabilem ac non mutatam videtis, hoc minus ei parcere! – haud scio an 

multo etiam sit adiuvandus magis. Etenim si, in gladiatoriis pugnis et in infimi generis 

hominum condicione atque fortuna, timidos et supplices et ut vivere liceat obsecrantis 

etiam odisse solemus, fortis et animosos et se acriter ipsos morti offerentis servari 

cupimus, eorumque nos magis miseret qui nostram misericordiam non requirunt quam 

qui illam efflagitant, quanto hoc magis in fortissimis civibus facere debemus! Me 

quidem, iudices, exanimant et interimunt hae voces Milonis quas audio adsidue et 

quibus intersum cotidie: “Valeant,” inquit, “valeant cives mei; sint incolumes, sint 

florentes, sint beati. Stet haec urbs praeclara mihique patria carissima, quoquo modo 

erit merita de me. Tranquilla re publica mei cives, quoniam mihi cum illis non licet, 

sine me ipsi, sed propter me tamen perfruantur. Ego cedam atque abibo; si mihi bona 

re publica frui non licuerit, at carebo mala, et quam primum tetigero bene moratam et 

liberam civitatem, in ea conquiescam. O frustra” inquit “mei suscepti labores, o spes 

fallaces, o cogitationes inanes meae! Ego cum tribunus plebis, re publica oppressa, me 

senatui dedissem quem exstinctum acceperam, equitibus Romanis quorum vires erant 

debiles, bonis viris qui omnem auctoritatem Clodianis armis abiecerant, mihi umquam 

bonorum praesidium defuturum putarem? Ego cum te” (mecum enim saepissime 
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loquitur) “patriae reddidissem, mihi putarem in patria non futurum locum? Ubi nunc 

senatus est quem secuti sumus, ubi equites Romani illi, illi” inquit “tui, ubi studia 

municipiorum, ubi Italiae voces, ubi denique tua, M. Tulli, quae plurimis fuit auxilio, 

vox atque defensio? Mihine ea soli qui pro te totiens morti me obtuli nihil potest 

opitulari?” 

Nec vero haec, iudices, ut ego nunc, flens, sed hoc eodem loquitur voltu quo videtis. 

 

But I have now said quite enough about the case itself –– and about what goes beyond 

that, perhaps even too much. So what is left, except for me to beg and beseech you, 

members of the jury, to extend to this man of courage the mercy for which he does not 

himself ask, but which I, against his wishes, both ask for and implore? If amid all our 

weeping you have seen not a single tear from Milo, if you see his expression always 

the same, his tone of voice and his speech steady and unchanging, then do not hold this 

against him. In fact I think this ought to make you all the more inclined to help him. In 

gladiatorial combats, involving men whose position and lot is that of the lowest class, 

we generally feel contempt for those who are cowardly and grovel and beg for their 

lives, while those who are brave and spirited and face their deaths undaunted we prefer 

to see spared. We feel more pity, in other words, for those who do not ask for our mercy 

than for those who beg for it. How much more will this be true, then, when the man in 

question is not someone of low class but one of our most courageous citizens! As for 

me, gentlemen, I feel bowled over and utterly destroyed by these words of Milo’s which 

I am perpetually hearing and which surround me all day long. “Farewell,” he says, 

“farewell, my fellow citizens! May you be safe, prosperous, and happy. May this 

famous city still stand, and this country so dear to me, regardless of how she will treat 

me. May my fellow citizens enjoy peaceful government––without me, since I am not 

permitted to enjoy it with them, but nevertheless because of me. I shall retire and depart. 

If I shall not be allowed to enjoy good government, at least I shall be spared bad, and 

the first well-ordered and free community that I come to, there I shall take my rest. “All 

my efforts,” he continues, “have been in vain! All my hopes have been dashed! All my 

dreams have come to nothing! When I was tribune of the plebs and our country was 

being devastated, I devoted myself to the senate, which had been annihilated, to the 

Roman equestrians, whose power had been weakened, and to all loyal citizens, who 

had surrendered their authority in the face of Clodius’ violence. Could I possibly have 

imagined, at that time, that these people would ever fail to support me? And when I had 
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restored you to your country” –– Milo often says this to me –– “did I ever imagine that 

there would be no place in that country for myself? Where is the senate now, whose 

followers we were? Where are the Roman equestrians,” he says, “your very own 

equestrians? Where is the support of the towns, where are the voices of Italy, and where, 

Marcus Tullius, is your eloquent advocacy, which has defended so many others in the 

past? Am I the only person it will fail to help, I, who have so often hazarded my life for 

your sake?” But he does not say these words, gentlemen, as I do now –– with tears in 

his eyes. 

 

Appendix 16: Pro Milone 97-99 (Latin from Fotheringham 2013, p105; English translation by 

Berry 2000, p220-221) 

sed tamen ex omnibus praemiis virtutis, si esset habenda ratio praemiorum, 

amplissimum esse praemium gloriam; esse hanc unam quae brevitatem vitae 

posteritatis memoria consolaretur, quae efficeret ut absentes adessemus, mortui 

viveremus; hanc denique esse cuius gradibus etiam in caelum homines viderentur 

ascendere. “De me” inquit “semper populus Romanus, semper omnes gentes loquentur, 

nulla umquam obmutescet vetustas. Quin hoc tempore ipso, cum omnes a meis inimicis 

faces invidiae meae subiciantur, tamen omni in hominum coetu, gratiis agendis et 

gratulationibus habendis, et omni sermone celebramur. Omitto Etruriae festos et actos 

et institutos dies. Centesima lux est haec ab interitu P. Clodi et, opinor, altera; qua fines 

imperi populi Romani sunt, ea non solum fama iam de illo sed etiam laetitia peragravit. 

Quam ob rem ubi corpus hoc sit non” inquit “laboro, quoniam omnibus in terris et iam 

versatur et semper hic habitabit nominis mei gloria.” Haec tu mecum saepe his 

absentibus, sed isdem audientibus haec ego tecum, Milo: te quidem, cum isto animo 

sis, satis laudare non possum, sed quo est ista magis divina virtus, eo maiore a te dolore 

divellor. 

 

But of all the rewards that virtue brings (if we must be calculating rewards), the greatest 

is glory. It is this alone which makes up for the shortness of our lives, through the 

recollection of future generations. It enables us, although absent, to be present, and 

although dead, to live. In short, it is this which supplies the steps by which men may 

seem to climb as high as the gods. “The Roman people,” says Milo, “shall always speak 

of me. Foreign nations shall always speak of me. No age, however distant, shall ever 

fall silent about what I have achieved. Even at this very moment, although my enemies 
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are lighting the fires of hatred against me, my name is spoken of wherever people meet 

together, and gratitude and congratulations are the subject of everyone’s talk. I say 

nothing of the festivals that have been celebrated or instituted throughout Etruria. 

Today is, I believe, the hundred and second day since Publius Clodius’ death. Not only 

has the news of that event now travelled all the way to the boundaries of the empire of 

the Roman people, but so has the public rejoicing. For this reason,” says Milo, “I do 

not care where my body may be, since the glory of my name exists in every land, and 

will live there for all time.” That is how you speak to me away from the court, Milo, 

but here in court this is what I say to you. 

 

Appendix 17: Pro Milone 104 (Latin from Fotheringham 2013, p106; English translation by 

Berry 2000, p223) 

utinam P. Clodius non modo viveret sed etiam praetor, consul, dictator esset, potius 

quam hoc spectaculum viderem! O di immortales! Fortem et a vobis, iudices, 

conservandum virum! “Minime, minime,” inquit; “immo vero poenas ille debitas luerit; 

nos subeamus, si ita necesse est, non debitas.” Hicine vir, patriae natus, usquam nisi in 

patria morietur, aut, si forte, pro patria? 

 

how I wish that Publius Clodius had not merely remained alive but had become praetor, 

consul, even dictator rather than that I should have to witness such a spectacle as this! 

But Milo will have none or it––immortal gods, what a brave man, and one, gentlemen, 

whom you would do well to save! “No, no,” he says, “it is right for Clodius to have 

paid the penalty he deserved: I am prepared, if necessary, to pay one that I do not 

deserve.” Shall this man, born to serve his country, die anywhere other than in his 

country––unless, perhaps, for his country? 

 


